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FIRST
IAJDRD
By Admiral E, R. Zumwalt, Jr.

^Through 2000,

antisateilite weapons
are likely to

prevail in space. Later on,

offensive arms
aimed at targets on Earth

may be u$ed$
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near future f ,

well- as that of the-other armed services,

to undergo a metamorphosis. Dramatic
improvements in technology will produce
radical new weapons: In a Speech deliv-

ered m March of this year, President
Reagan

i expect to

see- the. development of outer-space
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tiring weapons- in space and because
"

oi the poleniia:' for accidents or unintended
launches-. Only later on, in the years-

after .the turn o* '.he century, may offensive
li :!,: !.;;

surface,, be employed.
-Microelectronics and computers fetus

accomplish far-ranging tasks in space
and. produce "smarr" devices. The
computer's rapid computation- time and
memory capacity (which is approaching
infinity), are permitting us. to create
programmed intelligence that can perform
functions more efficiently than humans.
A w.'de assortment of microelectronic
devices will radically transform the nature
of future conflict by providing the

command and coning necossary to .guide
an attack on targets across the world.

Missiles able to carry out complex,
deceptive maneuvers or long range
missions wii: likewise be developed.'

Future conflict will also see substantive
' changes'in the use of stealth technology
.

(the design of aircraft, that radar cannot
detect) and.' deception-. .'

In addition, precision munitions, bolh
nuclear and convention;]-, will be devel-

oped further blurring the, theoretical

differences between strategic nuclear
and conventional- weapons.. Nuclear
weapons, once pictured solely as
Armageddon-type weapons, will .become
smail and con^olied. permuting surgical
attacks on precise iargets, while some
conventional high explosives will become
specialized "submunitions.' An example
of the latter is the cruise missile, which will

fly the length of an airfield and spew
explosive canisters that will bury them-
selves along the runway. Each canister
can be mads "smart"- enough to explode
at a random time or to aci as a mine .'

that can. be detonated from elsewhere.
While; the technologies above are.aJmost

at hand, there are others that exist only..
:

'

On paper Such directed-energy devices

.

.as high-energy lasers and particle-

beam weapons stiil need to overcome
problems of propagation in the earth's

.

atmosphere and -requirements for

extremely large energy sources. A break-
through here would create an enormously '

powerful weapon that would challenge
the penetration, capabilities of missiles.

New methods, of detecting and tracking

submarines, are also being explored...-

'If successful, these techniques would
greatly diminish the submarine's advan- -

tage of concealment and' radically

. change the posture of opposing forces.

Future conflict will see a change in

the strategy of war. Combat will' be heavily
dependent oh global command and

:

control arid rapid. decision making. Tradi-

tional divisions Pe !vveen land, maritime,

and air services will become blurred as: >

.

• Armies stand farther from targets and
are used to protect weapon-launGh sites,

and mobile maneuver' units are deployed' -

to areas struck by precision weapons; '

•Ships do not enter, battles directly

but function mpre-as mobile -launch '

platforms for iong-range weapons guided
from a central-control.'base to targets

identified by spy satellites; '

.• • -

manned drones, c-j
',.!-";;! bsiiistic missile

Vmies snips, and al

and
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central war-fighting organizatior
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while the U.S.

t deep in the
Quid, control 'similar assets.

It confrontation escalated to a shooting
level, it would likely begin with a space
battle m which both Sides would attempt

..n .
i

ii .,n. ;

and targeting capability by destroying
space-based sensors Cruise and ballistic

missile.'.; with. precision warheads would,

then likely be brought tobear against such
critical, targets as command and control
Sites, supply centers, and massed armies
o: ihp. waning nslionj

This description of future-conflict is not!,.
bai-ies win no; lake place. They will, even '

.
in- the 2050 scenario-. An evolution will

occur, however, in which .superpower
.

conflict, if it occurs, will increasingly involve

the technologies and' stategtes above.
f
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Steve Wozniak, perhaps more
than any other man, is responsi-
ble for the home-computer

revolution. A college dropout with only
rudimentary engineering training, he
designed the two components that made
the Apple computer such a success: a
simple, elegant operating system and the
first disk drive for the popular market.
These remarkable feats turned his garage-
based operation into a half-billion-dollar

company and catapulted Apple Into

the Fortune 500 faster than any other
organization in American history.

To profile the eccentric inventor,

freelance writer Doug Garr spent months
tracking him down by phone. (Explains
Garr, "Woz doesn't return phone calls. But
if you were worth eighty million dollars,

you wouldn't either") Then, out of the
blue, Wozniak called, only to get Garr's
answering service. The distraught writer

phoned back immediately, but he was
told that the busy executive was in a
meeting. "Well, I'd been hearing that line

for half a year," says Garr; "so I hopped
on the next plane to San Francisco."
Fortunately, Garr was rewarded for his

perseverance. Wozniak turned out to be'
a delightful host, engaging Garr in

animated conversation for hours on end.
From lengthy interviews with the inventor,

his family, friends, and associates, Garr
paints an intimate portrait of the Wizard
of Silicon Valley, Turn to "Wozardry,"
starting on page 48.

In the Fifties, visionaries at Collier's

a OMNI

magazTie proposed launching an army
ot workmen into space aboard a football-

.
field-size ferry. Today we're closer than
ever to fulfilling that dream, In "The Birth
of a Station," freelance writer Dava Sobel
describes the latest designs for space
platforms. Already, major corporations
have responded enthusiastically to a
question on a preliminary survey, "Did
you ever consider doing what you do in

space?" Free-floating sculptures and
vast industrial complexes are just a few
of the projects that respondents would like

to see stationed in zero g. Almost every-
one agrees that space platforms are
destined to become way stations to the
stars. "From these celestial outposts,"

predicts Sobel, "future ships will embark
on journeys to neighboring planets and
beyond." For her story, turn to page 72.

Self-help books roll off the presses
each year, addressing every conceivable
problem under the sun. Now, one of

America's finest novelists, Walker Percy,
poses the question, How can we survive
in the cosmos, about which we know
more and more, while knowing less and
less about ourselves?

Our excerpt from Percy's latest effort.

Lost in the Cosmos: The Last Self-Heip
Book, begins on page 92. It takes the form
of a series of short essays and'"thought
experiments," each followed by a humor-
ous quiz. Percy has written a number
of critically acclaimed novels, including
The Moviegoer and The Last Gentleman.
As the current epidemic of AIDS among

male gays and other groups has shown,
the body's immune system is among
the most vital and complex parts of the
human machine. Though the exact cause
of AIDS has not yet been determined,
hope for a cure is high because of recent
research that has uncovered much of

the detailed inner workings of the body's
immune system. One man responsible
for some of the major breakthroughs
is Baruj Benacerraf, of Harvard, winner of

the 1980 Nobel Prize in physiology
and medicine. In this issue Benacerraf
talks to science journalist Anthony
Liversidge about the vast health

benefits that may be within our grasp
once the remaining secrets of the
immune system are unlocked. Our
Interview with the meticulous giant of

immunogenetics begins on page 78.

This month's issue also includes the
first collaboration between 1982 Mebula
Award finalist William Gibson and Bruce
Sterling, another rising star on the science-
fiction horizon. "Red Star, Winter Orbit"

describes the plight of a Russian cosmo-
naut, onetime hero of the motherland,
who is faced with certain death when the
Soviet bureaucracy decides to allow
the orbit of his space-station home to

deteriorate. This gripping tale begins on
page 84. And Cherry Wilder makes her
Omn/ fiction debut with "Kaleidoscope,"
a story about two Americans who are
swept into an alternate universe when their

isolated island is hit by a severe tropical

storm (see page 56).OO
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Chattey's Pollution

Shame on you lor your lack of research
into the proposed oil retinery to be built on
Nigel Chattey's island [Earth, February
1983], There are two major flaws in the
article, one written and the other unwritten.

It is deceptive to state that "the winds
blowing past the Cholera Bank are usually
whisked out to sea," when just the
opposite is true. In late spring, summer,
and early autumn, the prevailing offshore
breezes are from the south, southeast,
and southwest. These winds. will bring

more air impurities to the 20 million people
of the New York metropolitan area,

forming a black cloud that the region-

can't afford. And during mild winters, the
winds often have a southerly flow.

Second, and perhaps more important,

the Cholera Bank is possibly the most
productive commercial and recreational

nalural fishery on the East Coast. Each
year migrating schools of mackerel,
bluefish, tuna, weakfish, and striped bass
extend their stay to feed on the immense
schools of menhaden, sand launce,

anchovies, and other baitfish that

congregate there for months at a time.

I think that the construction on Chattey's
island will not "actually improve the
environment" but will destroy one of

Gotham's natural resources.

Peter Murdock
Amityville, NY

Nigel Chattey replies: Mr. Murdock is

partially correct concerning the prevailing

winds on the island. However, for 62
percent ot the year, the winds do blow
out to sea. Weather buoys are stationed
on the island site to determine the exact
measurements.

During the summer months, when the
winds blow toward populated areas,

the coal-oil mix will be changed from a
cheaper, high-sulfur fuel to a more
expensive one with much less sulfur,

thereby cutting down on pollutants

considerably. The facility's capacity to

change, from high- to low-sulfur fuel in a
half-hour makes this arrangement quite
safe and practical.

In regard to Murdock's second point,

the Cholera Bank had been one of the
richest fisheries in New York until it came
to be used as a garbage dump. This

area is now one of the most polluted in

the United States. The outer underwater
reefs protecting the island will eventually

make excellent breeding areas for fish,

creating optimum nursery conditions.

Pinwheel Power
The John McCarthy interview [April 1983]
brought back childhood memories of

making pinwheels by cutting out squares
of paper and attaching them with pins
to the eraser ends of pencils, then setting

them out to spin in the wind. McCarthy
told of a "vision-of-the-future" clerk A.

ordering from clerk B 5,000 pencils that

her terminal informed her were needed. If

clerk A were also to order 5,000 pins
and 5,000 squares of paper, she could
make 5.000 pinwheels and generate
enough power to run her whole
interorganizational system. What else
would one do with 5,000 pencils in a
computerized office?

Marian Young
Cincinnati

Pocketknife Spies
In "Firepower Plant" [February 1983],
Ernest Volkman makes a casual joke about
Russians visiting our MHD [magnetohy-
drodynamic] research facilities and
scraping on the vessels with pocketknives.
I enjoyed the article, and I am very
enthusiastic about MHD because of it.

Before I hound my congressman for

funding, however, I would like to see our
research people get more serious

abou! security.

A properly trained expert can extract

years of developmental work with little

more than a quick glance at the equipment.
If the Russians have been visiting our
plants since 1956, I am not surprised
that they are ahead in their research.

Not to worry. All we need is two days in

their 500-megawatt facility and a couple
of the right people with pocketknives,

and we can catch up.

Charles St. Clair

Cuero. TX OQ



DIALOGUE
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In which the readers, editors, and
correspondents discuss theories and
speculation arising out of Omni. Readers
are encouraged to debate views and
pose questions to Omni, the scientific

community, and the science-fiction

establishment. The opinions published
are not necessarily those of the editors.

Protecting Computers
I was pleased to read the article by Peter

Ognibene, "The Keeper of Secrets," in

your March 1983 issue. As the author of

computer-crime legislation, I congratulate
you for a good job of exposing a subtle

and potentially explosive problem.

In a new world of high technology and
computers, we can well expect a
genuine, high-technology criminal parallel.

Computer crimes such as theft of

computer information and information

destruction are happening more and more
frequently. With the majority of our
corporations, banks, and governmental
operations gearing up to be completely
dependent on computers, priorities must
be established to ensure proper deterrents

to illegal access. We must also offer

adequate protection.

As Ognibene emphasized, there is a
lack of such protection. Therefore. I have
sponsored the Federal Computer Systems
Protection Act of 1983 in the House of

Representatives, which will protect the
computerized information stored and
used by federal government agencies.
Your publicizing of the present lack of

security and the easy accessibility to

information transmitied by computers
increases public awareness
of this whole problem.

Hon. Bill Nelson
House of Representatives

Washinglon, DC

Mind Medicine

I read Mike Edelhart's article "Tumors of

the Psyche" [Mind, January 1983] with

some dismay.

The anecdpte of a small boy "visualizing

his cure mentally" is a story I have heard-

many times in my work, and I have no
problem accepting the reality of the

14 OMNI

child's disease-free condition.

Dr. Paul Rosch's beliefs regarding the

link between stress and illness are not

tenuous at all. This relationship has been
scientifically documented over the

past 50 years.

What concerns me is the tone of the

rest of the article. Although Dr. Rosch was
allowed to present a view that supports
a relationship between stress and illness,

the author sought out five contrary

opinions, neglecting the studies of several

eminenf doctors and researchers in

.the field.

Edelhart quotes Dr. Joan Borysenko,
who states unequivocally that cancer
Cannot develop shortly (within eight

months) after a severe loss is experienced.

•She then tells us, with absolute certainty,

how long palpable cancer of the breast
and all cancers of the lungs take to

develop. If I were to take these views as
absolutely as they are put forth, I would
have to conclude that human beings are

like machines and that they all act,

react, and degenerate in the same
manner. Not only is this untrue; it is

offensive,

In addition, after learning more about
Dr. Borysenko's attitudes about the

carcinogenic personality and stress and
cancer, I find it hard to believe that the

statements ascribed to her were not

misquoted, quoted but of contexi, or dug
up from some past time. They are not

representative of her current views.

I feel personally affronted by this

misleading article and question the

veracity of other articles in Omni.

Marsha Haber
Director, The Stress Institute

Miami, FL

Mike Edelhart replies: Dr. Borysenko's

comments were taken from a speech she
made in a conference at the New York

Academy of Medicine on April 25, 1982.

We taped the speech.
As for the column's supposed lack of

balance: The piece was conceived as a

counterweight to the many stories in

the popular press thai speak of the stress-

cancer link as proven. On the contrary.

many eminent researchers feel the link

has not been proved at all. A surmise is

being touted as though it were a certainty.

We are not saying that worthy people
are not working in this field. But we do
believe they have not yet documented an
environmental-behavioral factor that

can begin a chain of chemical events
within the body and create a precancerous
state or cancer itself.

Macho Astronauts

Where has Zenith R. D. Knight been
[Forum, April 1983]?

As a journalist who has reported on
space issues more than a few times, I feel

qualified to inform him that his chances
of being accepted by NASA as an
astronaut are very slim with his outmoded
chauvinism, inflated feelings of self-

worth, and presumptuous attitude. His

assertion that "no woman can come
close to me in any physical or mental test"

is completely absurd.

NASA seeks not only healthy people
with excellent educational credentials and
professional backgrounds but men and
women who are emotionally mature
enough to work together without rivalry

in tight quarters as close-knit team
members. Prima donnas are not

welcomed in such an environment.

Knight is the one who needs the rude
brush with reality— not Kathy Keeton.
Women (though relatively few in number
ndw) are in the space program
and are there to stay.

As a woman,
I
chuckle at his insistence

that "women don't measure up to men
in conditions that demand strength,

ruggedness, endurance, speed, and
bravery." The conditions forced upon men
and women by zero- or minimum-gravity

require no extra strength, he-man
ruggedness, marathon endurance, or

particular speed. Space has been called

the "greal equalizer" between the sexes.

Knight should go back to College for

a few lessons in fundamental physics,

A lesson in human relations certainly

wouldn't hurt him, either.

Leslie Wolfe-Cundiff

New York City

'X'MINULDON PAGE 123



~HE FIREFLY ENTREPRENEUR!

EARTH
By. David Monagan

I ^% I ant to find life in space,
1

:'i | | psychoanalyze pigs, or

^» *rf paralyze sharks? Whatever
the problem, two Elk Grove, Illinois,

brothers keep snatching the answer trom
thin air. Their secret: the firefly, that
sorcerous speck of insecl light. Part

beacon and part living poison, lightning

bugs, it seems, glow with uncanny
chemical and commercial potential.

The story of how Alan Antonik and his

brother Steve created a worldwide
firefly distributorship is almost too Horatio
Algerish to believe. This much, however,
is true: In the mid-Sixties, NASA needed
fireflies to test for life in outer space.
The bugs were crucial because they
produced luciferin and luciferase, chemi-
cals that instantly light up when exposed
to adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Since
ATP is the molecule that transfers energy
in all living cells, any life form remotely
like our own will make the fireflies glow.
The reaction occurs even when luciferin

and luciferase have been removed from
the fireflies themselves. What's more,
the light's intensity is proportional to the

amount of ATP, whether it comes from a
terrestrial truck stop or microbes on Mars.
The upshot, 16 years ago, was that a

lot ot moonlighting workers and school-
children took out their mason jars and
tinfoil to get NASA's lightning-bug bounty.
The only trouble was that the insects

tended to come in piecemeal—and so
dried up that their chemistry lost much of

its luminous potency.

Enter Alan Antonik, a troubleshooter for

a Chicago biomedical company. Antonik
saw a golden opportunity in collecting

lightning bugs for outer space. He also
had a brainstorm: Freeze-dry the bugs so
you could easily ship and deliver a
fresher product. That way you could also
deal in unprecedentedly—and profit-

ably—large batches of bugs.
Antonik quickly began franchising

firefly collecting to his neighbors at a half-

cent a head (today they go for 1.3 cents
apiece). With the prospect of a steady,
high-quality supply, MASA bought and
bought, and within a year Antonik began
collecting fireflies full-time.

Despite the work from NASA, though,

The firefly can be used to diagnose heart disease, paralyze sharks, and analyze nervous pigs.
16 OMNI

Antonik was smart enough to diversify.

From his master's work in biochemistry at

De Paul University, in Chicago, he knew
that scientists around the country could
use the luciferase-luciferin flash test

in other ways—to measure the vitality of

stored blood, for example, and to check
bacteria counts in polluted bays. Capital-
izing on those needs, he soon formed
Antonik Laboratories to sell his wares.

Fearing that no business could be
safely established on the ups and downs
of basic research alone, Antonik took
another step: He changed the whole firefly

luminescence test so that it could
measure not just ATP but also one of its

building blocks, an enzyme called creatine

phosphokinase, or CPK. Fluctuation of

CPK following heart attacks, it turns out,

is a well-known indicator of a rapid-fire

second attack. So any means of monitor-
ing CPK in the blood, Antonik guessed,
would be a good bet with the health
industry. The test caught on, but when
doctors soon found that it wasn't always
accurate, it had to be canned.
Anyone except a born inventor might

have been undone. But Antonik kept
experimenting, and finally, in the mid-
Seventies, he found another application for

his firefly test: gauging CPK levels to

identify high-strung pigs. Some 3 to 5
percent of American hogs (more on giant
pig farms) succumb to a kind of nervous
breakdown termed porcine stress

syndrome, or PSS. Typically set off by as
little as a growling dog or the stress of

jowl-to-jowl hog housing, PSS amounts to

being scared stiff; instant muscular
rigidity throughout the system plays havoc
with breathing and makes the hind legs
and torso lock up until the pigs collapse
and die. But not just any pigs. Death by
stress seems to strike only hogs with
high CPK levels. With millions of pigs
succumbing to PSS each year, hog
farmers around the world are now using
Antonik's CPK test to decide which
ones are balanced enough to breed.
To meet the growing firefly quota, the

Antoniks soon spread their harvesting

network over the breadth of northern
Illinois, and their collectors began netting

CONTINUED ON PAGE 130



UARDIAN ANGELS

oniruD
By Bill Moseley

In
1979 Curtis Siiwa, a former

McDonald's night manager and National

Newsboy of the Year, founded the
Magnificent 13, a predominantly Hispanic
baker's dozen of inner-city young men.
They had one mission: to help the
financially strapped New York City Transit

Police rid the city's subways of violent

crime and "the tyranny of fear" that

reigned there. Carrying no weapons, the
"13" patrolled the notorious Number
Four subway line—nicknamed the

Mugger's Express— seven nights a week,
safeguarding its riders. With their

distinctive red berets and T-shirts

emblazoned with their logo, a winged
eye watching from the clouds, the "13"

became instant heroes and media
celebrities, much to the consternation of

the police department and city hall,

which mistrusted Sliwa's motives.

Popular response was so great,

however, that in 1980 Sliwa renamed the

group the Guardian Angels and
expanded its ranks to accommodate the

throngs of young men and women who
flocked to join his glamorized crime
fighters. Today there are 38 chapters of

the Guardian Angels in the United States
and Canada, with a total membership
of just over 4,000.

But controversy swirls around the

phenomenon of the Angels. Are they
indeed saviors, or are they menaces?
Some social behaviorists view the

Guardian Angels as the embodiment of

the public's urge to stem the rampage of

crime in this country. Others see the
Angels as, at best, well-meaning

individuals who may violate the rights of

the citizens they are trying to protect,

or, at worst, as modern-day vigilantes.

The training of individual Angels runs far-

three months and consists of instruction

in basic law, martial arts, cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, and nonviolent resistance

to "verbal abuse and physical
intimidation." By Sliwa's directive, the
Angels are instructed to apprehend
criminal suspects, by force if necessary,
under the aegis-of citizen's arrest.

As a citizen's arrest group they may be
more of a hindrance than a help, say.

20 OMNI

some, "One of the biggest problems with

this kind of organization is that it has
the potential to do damage," points out
Lyle Hallowell, assistant professor of

sociology, at the State University of New
York at Stony Brook. The "damage" he
refers to is the violation of someone's civil

rights when making a citizen's arrest.

Sliwa professes complete confidence
in his troops and points out there has
yet to be a judgment against the Angels
for using excessive force or violating

an individual's civil rights. Just the same,
Chicago police superintendent Richard
Brzeczek sees that as a very real problem:
"I have police officers trained for a
period far longer than the Angels are
trained for; they take an examination
to .make sure that they understand the

concepts of liability and the laws of arrest,

search, and seizure. Despite that, we
get sued almost every day."

Police officials are not pleased with

the Angels phenomenon. Brzeczek
characterizes them as a "goon squad"
and adds, "They're capitalizing on an
emotionalism that's taking hold of the

country, and the focus is on Sliwa. Go
back and read how the brownshirts

[Hitler's preelection enforcers] started in

Munich. The similarities are unnerving."

Arno Wittig, professor of psychology,

at Indiana's Ball State University, concedes
there may be similarities, but they are
superficial. "Wearing a uniform is one of

the most common methods of gaining

status in any group. Just stand in the

lobby of any major office building and
count the three-piece suits." he says.

The Guardian Angels are far more a
symbol than an actual crime-deterring

force, points out Mark H. Moore,
Guggenheim Professor of Criminal Justice

Policy and Management, at Harvard
University's Kennedy School of

Government. "The Angels do make a
contribution insofar as they remind us that

crime control is an ordinary citizen's

responsibility as well as that of a public

bureaucracy," he suggests. Because
of the small size of their numbers, they
probably have little significant impact
on the incidence of crime.

Are the Angels a freak social phe-
nomenon or are they a sign of the times?
Harvard's Moore thinks the latter. "The
Angels and groups like them have arisen

because of the unmet need for protection

against crime and the preservation of

order in communities. In the future
I

would expect that need to continue
rather than diminish."

And are they vigilantes? Hallowell says
they are not, since classic vigilantes

mete out justice to those they capture.
The Angels do not. This is not to say
there is no potential for vigilantism in this

country. If it lies anywhere, caution

Moore and Hallowell, it lies in the armies
of "private security guards in the United

States. Not only do they operate under the

auspices of citizen's arrest and pledge
allegiance to whoever signs their

paychecks; many also carry guns. And
most ominously, their numbers now
exceed those of uniformed police in the

United States. Warns Moore: "What I'm

afraid of is that we'll decide that the

Guardian Angels are vigilantes and that

all these security guards are not. "DO



AND THE WINNER

By Owen Davies

^^\ fter the Omni Get Away Special

w^^K (GAS) Contest was announced
# » just over a year ago, our

judges had to labor mightily. First they

chose, from hundreds of entries, the few
most original, interesting, elegant—and
workable— experiments that might fly

aboard the NASA space shuttle. Then
they picked from the finalists a single

proposal that seemed the likeliest to

advance the cause of space development.

It was a difficult job.

Now, at last, the task is done. Our chief

judge, physicist Robert W. Bussard,
has delivered the verdict. (The house
lights dim. A beautiful young editor clad
in an evening gown walks slowly to the

podium, envelope in hand. The audience
hushes.) And the winner is . .

.

Professor Franklin H. Cocks, of the

departments of mechanical engineering
and materials science at Duke University,

in Durham, North Carolina, for the first

practical test ot a venerable idea in

space engineering.

More than 30 years ago, Wernher von
Braun suggested that unique new struc-

tural materials, lightweight and very
rigid, could be made in space by blowing
bubbles in molten metal. "A beam made
of foamed metal is much stiffer than a
solid beam of the same weight," Cocks
explains, "because the bubbles expand it

to a much greater cross-sectional area.

This is important in space construction

because it means that building something
in orbit requires much less material to

be hauled up from Earth."

It is possible to make a foamed metal

here on Earth, but it is not easy, and
because gravity is constantly trying to

collapse the foam, it is impossible to

govern closely the size and packing
density of the bubbles—important factors

that decide the metal's structural proper-
. ties. What Cocks has devised, and will

now get the chance to try out, is an
imaginative new way to produce these
foams in space. He also will test new
materials from which to make the foams—
a series of metal alloys specifically suited

to construction in orbit.

.
He will fill the 2.5 cubic feet of Omni's

Get Away Special canister with batteries

A future space shuttle will
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and insulated glass vials. Inside the vials,

a mixture of special metal alloys and
titanium hydride sits in a chamber capped
by an "extrusion channel" in the shape
of an I beam. Once in space, the batteries

are used to melt the alloy and release

hydrogen gas from the hydride. The gas
bubbles through the molten alloy, creat-

ing the foam and forcing it into the channel.

When Cocks's package returns from

space, it will hold miniature
I beams

ready for testing.

Yet, he says, the chance to test space-
foamed metal is not his project's most
important innovation. "The distinctive part

of this experiment is the alloys I want
to use," he says. "Several of them will be
based on calcium. If there's one thing

in this experiment that makes a permanent
contribution to the cause of space
development, I expect it to be that."

Calcium is one of the lightest metals
and one of the most abundant; some 6
percent of the earth's crust is calcium.

Yet it is never used in construction.

"Calcium combines with water incredibly

quickly," Cocks says. "It turns to lime

almost while you're watching. Anything

built with it would immediately corrode.

No known alloy can prevent this.

"In space, there is no water to combine
with the calcium; so corrosion would
not be a problem. A foamed alloy of

calcium, aluminum, and other metals could

be quite strong and nearly one third

lighter than an all-aluminum foam. In a
major construction project, such as a

space station, this could save millions of

dollars in the cost of lifting building

materials from Earth."

Cocks will begin work on his GAS
experiment'during Duke's summer
vacation, then continue it as a project in a

special class in "Materials Processing in

Space," to be given jointly by the

'ria:er als-science and mechanical-
engineering departments. Fourteen

students have signed up for the course.

After the shuttle experiment will come
three months of testing to find out which
alloy makes the sturdiest foam. Then it

should not take long to scale up the pro-

cess for actual space construction.DO



FAN'S SEA

TARS
By Patrick Moore

ver the past iwo decades we
have seen men walk on the
moon and machines land on

Venus and Mars as well as travel the
planets out to Jupiter. Unfortunately, owing
to a lack of funds, only one new expedi-
tion is scheduled—the Galileo probe
to Jupiter. If you ask planetary astronomers
where they would like to send the next
probe, however,

I have a feeling they would
say Titan. The reason is simple. As a
space object, Titan is in a class all its own
and has many of the ingredients for life.

Titan is the largest of Saturn's satellites

(and is considerably larger than our
moon). It is also the only satellite in our
solar system that has an atmosphere.
That was discovered in 1944 by the
American astronomer Gerard Kuiper. It

wasn't until the Seventies, after the launch
of the two Voyager spacecraft, that we
learned what the components of that

atmosphere are. Both Voyagers sent back
news that the main ingredient in Titan's

atmosphere is nitrogen, which constitutes

78 percent of the air we breathe on Earth.

The Voyagers also detected an apprecia-
ble quantity of methane—amounting to

about 6 percent—and determined that the
surface pressure of Titan is about one
and one-half times that of Earth's air

pressure measured at sea level.

Titan is permanently shrouded in an
impenetrable haze that scientists have
determinedis a methane smog, the result

of sunlight interacting with atmospheric
chemicals. In this regard, the atmosphere
of the satellite most closely resembles
that of Los Angeles.

Since Titan has a nitrogen-rich

atmosphere, could life exist there? It is

hard to say, because Titan's temperature
is -168°C. For this reason Titan

is sometimes described as an Earth in

deep freeze. No form of life that we know
of could develop to any great extent in

so cold a climate.

This temperature is also significant

because it is near what is called the triple

point of methane; that is to say, the
temperature at'which methane can exist

as a solid, liquid, or gas. The melting
point of methane is - 182°C, and its boiling
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point is -155°C. The -168°C surface
temperature of Titan falls neatly between
the two. The atmospheric conditions
on Titan are such that scientists have
postulated bizarre but plausible scenarios
of weather conditions on the satellite.

Methane could conceivably condense into

clouds near the frigid surface, causing
methane rains or methane snowstorms on
any given day. In other words, this moon
could routinely have a kind of gasolinelike

high-octane precipitation. As one plane-

tary scientist succinctly put it, it could be
"raining frozen gasoline on Titan."

- The methane in the atmosphere
presumably comes from some source on
Titan's surface, and from what we know
about the moon's temperature and
pressure conditions, this source is likely

to be liquid. In fact, there should be a
sea of methane on Titan. The question is,

How deep is it?

Here we come to some fascinating

studies by Cornell University astronomers
Carl Sagan and Stanley Dermott. They
began by calculating the tidal forces that

would exist on a Titan sea and concluded

that with each revolution around Saturn,

there should be a 30-foot tide. A tide

this immense could conceivably create

tremendous friction between the sea and
the surface of Titan. The eventual effect

would be to shift the satellite's orbit

until the tides abated almost to zero.

But this has not happened. There are
two possible explanations. Either there is

no ocean on Titan or, as Sagan and
Dermott suggest, the ocean is extremely
deep. (I mention this because we know
from studies of tides here on Earth
that deep seas produce less friction than
shallow ones.) There has to be some
ocean: otherwise we could not explain

the methane in the atmosphere. Therefore,

Sagan and Dermott's explanation is

the more plausible; they estimate the
ocean's depth at around 1,200 feet.

Nearly all of Titan's surface may be
covered with an ocean of methane,
an uncommon event in Ihe solar system.
The only other bodies with seas of any
comparable size are Earth and possibly
Europa. Jupiter's second satellite. Europa's

sea is not on its surface, and the satellite

has virtually no atmosphere. Planetary

scientists believe, however, that there may
be an underground sea covered by
Europa's crust of ice.

We could find out more about Titan by
doing studies from Earth. We could
beam radar at it and study the reflection.

But that would be difficult indeed. It

would be simpler to do with Titan what
we did with Venus, There is a parallel here,

because Venus, like Titan, is permanently
masked by clouds. Much of what we
now know about Venus came from the

Russian Veneras, which soft-landed
on the planet, and from the United States
Pioneer spacecraft now circling it.

It was the Pioneer that managed to map
the surface accurately using radar.

Presumably the same combination of

orbiter and lander could tell us what we
need to know about Titan.

In the present economic situation, a
Titan probe seems a long way off. Sadly,

all funds have dried up. But once the
probe is launched, the results will be of

surpassing interesi.DQ
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Robert Farber uncovered
the natural expressiveness of
thenude with a very extraordinary film:

AGFACHROMET200
The nude form requires a film with extraordinary qualities that will make the most of the image

before the camera- in situations thai are often less ihan perfect. Which is precisely why renowned
photographer Robert Farber chose Agfachrome 200 for his most recent book, Farber Nudes."
Agfachrome 200's exceptional color responsiveness, wide latitude and fine grain were just what he

needed for his demanding subject matter. And its higher speed enabled him to overcome difficult

lighting situations. It is truly a film designed to meet the challenge of conditions from dawn to dusk.
After exhaustive comparison tests, leading photographic magazines have praised Agfachrome 200

for its distinctive warmth, rich blacks, natural color rendition, ultra-fine grain and moderate contrast.

Priced below other high speed films, Agfachrome 200 is sold with Agfa's own processing. Slides are

returned encased in exclusive plastic mounts.
For the photographer who will settle for nothing less than 'he realisiic portrayal of color that

has made Agfa famous, the only choice in a high speed slide film is Agfachrome 200.

Preferred by those who know.
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BRAIN-CONTROLLED COMPUTER

ARTIFOAL^
inJTELLIGEfUCE
By Judith Becker

In
Foundation's Edge, Isaac Asimov's

far-future space hero commands his

ship's computer with his mind. Such
telepathic computer control may remain
decades away— if it is possible at all

—

but a West Coast researcher has already
devised the next-best thing. To control

computers,' telephones, and other
electronic devices, all you need do is

gaze at a flashing light. Your brain waves
and computer software do the rest.

The new technique may help pilots

maneuver their airplanes when high-g
forces pin their arms. And here on Earth,

severely handicapped people who can't

speak or move anything but their eyes will

use the system to communicate and to

command light switches, televisions, and
meal-carrying robots.

"Most of the hardware for a brain-wave
interface has been on the market for

some time," says inventor Erich Sutter, a
scientist at the Smith-Kettlewell Institute,

in San Francisco. The magic of the
technology is in the software— the
programs that enable the computer to

anaiyze the innumerable electrical

patterns of the human brain.

To use the system, you simply don
some electrodes like those used for an
electroencephalogram. Then just

glance at a flashing light when you want
something done.

The system uses a separate light for

each device to be turned on or off or for

each choice to be made—say, letters

on a screen used to spell out a message.
The lights flash in a carefully chosen
pattern, a repeating sequence that takes

. nearly three seconds to complete. The
viewer responds to the flickering with a
distinctive pattern of brain waves that

changes recognizably as the different

lights flash out their sequence.
All the lights flicker in the same pattern

but not in step. As one light begins the

sequence, the others are partway through
it, So to find out what the user wants
done, the computer compares the user's

brain waves with the patterns in its

memory, When it finds a pattern that

matches, it knows which light was looked

patterns that can be used to control computers.

at and operates the appropriate device.
Developed to help the handicapped

communicate, the current system enables
those who can neither type nor speak
to enter text into a computer. The user
selects letters or numbers from a televi-

sionlike screen divided into 32 squares,
like a checkerboard. Each square contains
a single character and a flickering light.

To enter a character into the computer,
the user simply gazes at the light next to

it. The eye is so selective that adjacent
lights on the board seldom interfere with
the chosen one.

In the current model, the characters
appear on a separate screen while a
speech-synthesis device pronounces them
aloud so that the user can verify their

accuracy. Sutter will soon connect the
interface to a more complex speech
synthesizer to generate language. As text

is entered, the system will pronounce
consecutive words and phrases, enabling
some people to communicate for

the first time in their lives.

The system offers the handicapped
many conveniences. "The target lights

don't have to be on a checkerboard,"
Sutter says. "They can be all over the
room. They can be used to turn lights on,

open windows, or turn the water on and
off." A person could pour a glass of

water and tell a robot to bring it, just by
looking at the faucet, then at the robot.

Earlier attempts to help such severely
handicapped people used complex
trackers to follow the users' eyes as they
moved from letter to letter on a board.
The systems required people to remain
perfectly still while using them and needed
painstaking calibration to function
properly Both requirements made them
clumsy to use outside the laboratory.

Moreover, they were very costly.

"In eye-tracking systems, the solutions

are in the hardware," Sutter says, "and that

hardware is very expensive—as high
as fifty thousand to one hundred thousand
dollars." Because most of the brain-

wave "solution" lies in easily duplicated
software, it's less expensive. The system
can probably be put on the market for

CONTINUED ON PAGE 97



DEATH BY ANESTHESIA

THE BODY
By Arielle Emmett

The surgery was routine, but the

outcome was freakishly tragic.

More important, it may also

have been preventable.

In May 1969, a six-foot, 170-pound
merchant marine named William Fertig

checked into a U.S. Public Health Service
Hospital on Staten Island, Mew York, to

have a minor eye injury repaired.

Anesthetized by a student nurse-trainee,

Fertig emerged from his operation a
quadriplegic, mute, and blind. Eventually
he died of kidney infection, a complication
of his paralysis.

Nearly a decade later, in 1978,

seventeen-year-old Donald Loubert
entered Toronto's North York Branson
Hospital to have a nose injury corrected.
The operation was considered routine.

almost risk free. Yet his heart stopped
during the operation. Although doctors
revived him, Loubert lapsed into a coma
and died shortly thereafter.

What went wrong? Physicians in both
cases contended that the men had
been victims of a rare and undetected
genetic disease called malignant
hyperthermia, which was merely triggered

by anesthetic gases that would normally
be safe and eftective. Fertig's case was
further complicated by his lawyer's claim
that physicians had failed to monitor
his anesthesia adequately and to treat

its adverse effects.

Among some doctors the suspicion is

growing that general anesthesia may
be far more hazardous than they once
assumed. Each year more than 1,000
deaths in North America are directly

attributable to anesthesia or some
anesthesia-related factor. One in 10,000
healthy patients undergoing elective

surgery with anesthesia dies for no clear
reason. And such supposedly minor
procedures as tonsillectomy and
cystoscopy under anesthesia have
produced unexpectedly high death rates.

According to one Canadian physician,

Dr. James B. Forrest, of Hamilton,

Ontario, many of these deaths can be
prevented. Dr. Forrest, chairman of the •

anesthesia department at McMaster
University Health Science Centre, is
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launching the first large-scale safety test

of the four most common agents used
to maintain general anesthesia: halothane,

fentanyl citrate, isoflurane, and enflurane.

The study is necessary, Forrest argues,
because "the relative safety of these
agents is not known." He adds that "very
limited information is available on a wide
range of less serious risks."

The classic postanesthesia complaints
include dizziness, toss of concentration.

and occasional hair loss; even these are

still poorly understood, Forrest says.

Such hazards as bronchial spasm, loss
of blood pressure, and impaired brain and
liver function are recognized but have
never been systematically studied.

Forrest's plan is to collect information

from ten university health centers, where
some 26,000 patient volunteers will

receive randomly one of the anesthetics
being studied. Forrest believes the
drugs will show significant differences in

safety, but he concedes that "I don't

know what we'll find."

Some other doctors doubt that it will be
much. Only a massive study of "hundreds

of thousands of patients—design
exceedingly difficult, cost astronomical'"

would yield the information Forrest is

after, says Dr. Herman Turndorf, chairman
of anesthesiology at New York University

School of Medicine. "We are talking about
very small differences of mortality,"

he points out.

Dr. Turndorf agrees that anesthesia
must be studied much more carefully. But
he says that more knowledge might be
gained by comparing general and
regional, or local, anesthetics. Many
doctors, Turndorf says, fear that general
anesthesia is used too often where
safer local-anesthetic methods might be
just as effective.

But the anesthetics themselves are not

the only hazard, nor are they the worst.

Acute-care hospitals perform roughly 24
million operations each year. To handle
this load, there are only 18,000
anesthesiologists and 1,800 residents in

anesthesiology. The overflow is taken
on by nurse-anesthetists and others, many
of whom have little or no training in

anesthesiology.

A recent letter from an official in

Canada's Bureau of Medical Devices,

Health Protection Branch, claimed that

disconnected tubing and faulty

equipment are responsible for "a large

fraction of several hundred anesthetic-

related deaths a year in Canada." But the
ghoulish reality is that clear-cut

mistakes—some physicians prefer to call

them "misadventures"—may account
for up to 85 percent of anesthetic mishaps,

according to published reports. Some
of the most common causes of death are

failure to make sure the patient is getting

enough oxygen; failure to monitor or

support the patient's breathing after

surgery; and failure to place a tube
securely in the patient's airway, resulting

in fatal inhalation of vomit.

There have been many other equally

spectacular—and unfortunate—cases;
• Clarice Gertrude Gelbium, a
Vancouver, British Columbia, woman,
died in 1978—after a bunion operation.

The apparent cause was suffocation; The
plastic tube meant to carry oxygen to

CONTA'LED ON PAGE 125
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Johnny couldn't read. He couldn't even behave. So un-

controllable were his outbursts that his teachers had

him take an I.Q. test to determine whether he was re-

tarded. Confused by the standard English of the test,

the black eight-year-old performed poorly. His teachers had all

the justification they needed to place him in. special education.

The trouble was that Johnny wasn't retarded. The Irouble was

in the tests. After hearing about Johnny a group of black psy-

chologists in San Francisco surveyed several schools, including

Johnny's, and found an unusually large proportion ot black chil-

dren in special education. The group sued the school system

to stop using tests they said favored white, middle-class kids.

That publicized court case in the Seventies marked a high

point in a controversy that still rages. Can standard 1.0. tests

be valid for minorities? How do you know whether you're meas-

uring intelligence, achievement, or simply test-taking skills?

Now two psychologists, husband and wife, claim they've found

a way to resolve the controversy. Alan and Nadeen Kaufman

say they have developed the first children's intelligence tests

that don't judge what a child knows but how the child knows it,

regardless of his culture or education. That's a tall claim in ed-

ucation: if true, it would make the Kaufman Assessment Battery

for Children (KABC) one of the most significant advances in

intelligence testing in decades.

Both Kaufmans had worked in educational testing and had

seen the kind of heartbreak the tests could produce. One woman,
tor example, had spent 20 years in mental institutions because

she had scored consistently low on verbal intelligence tests.

When Alan Kaufman finally tested her for nonverbal reasoning,

the woman's scores were in the normal range; a language dis-

order, not low intelligence, had been her real problem.

Today's standard intelligence tests, says Kaufman, are basi-

cally antiques based on census data from when whites formed

a greater majority. The questions themselves pose further prob-

lems. One question, for example, asks what you should do 'F

someone smaller than you tries to engage you in a fight. Ignor-

ing the assailant is a "correct" response. Hitting back—the most
logical response in the ghetto, perhaps— is marked wrong. An-

other question asks what salt and water have in common. You

are dead wrong if you answer that "both are in oceans." The

highest scoring response? "Both are chemical compounds."

The Kaufmans turned to hard science for an entirely new test.

Neurology told them that the halves of the brain controlled two

kinds of thinking; Sequential, orderly thinking takes place in the

left brain hemisphere, while simultaneous, instant- recognition-

type thinking occurs in the right. The Kaufmans took advantage

ot this dichotomy and designed a test to measure the two styles

of thought separately. In a "sequential" question, for example,

the instructor might name a series of objects on a chart and

have the child point to them in the same order that they were

named, (The child thus imitates the question's logical se-

quence.) In a "simultaneous" task, the test administrator may

show the child a picture and ask him to recognize one face in

a crowd. The questions thus measure how, not what, a child

learns. Finally there's a separate achievement test that meas-

ures what the child knows, say, about spelling or arithmetic. All

this gives the child several scores, in contrast to the one-score

t.Q. test. The teacher gets a multifaceted picture of how the

child learns so he can adjust his teaching technique.

This new test appeals to some psychologists, but others won-

der whether it really is better than standard 1.0. tests. No test

can truly separate achievement from learning, says University

of Colorado psychologist Kenneth Hopkins; he adds that cul-

tural fairness will always be unattainable. Others say the se-

quential-simultaneous model of thinking has never been proved.

But in preliminary tryouts the KABC narrowed the I.Q, test

difference between blacks and whites from 15 to 7 points—

a

result, says Alan Kaufman, of placing the culturally dependent

language and achievement portions in separate categories. He

adds that enough laboratories have demonstrated the brain's

dichotomous nature to use it in determining intelligence.

It's too early to tell whether the KABC will succeed in the

multimillion-dollar children's test market. But the discussion it

raises is enough to make psychologists intensify their pondering

over the nature of intelligence. How much does it have to do

with culture and education? Should intelligence incorporate

achievement, or is that merely a form of mental adaptability?

Where does creativity fit in? "People want intelligence; so they

are trying to make it exist," says one prominent psychologist.

"No one agrees on a definition."—DOUGLAS STARR
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A tiger lies down among lions: Big cats

species it they are brought up together

TIGON + LION =
LITIGON

When the Calcutta zoo
crossbred a male Bengal ti-

ger with a female Indian

lion in 1972. the result was
a brand-new hybrid ani-

mal—a tigon. It looked like

a tiger with faded stripes

and a lion's tawny coloring.

Seven years later, in

1979, the adventurous zoo
staff went one step further

and crossbred a female
tigon with a male Indian lion,

producing another new
animal—the litigon. Now
approaching maturity,

Cubanacan, the male litigon,

has grown into a gigantic

and powerful cat, so restless

that zoo director A. K. Das
admits the animal has
been too "uncooperative"

to weigh. Some two and
a half feet longer than a lion

and about eight inches

higher, Cubanacan has a
lion's mane with tawny
fur and black fading stripes.

He has the tiger's white

belly, but unlike the tiger,
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which growls, Cubanacan
roars, though his roars

are not so deep, frequent,

or long as those of a lion.

Big cats will mate with a
different species if they

are brought up together as
cubs, Das explains. Male
tigons are said to be sterile,

he adds, but since Calcut-

ta's four tigons are female,

it's been impossible to

verify the legend. The zoo
will, however, backcross
a male and female litigon to

see whether both sexes
of that animal are fertile.

Das says it's conceivable

that litigons could be set

free at wildlife sanctuaries

and might take root in

nature. With the enormous
power these animals dis-

play stalking their cages, he
adds, it looks as if they

might be capable of com-
peting for survival.

—Ben Barber

"Why always, 'Not yet'? Do
flowers in the spring say
Not yet?"

—Norman Douglas

IN MACHINE

he patient is in excru-

ing pain, but instead of

ispensing morphine, his

physician switches on Alpha-

Slim 2000. The new table-

top medical instrument,

equipped with electrodes,

directs a series of gentle

electrical waves through the

patient's body. The ten-

minute treatment brings im-

mediate, dramatic relief

that lasts at least eight hours.

And unlike morphine,

Atpha-Stim 2000 leaves the

patient alert.

"It actually reprograms
the electrical activity of the

brain and nervous system,"

says neurobiologist Dan
Kirsch, Alpha-Stim's inventor.

Alpha-Stim's two electrodes

are placed at acupuncture
points or at the spots where
the patient experiences
the most pain, Kirsch ex-

plains. "When the machine
is turned on, current from

the electrodes seems to

block the sensation of pain."

Kirsch says that Alpha-
Stim can alleviate pain

resulting from arthritis, mi-

graine headache, tennis

elbow, and numerous other

ailments—but it doesn't

work for everyone. The
$5,850 device is available

to doctors, dentists, thera-

pists, and hospitals. A
j
portable home unit can be

! purchased, with prescription,
: for $995. For further infor-

:
nation, write to Electromed-

i
ical Products, Inc., 12591

j

Crenshaw Boulevard,

j

Hawthorne. CA 90250.

— Eric Mishara

"Many ideas grow better

when transplanted into

. another mind than in the

|

one where they spring up."

—Oliver Wendell Holmes



Artistic Impression of the Amazons, the mythical,-

i

or warriors: In the animal kingdom, all-temale race

AMA20N CLONES

Scientists have always

assumed that the Amazons,

s race of warriors com-
posed entirely of females,

..a -a mythical. Now an

evolutionary biologist claims

Ihere are many precedents

n the animal kingdom for

an all-female race.

More than 50 vertebrate

=pscies produce only female

sffspring, explains William

Moore, of Wayne State

_ ,-ersity, in Detroit, and

each mother gives birth to

clones of herself. Some
;

:

:nese animals conceive

ciently of males and

—eir sperm; others require

sex with a member of a

-? =:ed species to trigger

pregnancy. Even in these

rases ;hough, the male

io not fuse with the.

female genes, as happens in

ordinary pregnancy. So
the genetic sense

does not occur.

~o learn more about these

iswsual creatures, Moore

is currently studying Poecilia

formosa, an Amazon fish

swimming the San Marcos

River, in Texas. Though
these creatures must have

intercourse with males of

a nearly identical species in

order to conceive, they

give birth only to carbon
copies of themselves.

The formosans, Moore
has found, are extremely

successful. They waste no

energy producing males,

and their potential population

growth is enormous since

each individual can colonize

new vistas on its own.

Scientists now have an

array of lechniques (includ-

ing radiation and chemical

shock) that can trigger

embryonic development
and virgin birth in the unfer-

tilized eggs of many hetero-

sexual species. Judging
from the success of the San
Marcos clones. Moore adds,

sperm, and the males that

produce them, may be

more dispensable than we
think— Gerard R. Joswiak

POLLUTION ALERT:
DON'T RUN

If you jog in a city like

New York, Los Angeles, or

Denver you might want
to think twice about your

healthful obsession. An
Irvine. California, physiologist

has found that exercising

in polluted air might do you

more harm than good.

Scientists have long

known that air pollution

causes lung damage, but

none had linked such dam-
age to the amount of exer-

cising done in polluted

air. Now William J. Mautz
and colleagues at the

University of California have

shown that laboratory rats

exercising in polluted air

suffer far more lung damage
than those that sit still.

In his experiments, Mautz
exposed eight groups of

rats to the same levels

ol ozone—an irritating by-

product of auto emis-

sions—found in Los Angeles

and other large cities. He
then regulated the animals'

exercise levels by having

them run on a motorized

treadmill while breathing the

polluted air. Examining the

lung tissue of the 40 animals,

he found that those that

had exercised in ozone-free

air had no lesions in the

lungs' alveoli, or air sacs,

while those that sat quietly in

polluted air had some
abnormal thickening of the

alveolar walls. What's

worse, exercise in the pol-

luted air only magnified

the effect: Rats that exer-

cised moderately had five

times as many lesions as

those that rested. Rats that

exercised rigorously

had up to 14 times as

many lesions.

Mautz thinks that deep
breathing during exercise

may override the filtering

mechanisms of the nose and

,
throat and suck pollutants

|
deep into the lungs. He

I
cautions that rat results do

I
not always apply to people,

! but warns that it might be

j

wise to forgo exercise
' on heavily polluted days.

"Be aware of what the local

air quality is," he says,

:

"and try to stay upwind o(

traffic."—Douglas Starr
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HORSEFLY EYES
FOR ROBOTS

The human eye captures'

only 60° to 80° of a given

scene at any single moment.
And because cameras
and most other optical in-

struments are designed like

the human eye, they suffer

from the same limitation.

Horseflies, on the other

hand, have a 210° field of

vision, allowing them to see
literally in front and behind
themselves at once.

The most amazing aspect
of the horsefly eye, how-
ever, may be an astounding
20,000 individual "eyelets."

each one equipped with

temperature or odor sensors

plus a unique surface

coating that absorbs just a
few wavelengths of light.

Though researchers don't

know exactly what the

eye "sees," they believe the

image may be described

as a "vast pattern of infor-

mation" rather than a picture.

Nuclear engineer Richard

Schneider might never

have stumbled on these
fundamental facts in his

search for a better robot

eye but for a chance meet-
ing with entomologist Jerry

Butler. Following a few

casual conversations at

neighborhood Christmas
parties, the two scientists,

along with colleague Rich-

ard Wilkerson, developed a
robot eye patterned after

that of the horsefly.

The new robot eye,

Schneider explains, "resem-
bles the ball end of a
microphone." Its rounded
lens captures 360° of a given

scene (in other words, the

whole thing). And light
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A new model tor robot builders? The horsefly's 210° field

of vision and 20,000 "eyelets" have inspired a new robotic eye.

is sent to a computer via

optic fibers that break the
image into 100 different

parts for careful analysis.

"We see the eye being

used initially in systems
where there is a need to

identify size, shape, and
form," Butler explains.

"For instance, if this system
were used in conjunction

with a mechanical arm
designed to pick oranges, it

could identify the position

of the fruit at different stages
of development and guide

the arm to pick only the ripe

oranges."—Rick Boling

MELANOMA VACCINE

Melanoma is just about
the deadliest human cancer.

Once it spreads from the

primary site (usually a
malignant mole) to the lym-

phatic system, the victim

is virtually doomed. But now
a new vaccine offers hope
to the dying.

According to immunologist

William Cassels, the vac-

cine is made by combining
Newcastle virus—which

causes disease in chick-

ens—and live melanoma
cells. The virus-melanoma
combination is then injected

into the body, which recog-

nizes the viral particles

as foreign and quickly man-
ufactures antibodies to

destroy them. Because the

virus is paired with the

melanoma cell, the manu-
factured antibodi

recognize—and destro;

the cancer als

Tested at Emory Univei

sity, in Atlanta, the vaccit

kept 28 of 32 melanoma
patients—or 88 percent-

alive and disease free for

three years, Nevertheless,

Cassels and colleague

Douglas Murray, a surgeon,

caution against premature
prophecies of a melanoma
cure. As Murray notes.

"We may be merely 'numb-
ing' the melanoma cells

for a couple of years."

—David Dreier

RED

cloth in front

I and he'll charge.

Now a group of Colorado
scientists might be able

to account for that reaction.

The color red, they have
found, actually makes you
stronger. And ihe reason

may be its power to

stimulate aggression.

To conduct their test, Ihe

scientists put 30 students

in rooms with colored walls

and asked each one to

squeeze a dynamometer
that would measure the force

of his grip. Red walls made
the average grip rise to

88.5 pounds. Blue walls

brought the average grip

strength down to 84.8

pounds and the color pink

inspired a mere 84.2 pounds
of squeeze.
Why the difference? Bold

red "arouses" people,

r
,y_

<er-
j

;cine

"If you want to be unloved
and forgotten, be reason-

able."

—Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.



stimulating their muscles,

proposes physical-education

professor D. Alan Phillips,

who conducted the unusual

study at the University of

Northern Colorado, in

Greeley. Blue, in contrast, is

"neutral" and pink is

relaxing. "The mood effects

of color," he says, "are

probably social; I don't think

there's anything biochemi-

cal about this."

Since grip is the "single

best indicator of overall

body strength," according

to Phillips, red-walled gyms
could probably help weight

lifters raise heavier loads.

Prisons, on the other hand,

should have pink walls,

designed to soothe inmates.

—Eric Mishara

"Honesty is praised and
starved."—Decimus Juvenai

NAZI BONE MENDING

When American doctors

discovered metal rods

strung through the bones of

World War II POWs, they

abeled the technique one
of Hitler's atrocities. But

a few surgeons realized the

-ent: The Germans had
seen trying to set multiple

fractures of arms and legs

vthout making the large

incisions or employing the

~5:-cate setting techniques

T-at impede biood flow

5" z muscle function. A few

American M.D.'s even
red the procedure, but they

nad little success.

Enter Michael Chapman,
ar Army doctor assigned

to NATO Chapman had
"earti of the technique and
a-ranged to meet with the

German surgeon who
pioneered it. After a series

of talks he realized that

modern X-ray and comput- ]

erized image-enhancing
technology would allow him

to refine the process.

Now an orthopedic sur-

geon at the University of

California at Davis, Chap-

man routinely treats complex

fractures by puncturing

the skin, then sliding a

slender stainless-steel rod

through the incision. The
rod is pushed through the

center of the broken bone
fragments, realigning and
fixing them in place. Chap-

man monitors the operation

with an X-ray fluoroscope.

The new technique,

Chapman says, is less trau-

matic than traditional sur-

gery because the surgeon
slides the rod between
muscles and blood vessels

instead of cutting through

them. The procedure also

eliminates the need for

casts and allows the patient

to begin using the limb

within a few days.

—Rick Boling

DYING PLASTIC

Israelis have long pi-

oneered the use of plastic

to bring marginal desert

lands into use. When laid

directly over the ground, the

synthetic covering retains

scarce soil moisture and
keeps young plants warm
during chilly desert nights. In

this way some summer
crops can be planted as

much as six weeks early

But there has always

been one problem with using

plastic: "Picking up the

sheets before harvest is a

terrible job," explains Israeli

polymer engineer Dan Gil-

ead. And missed pieces

inevitably foul up the har-

vesting machinery,

Gilead and British chemist

Gerald Scott came up with

the perfecl solution while

working at Kibbutz Hazorea,

a communal farm in north-

ern Israel. They invented a

plastic with a built-in time

clock. While stored on the

shelves, the sheeting is

perfectly stable. But once
laid out under the sun's

energetic ultraviolet rays,

the material's slow decom-
position begins.

The researchers modified

the sheeting by adding a
chemical called ferric dialkyl-

dithiocarbonate to an
ordinary plastic. The additive

protects the plastic from

those destructive ultraviolet

rays, but only for one to

seven months, depending

on the farmer's needs.

When its chemical clock

finally runs down, the

researchers explain, the

sheeting gets brittle and
cracks; the pieces don't

interfere with harvesting,

and farmers can plow the

residue under, where it

eventually disintegrates into

simple carbon compounds
and water.

The new Israeli plastic,

called Plastor, is now being

tested on farms in the

United States, Australia, and

Puerto Rico.

—Marcia Bartusiak

"If you would learn the

secrets of nature, you must
practice more humanity

than others."

—Henry David Thoreau
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AUTISM ALLERGY

When scientists first

classified autism as a dis-

ease in 1943, they believed it

was a psychological ail-

ment brought on by a cold

and distant mother. Over
the years that view changed,
and psychiatrists now say
the autistic, who remain
withdrawn from reality

throughout their lives, have
a biological disorder. None-
theless, a specific cause
has never been found.

Recently, Israeli psychia-

trists' at the Geha Psychiat-

ric Hospital have found
evidence that a brain lesion

(or tear) may be at fault.

The group, headed by Dr.

Abraham Weizman, reached

its conclusion after finding

that autistic patients were
allergic to a brain protein.

To detect the allergy,

the researchers extracted

white blood cells from 28
patients; 17 were autistic and
11 suffered from other
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mental diseases. Each blood

sample was then incubated

with macrophages, scaven-
ger ceils that attack and
devour foreign substances
in the body. Finally, the

mixture was exposed to

myelin, a protective protein

that coats nerve cells.

In 76 percent of the autis-

tic patients, macrophages
surrounded the myelin,

presumably thinking it was
a foreign substance that

needed to be destroyed.

This autoimmune, or allergic,

response was absent in

all the control subjects.

The allergic reaction,

surmises Weizman, could

have been caused when a
brain injury made the body
sensitive to its own nerve
tissue. Yet the lesion itself, it

it exists, remains at large.

"We are getting ready to

expose the white blood

cells to proteins present in

only specific areas of the

brain," says Weizman. "The
hope is that the path marked

by a series of positive and
negative autoimmun
responses will lead to thu

location ot the lesion,

truly exists." Whether such
a lesion could be treated,

however, is still unknown.
—Marcia Bartusiak

"In a certain sense, every

single human soul has more
meaning and value than

the whole of history."

—Nicholas Berdyaev

AOUATRAIN

Millions of people from

Denver to San Diego rely on

the Colorado River and its

tributaries for water. Unfor-

tunately, the river is being

threatened by one of the

oldest forms of pollution

—

salt, which is coming from

natural springs, industrial

wastewater, and ground soil.

According to W. R Grace
& Company, in Denver,

there is now a novel solution:

Aquatrain, a lengthy pipe-

line that could remove as
much as 750,000 tons of salt

per year.

Starting in southwest
Wyoming and running 1,290

miles through Colorado,

Utah, Nevada, and Califor-

nia, the pipeline would
remove saltwater from par-

ticularly polluted tributaries

before it reached the. river.

The polluted water would
then travel on to a coal-

burning plant in western

Utah, where it would be
used to cool the boilers,

According to Aquatrain

developer Ira McKeever, an
adjacent pipe would also

carry coal slurry to energy-

hungry users along the

river's' shore.

"Transport of coal would
bring a profit," McKeever
explains, "and that would
help to pay for removal
of the salt."

A miniature pilot plant

using a two-inch-diameter

pipeline to carry the coal has
already been built. If Aqua-
train attracts sufficient

investors and the U.S.

Department of the Interior

approves a route, the pipe-

line could be open (or

business as early as 1989.

—Peter J. Ognibene

"/ think the most optimistic

thing is that we are still

herel We have attained the

capacity to destroy the

planet and haven't done it.

The longer we don't do
it, the better chance we
have."

—Margaret Mead
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Modern high-tech wars

like the .one in the Falkland

Islands have been fast

paced, allowing military

decision makers and people

who operate crucial elec-

tronic- defense systems little

time for sleep. Ever mindful

of this, the U.S. Army asked

University of Florida

researcher Wilse B. Webb to

see whether people could

be immunized against

the effects of sleeplessness.

To conduct his study,

Webb deprived people of

varying amounts of sleep,

then asked them to add
columns of numbers at

computer terminals. Among
the conclusions: People

deprived of sleep night after

night never learn to adjust;

the older a person is, the

pcorer his performance

without sleep; and if you're

permitted only four hours

of sleep in a 72-hour period.

don't take your catnaps

between 10 p.m. and

midnight, the least effective

time period for sleeping.

To help soldiers function

withcut sleep, Webb ad-

vises, "planners should find

ways of motivaiing them.

That means helping them to

see sleep loss as a
challenge. But no matter

how limited personnel gets,"

he adds, "you've got to

give the soldiers some time

off."—Frank H. Adams

"The ratio of possible men
to actual men is overwhelm-

ingly large."

—Peter Brian Medawar

LIFETIME LENSES

Bad eyesight often gets

worse with time, fcrcing

the visually impaired to buy

new glasses every few

years. But if the invention

of a Maine engineer pans
out, glasses might soon

come equipped with auto-

matically adjusting lenses

that last a lifetime.

The new, computerized

lenses, recently patented by

John Warren Senders,

professor of engineering at

both the University cf Maine

In today's high-tech, fast-paced wars, can soldiers be trained

to go without sleep for long periods of time? In a word, no.

and the University of

Toronto, would contain a

microcomputer and sensors

embedded in the frame.

The sensors would measure

how light enters the eye

and the position of the iris.

They would then signal a

computer to calculate the

correct adjustment, tripping

an electronic device that

would curve the lenses to

produce optical clarity.

"The idea," says Senders,

"is to put whatever you're

looking at in clear focus,

whether it's close or far

away." The glasses would

allow those who are both

nearsighted and farsighted

to see over a range ol

distances without bifocals.

Senders is now seeking

funds for developing the

project.—Robert Brody

MQH-TECH TACKLE

J

Superbowl 1993, Don
' Shula, the grizzled head

I coach of the Miami Dolphins,

i paces nervously on the

sidelines. With time left for

one more play, the Dolphins

, lead by five points, but

the New Orleans Saints are

just a yard away from a

winning touchdown.
What does Coach Shula

do? He asks the computer,

which reveals that 90 per-

cent of the Saints' one-yard

touchdowns have been
scored by one fullback. Mu-

hammad Muhammad.
Shula alerts his defense,

and Muhammad is gang-

tackled moments later.

Victory for Miami.

This scenario could occur

within the decade, predicts

HankStram, of MDS Qantel,

Inc. More than half of the

National Football League's

26 teams already have

computers, and 11 use MDS
Qantel's "Sports Packs."

These teams, says Stram, a

former coach himself,

could be using silicon strat-

egies during games right

now— it it weren't that the

league has not yet approved

such practices.

Even relegated to the

clubhouse, computers like

;
the Sports Pack handle

; a team's ticket sales, college

;
recruiting, and public-

I
relations mailing. What's

j
more, they store scouting

', reports on opposing teams

. for instant retrieval by the

coaching staff.

By next year the Sports

i Pack will also sport com-
;

puter graphics. Then a

coach and his players will

be able to see a moving
illustration of a play before it

occurs.— Mark Teich
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Inventor Kail reports that

his firm has already sold

nearly 100,000 rings. Sedla-

cek and other stress-control

experts, however, think

the boom has just begun.

—Owen Davies

A band oi liquid crystals on the perimeter of the new biofeedback
ring responds to sensitive changes in hand temperature.

BIOFEEDBACK RING

It looks like a mood ring

and works more or less

the same way, changing
color according to fluctua-

tions in your hand tempera-
lure. But the Bio-Q
ring has uses beyond party-

game psychology: If you
suffer from migraines, high

blood pressure, or other

stress-related illnesses, it

might help you cure yourself.

II works on the principle

of biofeedback, monitoring

physiological signs of

stress. Once the ring color

alerts you to encroaching

tension, you can keep calm
simply by changing your
environment or the stimuli.

One well-known stress

signal, of course, is cold

hands—caused by vascular

constriction—and the

high-tech ring, like a stan-

dard biofeedback machine,
tells you how you're doing.

"The Bio-Q ring can register

a change in hand tempera-
ture as small as half a
degree," claims its inventor,

Bob Kail, president of
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Futurehealth, Inc., of Ben-
salem, Pennsylvania.

It does so by means of 13

different liquid crystals

—

capsules of paintlike chemi-
cals arranged around the

perimeter of the ring.

Already, the stress-control

jewelry has its medical

connoisseurs. "We've used
this ring effectively for

about eight months now with

migraine patients who
need a constant reminder
to monitor their hand
temperatures," reports Dr.

Patricia Solbach, associate
director of the Menninger
Foundation's Headache Re-

search and Treatment
Center, in Topeka, Kansas.
The biobauble can also

help fight high blood pres-

sure and other vascular

diseases, according to psy-
chiatrist Keith Sedlacek,

director of the biofeedback
program at St. Luke's

Hospital, in New York C'ty.

"This ring," he says, "is

the first effective monitor
we've found that people
can carry with them to warn
of these incidents."

"One Galileo in two thou-

sand years is enough."

—Pope Pius XII

VENUS'S-FLYTRAP
CASE CLOSED

The exotic Venus's-flytrap

\
survives by feasting on
unsuspecting insect prey.

Bui scientists have never

understood just how
the carnivorous wetland

: plant manages to snap its

|
leaves shut. Now botanists

i
at Cornell University's

i

Boyce Thompson Institute

j
of Plant Research have

|

the answer; The leaves of

|
the flytrap close when their

j

cells grow rapidly in size.

When an unwitting insect

i brushes trigger hairs within
1

the clamlike trap, electrical

impulses are relayed to

the exterior cells, stimulating

them to secrete acid. This
' near-instantaneous produc-

|

tion of acid breaks down
i the fibers in the cell wall,

causing the cells to expand
at lightning speed and

forcing the leaf to close.

\

The insect's struggle to

escape tightens the pod's

grip even more. The trap

i

opens again after 6 to

! 24 hours, when chemical

!
signals created by final

assimilation of the prey—

a

i burp, so to speak—cause

|
the interior cells to expand.

I Stephen E. Williams, a

i
Pennsylvania plant biologist

who spent a year at the

i

Cornell research institute as
a visiting scientist, points

out that the flytrap and
other carnivorous plants are

marvels of evolutionary

adaptation. "Almost every

i
carnivorous plant grows

1 in mineral-poor soil," he

says. "In essence these
:

,
plants are catching their own

1 fertilizer."—David Dreier

j

"Art is a lie which makes us
realize the truth."—Pablo Picasso





[hawing the frozen ground. Firs! rivers, then
whole seas form. The air grows thick and
warm, and soon it rains on Mars for the first

time in perhaps a billion years. Within a
decade of this transformation human col-

onists arrive on their new world.

According to Robert A. Frosch, former
NASA administrator, such missions are not
only possible but necessary. In a talk be-
fore the Commonwealth Club of San Fran-
cisco, he fold his startled audience that to

support ourselves in space, we will need
self-reproducing robots. They would, he
declared, "provide easy access to the re-

sources of the solar system for a relatively

manageable investment."

The key to the scheme is a machine that

can use solar energy and local materials
to -build a replica of itself with little or no
human guidance. Since generation after

generation of offspring would be built, the
total number of machines would grow ex-

ponentially, the way biological populations
expand. So would the machines' output of

manufactured products.
MASA is taking this concept very seri-

ously, In i960 it held a ten-week summer
study session at the University of Santa
Clara, in California. My group, called the
Replicating Systems Concepts Team,
studied the idea of setting up a self-repro-

ducing factory on the moon that would eat
raw lunar soil and manufacture anything
we need from what it ingested.

Our basic plan would put a 100-ton seed
full of machinery on the moon. The first

robots would emerge to fuse the lunar top-

soil into a circular factory site of cast basalt

100 yards across. Then they would install

the factory itself and erect a canopy of so-
lar cells to power the system.
The factory has three major sections: One

extracts purified elements from the soil;

another forms them into machine parts.

tools, and electronic components; and the
third assembles the parts into usetul prod-
ucts. In a year a 100-ton seed could extract

enough materials to duplicate itself. If al-

lowed to grow undisturbed for 18 years,

the factory output would total more than 4
billion tons per year—roughly the current
industrial output of the entire world.

A growing, self-replicating factory could
be programmed to mass-produce robot
miners and spacecraft—almost anything
we need. "It could build a few thousand
meter-long robot rovers equipped with

cameras, core samplers, and other survey
instruments." suggests Georg von Tiesen-
hausen, assistant director of the Ad-
vanced Systems Office at the Marshall
Space Flight Center, in Huntsville, Ala-
bama, and a member of the repiicating-

systems team. "They could cover the moon
like ants, mapping it in just a few years.

By conventional methods, it might take a

Editors' note: Robert Freitas. Jr.. is a physicist/
lawyer and expert on extraterrestrial life. This ar-
ticle grew out of his participation in a NASA con-
ference, 'Advanced Automation tor Space Mis-
sions, " at which he discussed the idea of using
self-replicating robots for space exploration-.

-
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century or more to do the same thing,"

How soon could such a system be in

operation? Von Tiesenhausen says that

within 20 years after the project is begun,
the United States could produce the first

robol able to duplicate itself from raw ma-
terials. Former NASA adminrstrator Frosch
is even more optimistic. "We are very close
to understanding how to build such ma-
chines," he says. "I believe that the tech-
nology is already available and tha't the
necessary development could be accom-
plished in a decade or so."

Long before NASA became interested in

self-replicating machine systems, the basic
theory had already been worked out in

some detail; much of it has been around
for more than 30 years.

It began in 1948 with the late John von
Neumann, a brilliant Hungarian mathe-
matician famed for his early work on elec-

tronic computing In a series of lectures

delivered at Princeton, he discussed how

automata might reproduce themselves.
According to Von Neumann a self-rep-

licating machine must have at least foui

distinct components; the builder, the cop-
ier, the controller, and the blueprints. Re-
production starts when the controller coitv

mands the builder to construct e
replicas of all mechanical systems accord-
ing to instructions in the blueprints, a so-

phisticated computer code. The robol
would pick the right machine parts from its

stockroom and assemble them in order.

Then the controller would command the

copier to duplicate the blueprints, insert

the copy into the replica, and turn the new
robot on. l/o/'/a—two machines!
Other scientists have also given serious

thought to self- replicating automata. Phys-
icist Freeman Dyson, of Princeton's Insti-

tute for Advanced Studies, suggests that

a small robot adapted to earthly deserts
might duplicate itself from the silicon and
aluminum in the rocks around it. Powered

by sunlight, it would manufacture electric-

ity and high-tension lines. Its progeny could

eventually generate ten times the present

electrical output of the United States.

Though the robot's potential for destroy-

ing the natural environment would be enor-

mous, Dyson believes it would eventually

be licensed for use in the deserts of the

western United States, probably after bit-

ter debate in Congress. The robot would
probably have to carry within itself a mem-
ory of the original landscape so that it could

restore the site's appearance whenever a

location was abandoned.
"After its success here." he speculates,

"the company that built it might market an

industrial-development kit for the Third

World. For a small down payment, a nation

could buy an egg machine that would ma-
ture within a few years into a complete

system of basic industries, along with the

associated transportation and communi-
cations networks." A spinoff, he suggests.

might be the urban-renewal kit, equipped
with self-replicating robots prog rammed to

build brand-new neighborhoods from the

debris of the old ones.

Computer scientists have received such

schemes enthusiastically. Ewald Heer. a

robotics specialist at NASA's Je! Propul-

sion Laboratory, in Pasadena, California,

calls self-replicating robots one of the most
fascinating ideas for the future of space,

"This offers a way to create"' a self-sup-

porting economy by robot labor," he ob-

serves, "Immigrants from Earth could set

out, knowing that the means of their sur-

vival had already been provided."

Michael Arbib, of the department 'of

computer and information sciences at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst,

suggests that they might also be used for

interstellar communication. "A self-repro-

ducing machine might carry out its own
synthesis from the interstellar .gas," he of-

fers. These machines, Arbib says, could

reproduce in space, creating an expand-
ing sphere of explorers moving outward

toward the far reaches of the universe.

With this scheme in mind, Frank J. Tipler,

of Tulane University, in New Orleans, has

even argued that intelligent aliens cannot

exist: If they did, they would have had to

build such machines to explore and use

the galaxy, and we would see glaring evi-

dence of these machines all around us.

Some machines have already managed
to reproduce in primitive ways. Self-repli-

cating computer programs have been
written in nearly a dozen different lan-

guages, and small machines that can copy
themselves from simpler parts have proved

re-na-kably easy to build.

One basic model was developed years

ago by British geneticist L. S. Penrose at

University College, London. It is an inge-

nious set ol interlocking blocks with clever

arrangements of springs, levers, hooks, and



After practically creating the

home-computer industry, what can Steve

Wozniak do for an encore?

WOZARDRY
BY DOUG GARR

Chuck Mauro was un-

derstandably nervous.

He had started his com-
pany, Advanced Logic

Systems, on a dream
and only $4,000. He was
beginning to wonder if

his firm, a maker of add-

on circuit boards for the

Apple computer, could

survive the intense
competition in Silicon

Valley. After all, lots of

companies—even those

with good products

—

have failed because they

were undercapitalized.

Only in his twenties,

Mauro had never run a

company. But he had

considerable experience in electronics. As a kid he put

together radios for the fun of it and was the first on his

block to build a computer. An avid reader of Byte, the

magazine for computer buffs, he was particularly fas-

cinated by the technical articles written by Steve Woz-

niak, the cofounder of the Apple Computer Company,

In the spring of 1978 Mauro, then a teen-ager, sum-

moned the nerve to call Wozniak. They talked about

computers, and some time later Wozniak called back

to offer Mauro a part-time job at Apple. That became
an engrossing career after Mauro dropped out of col-

lege to work full time with the company during its two

most explosive years of corporate growth.

By 1980 Mauro was on his own. The weeks had

slipped by, and suddenly he realized he hadn't seen

Woz in several months. He called him to have lunch.

Woz thought it was a great, idea. The two could talk

about the old days before Apple had become a half-

billion-dollar empire. Mauro was also anxious because

he was psyching himself to ask Woz for a chunk of

investment capital sometime during their lunch.

To Mauro's surprise, Woz showed up on lime. Very

uncharacteristic, he
thought. The two remi-

nisced and the lunch

passed pleasantly, but

somehow Mauro couldn't

work up the nerve to talk

business. It wasn't until

Woz was on his way out

the door that Mauro im-

pulsively invited him over

to visit his office.

"Woz, would you like

to get involved with Ad-

vanced Logic?" Mauro
finally asked him.

"Sure," Woz replied.

"How would you like

to become an investor?"

Mauro continued, more

than a littie bit nervous.

"Fine," Woz answered quickly. "How much do you

think you need: a quarter of a million? Half a million?"

Mauro was relieved. All the agonizing was unnec-

essary. Today Wozniak is a major shareholder in Ad-

vanced Logic and sits on the board of directors. ("I

considered it a great compliment to be asked." Woz
says about his directorship.) Mauro reserves an empty

office for Woz so that one of Silicon Valley's most fa-

mous and eccentric computer engineers can have a

place to go and tinker with new ideas.

In this small way, Stephen Gary Wozniak is reminded

that at the relatively ripe age of thirty-two, he is still a

computer hacker. Never mind that most people know

him only for having staged a huge outdoor rock con-

cert last Labor Day weekend or that millions of others

dismiss him as just another minor celebrity who does

a Datsun commercial. And it makes no difference that

his former partner, Steve Jobs, twenty-seven, was the

guy given most of the credit for building and selling

the spectacularly popular Apple II computer. Jobs may

be Apple's chairman, the boy-wonder hippie-turned-

businessman who made the covers of Time and For-

. PHOTOGRAPHS BY MARK HANAUER



tune, but the people who count—the pro-

grammers, the engineers, the cognoscenti

of the industry—know that without Woz,
nothing would have happened. It was the

inimitable Woz, the maestro of the micro-

chip, who did more than anyone else to

spur the miniaturizaiion of the computer.
And though some half-dozen people now
claim they were indispensable to Apple
Computer, the cold truth is that if Woz hadn't

single-handedly built- the machine, there

would have been nothing to sell

Computer-industry pundits often say that

Wozniak and Jobs were simply in the right

place at the right time—"the market was
ready to explode," runs the cliche—but that

is just partly true. If nothing else, Jobs and
Wozniak will be remembered for creating

the home-computer market. What Woz-
niak did, quite, simply, was build the first

useful, inexpensive personal computer that

almost anybody could use. And today there

are more than 15,000 programs available

for the Apple— more than tor any other

home computer.

It was also Woz who single-handedly re-

defined the image of the Silicon Valley en-

gineer. Before the era of the home com-
puter, the industry was dominated by clean-

cut types in suits and ties. Equipped with

degrees from such places as Caltech,

Stanford, or MIT, they worked in "teams"
on things they called "projects."

Woz didn't fit that mold. He was more
comfortable in jeans and boots than in white

shirt and tie. He loved math and electron-

ics, but after trying college several times,

he never really came to terms with aca-
demia. At the workbench he was a loner,

and most of his creative bursts came late

in the night, when conventional engineers

were home, fast asleep.

Woz still hates structured environments.

Partly because of that he is now unwel-

come at the very company he helped to

create. He is not even a director there. In

contrast to its early free and easy days,

when it began in a garage with a handful

of people, Apple today is a large corporate

bureaucracy, with more than 3,300 em-
ployees worldwide.

Wozniak wonders how the executives

there would, welcome him. He recalls one
high-level meeting where they were com-
plaining about the leak of supposedly im-

portant technical information relating to one
of Wozniak's projects. "They pounded the

table," he recounts. "They wanted to fire

the culprit and prosecute him." Wozniak
pounded the table too, but his heart wasn't

in it. He thought the data were not critical;

besides, he thought everything he was
working on should be in the public domain.
Wozniak talks about going back to Ap-

ple someday, but in reality he is just being

sentimental. He knows he wouldn't fit in

anymore. And though he never says any-

thing critical of Steve Jobs, their friendship

has cooled, according to those who know
both men. They rarely talk to each other.

That was not always the case. "They had
two things in common; They were both into
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electronics and both liked to pull pranks,"

explains Bill Fernandez, a friend who has
the distinction of having been Apple Com-
puter's first employee. Fernandez had gone
to the same high school, Homestead High,

as Jobs and Wozniak had. Fernandez had
also introduced the two.

One of Jobs and Wozniak's lirst collab-

orations, not surprisingly, was their infa-

mous "blue box." They got the idea after

reading a magazine article about John
Draper, AKA Cap'n Crunch, a technologi-

cal outlaw who had built an electronic de-
vice called a blue box. It would let the user

make tree long-distance phone calls to

anywhere in the world. Draper was the ul-

timate "phone phreak"; he loved to pull

pranks for fun, not profit. It wasn't long be-

fore Wozniak figured out how to build a

blue box, too.

He went on to demonstrate the blue box's

potential once by calling the Vatican and
asking to speak to the pope. Or he'd make
a call from one phone to another by using

'•Although some
half-dozen people claim they

were indispensable
- to Apple Computer, the truth

,
• is, if Wozniak

hadn't built the machine,

there would have

been nothing to se//,5

tie lines that stretched around the world.

His brother. Mark, remembers how they'd

try io "busy out" cities by tying up the local

trunk lines so nobody could call in.

For a while Jobs and Woz went into the

blue-box business. Naturally their enter-

prise was frowned on. Margaret Wozniak
told her son, "I forbid you to use my tele-

phone for illegal purposes." And she re-

calls, "Every time the phone rang here at

a funny hour, I thought it was the police."

Electronics had fascinated Wozniak from

childhood. Fittingly, he grew up in Silicon

Valley, in a middle-class ranch house in

Sunnyvale, where his family still lives. Jerry

Wozniak, his father, is an engineer of the

old school. (He went to Caltech and still

works-for Lockheed.) He taught his son

Ohm's law, but after that, Woz pretty much
taught himself. He declares with pride that

he still has the tic-tac-toe computer his son
made in grade school.

But it was a few blocks away, at Home-
stead High, in building F-3, the electronics

shop, where Wozniak's precociousness
really began to bloom. The shop is some-
thing of a legend in the computer industry.

Four or five of Apple's first dozen employ-

ees learned about electronics here from

John McCollum, the shop teacher. Now in

his twentieth year of leaching, McCollum
has a clear recollection of Woz as a high-

school student in the Sixties.

He remembers, for example, how Woz
built a bomb, Woz had gotten hold of a

circuit diagram showing how lo build an

oscillator that made a drip-drip-drip noise,

like the sound of a leaky faucet. When Woz
adapted it. it sounded more like tick-tick-

tick. He wrapped it in tin foil to give it a

suspicious look and put it in a friend's locker.

He then called the principal's office, said

it was a bomb threat, and gave the bomb's
location. When the principal "defused" the

device on the football field, Woz had a-good
laugh. The principal did not. Woz was ex-

pelled and arrested. After the matter was
finally settled, he returned to class, where
he received a standing ovation. "Woz once
told me he wanted to be remembered as

the greatest prankster Homestead ever

had," says McCollum. The teacher warned
Wozniak that if he kept up his foolishness

he'd never finish college.

In between pranks Wozniak was also a

serious student, one of the school's few

who excelled in both math and electronics.

And when he became interested in com-
puters, McCollum sent him to a computer
lab at Sylvania once a week. Computers
eventually became an obsession with Woz.

"I had surfing posters in my bedroom when
I was a kid," says younger brother, Mark.

"Steve had pictures of minicomputers from

Data General."

Fernandez, who lived across the street

from Woz, had a similar interest in elec-

tronics. "One of ihe first things Woz taught

me was how to get parts for free," he says,

Fernandez was amazed at how Woz could

simply call up a large electronics firm like

Fairchild and get it to send him thousands
of transistors. ("Gee, do you think you could

send me some reject integrated circuits,

relays, and diodes?")

After a while Woz managed to procure

a small mountain of parts— counters, mul-

tiplexers, latches, shift registers, and other

assorted electronic innards—from Intel and
Monsanto. He and Fernandez dumped
them on the living-room floor and began
labeling them with the aid of catalogs. When
they were done Woz announced they had
all they needed to build a computer.

During the ensuing summer, the two
spread out the parts on the workbench in

Fernandez's garage to build their ma-
chine. Fernandez remembers it as the

"cream soda" computer, because that was
practically all they subsisted on during the

project. When it was finished, Wozniak's

mother called up The San Jose Mercury.

which dutifully sent a photographer to get

a picture of the young inventors and their

creation. Unfortunately, when Woz and
Fernandez turned it on, it didn't work. Fer-

nandez remembers that at least it was a

distinctive failure. Usually when a com-
puter doesn't work, nothing happens, "but

in this case it actually started smoking."



Alter high school Wozniak went to col-

lege. He tried several schools— Berkeley,

the University of Colorado, and even local

De Anza College—but found the rigors of

student life unappealing. Once he dropped
out of college tor good, an old high-school

chum, Allen Baum, got him a job as a tech-

nician helping to design calculators for

Hewletl-Packard (H-P).

Eventually Woz became bored with cal-

culators and he asked Baum lo try to get
him transferred to the firm's research-and-

development division. He was turned down,
ostensibly because he was not an engi-

neer, only a technician. "They said
I didn't

have enough education," Wozniak says.

"But I had the knowledge,"

That meant there was only one thing to

. do: become a midnight engineer. He had
seen Hewlett-Packard's HP-9830, a desk-

top computer, and he thought about de-
signing his own version with a different mi-

croprocessor. He worked late at night on
his machine. "The people Ihere who knew
me best were the night securily guards,"

he recalls of those days.

In four months ("about one man-year of

time") Woz had finished the "mother board"

for a new computer. He took it to his H-P
supervisor and asked whether the com-
pany wanted to sell it. They did not. Woz
then asked for a legal release for his de-

sign, and it was happily granted. Even to-

day he is not perplexed by the company's
apparent oversight. "They were right, ac-

tually," he says. "It didn't fit in with their

product line."

Allen Baum had also told Wozniak about
Ihe Homebrew Computer Club, an infor-

mal group of computer hobbyists who met
regularly at the Stanford Linear Accelera-

tor Center. Homebrew today has a cult sta-

tus among computer aficionados. Many
members went on to become pioneers of

the home-computer industry. Two Of the

notable members were Woz and Jobs.

In the mid-Seventies, when you built your

own computer, the thing to do was to show
it off. Woz wanted only to take his creation

to the Homebrew meetings to impress his

fellow hackers, Steve Jobs thought they

should go into business selling it.

At the time there was already a substan-

tial hobbyist market for home computers;

so when Paul Terrell, the founder of Byte

Shop, a chain of computer stores, saw whal

was to be the Apple I, he told Woz and
Jobs that if they could deliver 50 of their

circuit boards in a month, he would pay
them $549 for each one. He then sold the

boards for $666.66. Today the Apple I is a

collector's item. One recently went for

$10,000. (Woz is shown holding an original

board oh page 49.)

Woz and Jobs took Terrell's purchase or-

der to an electronics supplier and asked
for 30 day's credit. The supplier called Ter-

rell. "Did you give those two hippies a bona
fide order?" he wanted lo know. Terrell said

yes. And so Apple was in business. (The,

name Apple was chosen because Jobs had
once worked in an apple orchard.)

Jobs cleared Ihe bicycles and junk out

of his garage, and they went to work. By
the end of the mon'h. -hey made their first

delivery to Terrell: 20 boards,

Both Woz's dad and Jobs urged Woz to

go all the way with the Apple: Put it in a
case and sell it as a genuine consumer
product Jerry Wozniak still has a good
chuckle when he remembers what the two

Sieves' business goal was. "They wanted
to be a five-hundred-thousand-dollar
company in ten years," he says. "I thought,

'How naive can you be?' They were work-

ing out of a garage."

For the next tew months Woz was a
workaholic. Those who remember when Ihe

Apple II was being born, between 1975
and 1976. say that Woz was possessed.
His brother. Mark, describes Woz's life in

those days. "You Can't imagine what his

apartment was like—-rotted food, over-

flowing garbage, papers stacked up all over

the place. It was disgusting." But there was
solder all over the floor, too. a sure sign

QNoz hates

structured environments.

Because of this

he is unwelcome at the

very company
he helped to create.

He is not

even a director at Applet

that a new board was coming together.

Engineers who really understand the cir-

cuitry of the Apple II are still mesmerized
by Woz's design. It takes real technical ex-

pertise to appreciate its elegance and
simplicity. The words they most often use
to describe it are clean, neat, eloquent, and
artistic. There was no technological break-

through needed to build the Apple II, but

even its critics are. impressed by the fact

that the entire package was designed and
put together by one man. Mike Scott, who
was president of Apple during its boom
years, is still amazed at the feat. "The soft-

ware was written in machine language,"

he says, explaining that this is the simplest

language a computer understands. Using
machine language "is extremely slow and
painstaking. "And if you can 'carry all that

in your head," he says, referring to Woz-
niak's programming, "you're pretty good."
Designing and building a prototype was

one thing. Getting up a production line to.

churn out finished, reliable models was
quite another. And since Woz was not

the type to keep an eye on an assembly
line, Ihe details of running the business
were left to Jobs. The only problem was,

Jobs had no business experience either.

In those days Apple was busy, but it was
also severely undercapitalized. And that's

when Mike Markkula appeared. Markkula
had once worked for Infel, the computer-
chip manufacturer, and he had become
your' typical young millionaire looking for

"something interesting" to do. Gossip trav-

els fast in Silicon Valley; so it wasn't long

betore he found out that Jobs and Wozniak
needed help. He was perfect for Apple. He
was willing to invest a lot of his own cash,

had high-tech business contacts, was able

to secure other venture capital, and also

got substantial bank credit.

Wozniak, meantime, had one more en-

gineering miracle to perform. For the com-
puter to be easy to operate, it needed a

system to load programs quickly. The first

users of the Apple II had to store their soft-

ware on cassette tape, a method that is

slow and cumbersome. A much easier way
rs to use a disk drive, a box that reads in-

formation recorded from a whirring disk of

magnetized plastic. But no disk drive yet

existed for home computers.
Since a disk-drive design can be as

complicated' as the computer itself, Apple
called in all kinds of consultants. They said

it was going to take a huge number of man-
hours. Jobs and Markkula didn't have the

time. They needed it 'now. Woz would have

to invent one.

Once again he shifted into his compul-
sive-work mode, sequestering himself tor

days at a time. Around this time he had
married Alice Robertson. According to Jerry

Wozniak, it wasn't the best time for a woman
to be involved with his son. Woz would pull

all softs of late-nighters at Apple, working

on the disk problem. "He was in love with

a computer," says his father. Eventually

Wozniak and his wife were divorced.

Woz himself was practically over-

whelmed by the task; he still rates the disk

controller as his most satisfying achieve-

ment. "At the> time, the smallest disk drive

used .thirty or forty [computer] chips," he

Says. "I used five." As he talks about it, his

mind seems to dritt back to those intense

late nights at the workbench when he was
at /one with the circuitry. The Apple disk

drive turned out to be a technical tour de
force, a wonderful, compact little box about

half the size of a toaster.

Once, the disk drive went into produc-
tion, the Apple II became an instant best

seller. More than 750,000 models were sold

before Apple phased it out in favor Of a

souped-up version, the lie (for "en-

hanced"). Wozniak's labors received
protessional as well as financial recogni-

tion. In 1979 the Association for Comput-
ing Machinery—oneof the industry's most
prestigious trade organizations—pre-

sented him with the Grace Hopper Award
for outstanding design for an individual un-

der thirty years old.

Apple Computer soon became a mon-
umental success. Within five years of its

inception it had become one of the Fortune

500—the only company in American his-



tory to do that. And when Apple went pub-

tic in 1980 it was one of the hottest new
issues ever offered. Because of this phe-

nomenal growth, there are some 50 mil-

lionaires associated with Apple. The larg-

est individual pieces of the corporate pie

belong to Steve Jobs and president Mike

Markkula, worth approximately $285 mil-

lion and $230' million, respectively (based

on Ihe $40-per-share asking price at this

writing). Former president Mike Scott. Woz's

ex-wife, and Wozniak himself are the next

largest individual shareholders. Estimates

of Woz's fortune are in the $80 million range.

Woz also became the new model of the

American dream. Since he had made it on

his own terms and on his own hours, he

was the inspiration of other would-be en-

trepreneurs. Of course. Woz never really

expected to get rich. He originally de-

signed the computer just to show off.

Money has lim:1.ec meaning to him, judg-

ing from his quirky life-style and unques-

tioning generosity to friends and family.

Long ago he gave large blocks of stock to

his mother, father, brother, and sister. When
he found out that some of the early Apple

employees were shortchanged, he took

care of them, too. "Anybody who knows

me," Woz says, "knows that I
never say no

to anyone, especially my friends."

Woz spends much of his money on com-

puter equipment. His brother calls him a

computer salesman's dream. It's hard for

him to drive by a computer store without

stopping in and buying something. One of

his ambitions is to own every piece of Ap-

ple-related hardware ever built.

He also loves to travel. He's been to Sri

Lanka, where he visited Arthur C. Clarke,

and for shorter trips he flies his own air-

plane, a $250,000 Beechcraft Bonanza.

The Wozniak compound, high in the

Santa Cruz mountains, reflects his eclectic

interests. It features an indoor-outdoor'

swimming pool, a satellite dish antenna, a

small house equipped with castlelike tur-

rets, and a stable full of llamas (Woz loves

animals). One room of the house is packed

with video games: Tempest, Pac-Man. Ms.

Pac-Man, Defender, and Sfar Gate. (He

admits he hasn't figured out how to play

Sfar Gate yet.) Parked in the winding drive-

way out front are several cars, including a

Porsche with apple ii vanity plates, and a

Dalsun 280-ZX. It was after he bought it

that he offered to do a commercial for free.

Datsun liked the idea but had to insist he

take payment because of the actors union.

(The commercial is a low-key affair in which

Woz quietly identifies himself, sits behind

the wheel of a Datsun, and talks about its

qualities. American Express has. ap-

proached him to do a commercial, too.)

Woz has also made several high-tech

investments with his money. In addition to

Advanced Logic, he has substantial stock

holdings in a software company and a small

roboticsiirm. Currently he is preoccupied

with his new company, Unuson (acronym

from "UNite Us in SONg"), which promotes

rock concerts. Last year its first U.S. fes-
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tival, in Southern California, drew 200,000
enthusiastic fans. By Woz's standards it was
a success—everyone had a good time.

But by financial standards it was a dud.

He shelled oul $13.5 million of his own
money and had to absorb enormous losses;

he won't say how much. Still it hasn't de-

terred him from his new role as music im-

presario, and he's planning at least two
more concerts in 1983. This time he ex-

pects to make money.

This new vocation has bewildered those

close to him. Woz was the kind of. kid who
always had his nose buried in a printed-

circuit board. Why, for God's sake, is he

puttering around with rock- and roll? "This

Unuson, this us-ness, that's not Steve," la-

ments his father. Even his brother, who now
runs a computer store in Sunnyvale, is

concerned. "His expertise is in designing

computers, not in throwing rock concerts.

"

Mark says. "What's the real reason behind

the concerts?" he asks rhetorically. "He
wants attention and to be liked by zillions

of people."

Others feel Woz is simply using his mu-
sic business as an excuse to avoid serious

work and act out kidlike fantasies. With a

shrug, Allen Baum states. "Steve Wozniak
likes to indulge himself with toys. Now he
can afford to do anything. The rock festival

was merely an indulgence."

Curiously, Woz has another obsession:

to finish college. Two years ago he re-

turned to Berkeley to get a degree in elec-

trical engineering. He enrolled under an
assumed name, Rocky Clark (his dog's first

name combined with his present wife's last

namel so his professors wouldn't give him

any special treatment. 'Though he man-
aged decent grades, he found the courses
difficult, and he was particularly bothered

by being shut out of advanced computer-

science courses. (He 'didn't understand the

"castration procedures.)

Although it has been reported that he

earned his degree, he hasn't. He has all

the credits necessary for graduation, if you
count his courses taken at other schools.

To transfer them to his academic record

he simply has to petition the various fa-

culties. But as his father says, "Knowing
Steve, I bet he'll never fill out any forms."

Wozniak enjoys his celebrity status. He
is asked to speak at some computer show
almost every week, and he continually re-

ceives stacks of fan mail. He can't walk into

a restaurant anywhere'in California without

being asked for his autograph. "Yeah, I like

it," he admits. "Who wouldn't?"

Still one of his biggest fears is letting the

adulation change him. He's seen big money
change friends for the worse, and he's ob-

viously concerned about the same thing

happening to him. And so he keeps his

number listed in the phone book and con-

tinues to run the Qial-A-Joke service, he

began years ago. (One recent message:
"Did you hear the one about the man who
was half-Italian and half-Polish? He made

himself an offer he couldn't understand?"
Then there's Woz's staccato ha-ha.)

These days he spends a lot of time with

his wife, Candi, and their son, Jessie John

Clark. Interviewed in the relaxed atmos-

phere of his home, Wozniak talked about

the latest developments in his life. Physi-

cally he is unimposing. Short, bearded, with

a round face, he reminds one of a playful

simian. "Some days I'm depressed be-

cause it's such a hard business." he says

of his rock-concert enterprise, "much
harder than the computer business. Some
days all

I
want to do is design computers."

he says longingly. He pauses for a mo-

ment, then continues, "I'd like to get back

to designing computers and flying . . . and

playing Defender."

"And babysitting," Candi adds softly as

she holds their son in her lap.

Of all his friends, the one who knows
Woz best is Randy Wigginton. Apple's first

programmer. At twenty-two, he is already

a millionaire. He is enrolled in a local col-

lege but admits he's on the "twenty-seven-

year plan" and will probably never get a

degree. He was fifteen years o|d when he

met Woz. He spent a recent afternoon

reminiscing about pranks they'd pulled.

"Did you ever hear about Zaltair?" he

asked me. He went on to tell how he and
Wozniak invented a nonexistent computer
and even went to the trouble of distributing

advertising flyers about it at a computer
show. The flyer was complete with speci-

fication charts comparing Zaltair to Apple
and other real microcomputers. SoOn
everyone at the show was talking about

this new machine. Even Steve Jobs be-

lieved it was real. "He came over to us,

pointed to the chart in the brochure, and

said, 'Hey, Apple didn't come out too bad.'

It was hard to keep from cracking up."

When I ask Wigginton whether Woz is'

any different, he nods reluctantly. "In some
ways he's unhappy," Wigginton explains.

"I don't think he has much time for himself.

While before he would always get back to

his work, now I'd be surprised if he ever

designs anything again. The shame of it

is. he doesn't really know much about any-

thing but computers." Wigginton believes

Woz never really wanted to start a com-
puter company. All he ever wanted was to

design- boards for Hewlett-Packard.

It starts to rain in Santa Clara, and Wig-

ginton gets up to excuse himself. He's

working on a word-processing program for

Mackintosh, one of Apple's new com-
puters. As I'm getting ready to leave, Wig-

ginton mentions he hasn't been able to talk

to Woz in days. Whenever he calls, Woz
seems to be in his game room. "I think he's

going to expand it," Wigginton notes.

I head up Route 101. and the rain finally

stops The sun begins to peer from behind

a cloud, and a huge rainbow arches from

Silicon Valley to the San Francisco Bay.

Somewhere above me, in the hills of Los

Gatos, Steve Wozniak is playing Defender,

or playing with his son, and wondering what

he is going to do next. DO



KALEIDOSCOPE

BY CHERRY WILDER

the closing years of the twentieth century,

the artist Gus Rocca was living

down on Parker's Key. He had everything

he needed. He had never been a
great consumer of anything but red wine,

and now, at fifty-five, he couldn't

take too much of that anymore. The launch
brought in food and the magazines

he needed for his collages. He walked
along the beach each morning

and evening looking for found objects.

Parker's Key was a small island, dull and
sullen, with few interesting features.

After a month Gus decided the place was
like ajolie-iaide, a beautiful, ugly

woman. He lived in a low, gray, weathered
house among scrawny palms. There

was a shack at the other end of the beach, and
it was prettier, covered with bougainvillea,

the purple bracts clustered on its sagging roof

like a swarm of butterflies.

A woman lived in this shack, and Gus,
watching her at first with the naked eye, hoped

for another jolie-laide at least. But
Sophie Moller was something more like a

female counterpart of Gus himself,

and when he looked through his binoculars

he was disappointed. Damn, she
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would never see forty-five again. He was
looking at a solid, sun-tanned weather-

beaten woman in worn Bermudas and
sunglasses. He took two bottles of wine,

nevertheless, and set off. walking. The
woman made no move to put on a blouse

over her Bermudas until he was halfway

down the beach.
As he came up she shouted at him: "Get

lost, Rocca! You are disturbing my peace!"

He peered, stung by. some memory, but

he didn't recognize her until she removed
the sunglasses.

"Hey, you were Clawson's green girl!"

"I certainly was." said Sophie. "I still have
gree'n in the sides of my toenails."

"Small world."

"Too small. What was that the other day
with the film crew?"

'Llust some crazy art film," said Gus
modestly.

"Famous by now," said Sophie, wistful

but without envy. "Clawson was a good
painter but he never sold. Hell, in the end
I sold better than he did."

"You're painting?"

"Not me!"

He opened the wine, and she took him

back to her shack. He found out her name:
it was on six travel books. Her jacket pho-

tographs were of today's woman, more or

less. On the wall were several Clawsons.

including one of the green girl series, the

life-size imprint of someone who had been

earfhily beautiful, a forest flower.

"No," said Gus, gulping the teeth-black-

ening red wine. "A tree. You were a beau-
tiful green tree, Sophie."

"Sure," said Sophie. "Eat your lasagna."

He stayed the night. They visited once
or twice a month and ran into each other

when the launch called. Sophie was writ-

ing about the Spanish Main. One day they

caught a turtle but hadn't the heart to kill

and eat it. Gus painted the date on its shell

in white and it kept turning up, one end of

the island to the other, parkers key. 4/7/99.

Gus worked well and enjoyed himself.

He crated up twelve collages and sent them
off to a show in Dallas. He painted the front

of his house green and brown and tried to

grow bougainvillea up Ihe veranda posts.

He ran along the beach.
On the last day of October a storm warn-

ing came in on Ihe little Coast Guard buzzer

he was enjoined by law to keep on the is-

land. His dinghy was already stored in its

shed; he went to get Sophie. His house
had a hurricane cellar.

Sophie, camouflaged in jungle greens,

was typing on her tumbledown porch.

"You were here last Tuesday." she said,

not too displeased.

"It's Halloween!" said Gus, grinning like

a pumpkin.

He couldn't blurt out that he had come
about Hurricane Victor. By the time he es-

corted Sophie up the beach, grumbling and

clutching a rucksack of manuscript, the

wind was bending the thin palms. When
they settled into the cellar at sixteen hours

EST, Parker's Key was under a low roof of

yellow-black cloud. The noises above them,

orchestral, cruel, sometimes difficult to in-

terpret, lasted for twelve hours.

They crawled out warily into sunshine. A
stiff wayward wind was blowing in and out

of the damaged house. A corner of the roof

had lifted; windows were gone. Sophie
pushed aside the unhinged door and ran

down the beach looking for her shack. It

was only a little worse than it had been; the

bougainvillea had been torn down and
shredded. Gus came out into the cool sun-

shine and saw that [he shed had collapsed

neatly onto the dinghy, Two of the palms
were twisted together: it was the damned-
est thing. He considered taking a snapshot
of the trees to include in a collage.

The world was born again. There was
something in the air, or rather there was
nothing at all in the air. Sea and sky were
washed clean, holding the island in a huge
globe of turquoise-blue. The mainland had
drawn back a little, and it was more in-

tensely green than he remembered.
Sophie and Gus were partly euphoric,

partly in shock for several days during the

cleanup period. Gus combed the beaches
quickly, expecting some bad harvest; then

he went back and combed again. He
walked for whole days, eyes down, stoop-

ing now and then. He took Sophie along;

they filled his big canvas satchels several

times. Found objects.

"Hell," said Sophie. "These aren't 'found

objects.' These are apportsl"

Gus played around with a pun, any ap-

ports in a storm, but. all that came out was
an anxious question.

"What do you mean by an apport, any-

way?" he asked. "I thought it was an object

that appeared at some bloody seance. Like

. . . like an apple on the sofa cushions."

"I mean something that has no business

to be where it is," said Sophie.

She reached over the worktable and
picked up a kind of buttonhook in yellow

metal. She fingered the shaped fragments

of polished black wood and moved on to

the largest piece, a curved strip of balsa

with brass nails. Gus tried the umbrella

again; it was oblong in shape and made
of gray latex stretched over a frame.

"Mind you," he said, "it's what we don't

find that worries me. . .

."

No more cans. No plastic containers. No
tires. No trace of oil slick or gasoline or

diesel fuel. No tin, aluminum, steel, or

chrome. Mo ordinary fragments of small

craft, no life rings—but what was that dark

rubber pillow in a rope net? No coins,

watches, dentures, sunglasses, frisbees,

inflatable beach toys, or mattresses.

"No planes," said Sophie. "Do you re-

alize we haven't seen one plane?"

"This place isn't on the jet lanes. We don't

see a plane for weeks on end."

"No search planes after the hurricane?"

she asked.

Gus had a sudden inadmissible thought,

almost a vision. Parker's Key, with search

planes zooming overhead, its beaches a

tangle of everyday flotsam—and this was
happening right now. if only they could see

it. He watched as Soohie fingered the blue

beads, the shards of blue pottery, the-

chunks of bubbled, purplish glass.

"These things are beautiful," she said.

"Rich and strange."

She plucked at the scraps of woven fab-

ric, dark green, turquoise, red, ocher—

a

kind of silky'wool plaid; an embroidered

linen. She picked up a handful of golden

crescents all stamped with the same round

character.

"We have suffered 5 sea change," she

went on dreamily, "we have come into a

different
—

"

"Different world be damned!" snapped
Gus. "This is the same world. We're on the

same island."

"I was going to say 'different universe.'

"

said Sophie.

"What is that supposed to mean?" he

blustered. "These Uiirgs were all stirred up
by the storm."

Sophie bent her head over the worktable

and said nothing-.

"Don't worry about it. The launch will be

here tomorrow," Gus said firmly.

The launch never came. Sophie drew his

attention to the lights; he looked once and
would not look again. He floundered, talk-

ing of haze and the hurricane. This was the

year '99, and the days when lights blazed

out to sea and sky were gone, long gone.

But that faint litrje broken necklace of lights

on the distant keys preyed on him.

He prowled and worried, listening for air-

craft. He told himself every perfect morn-

ing: today a rich haul, fwo whitewall tires,

seven Coke cans, and a piece of board

labeled suzie o. tampa. Instead there was
this trickle of artifacts.

"Mass-produced!" he shouted at So-

phie out of a clear sky. "You can't say some
of this stuff isn't mass-produced."

"I can't say anything," said Sophie, "ex-

cept that we're healthy and as sane as we
ever were, and we have food, water, shel-

ter. Quit worrying."

Then after some moments, fingering a

bone button and a long green feather, she

said in a hoarse whisper: "Gus, has it oc-

curred to you we might be dead?"
"Come on, now."

He put his arms around her and they sat

for a long time, watching the waves on the

sunset beach.

"It serves us right," said Sophie. "What
the hell were we doing on this island any-

way? We chose to reject the twentieth cen-

tury and now it's gone. We deserve it."
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"You're crazy," said Gus. "Since when
was it wrong to live the way you want to

live? I earned this place and you know it!"

Next day he was all alone fishing when
he saw a ship far out to sea. He hitched

up the binoculars so hard the strap broke.

He looked and shouted; he. dropped the

glasses and galloped wildly down to his

house, where Sophie was making lunch.

He held on to her, sweating, and buried his

face in her shoulder.

"Ship."

Sophie quickly went out on the porch,

but the ship had gone. She came back in

and gave Gus a large shot of brandy for

medicinal purposes.

"We have io try to identify the ship."

He nodded, teeth clenched.

"It was a sailing ship, right?"

He nodded again. He fell his eyes
stretched wide open, ready to pop out of

his head, and closed them with an effort,

"Gus, I'll get some pictures. We must do
an Identikit on the. ship."

So they worked on it: galley, caravel,

gaileon, brigantine, bark, schooner, junk

—

junk?— clipper. The ship was imprinted on

his retina. He drew, consulting the gal-

leons, argosies, rejecting all but a hint of

their structure. He drew a sleek, solid ves-

sel, estimated length forty feel, wilh a dis-

tinctive winged prow, not too high, a big,

dark-red lateen sail. and.a curious outcrop

like the double hull of a catamaran.

. "Probably some kind of stabilizer," he

said, "balanced by another one on the

^a't:oard side."

"Beautiful," said Sophie.

"What is it?"

"It's nothing that I've ever seen before."

said Sophie.

"Bui that sail—

"

"Oh, sure," said Sophie, "and those swim
fins? The ship is unreal. It was built for a
fantasy film. We're living in a tank, reduced
to the size of microbes. The island is made
of pebbles and plastic greenery and pa-

pier-mache. 1 give up."

"The past?" said Gus, trying to keep it

as light as she did.

"I don't think so," said Sophie.

Gus drew a pile of rich fragments across

his worktable; glass, woods, fabric, and
what they would not admit was 'gold. He
began playing around the way he did when
a collage was in the making.

"Future?" he asked. "I mean, energy

completely gone; everything starting up
afresh, maybe after some bad scene?"

"The word you're dredging for is posr-

holocaust." said Sophie. "I think not."

"What else is left?"

"Some of this stuff is not quite pre-Co-

lumbian," said Sophie.

"But you said
—

"

"Not quite," she said, "because he never

did set sail. The main out there was never

Spanish."

It took his breath away.

"That is the craziest
—

" he said violently.

Suddenly the stillness of the afternoon

was broken by a loud boom and a hiss, a

sound that Gus almost recognized,

"I meant to ask if the ship carried guns,"

said Sophie.

They went to the porch window and
crouched behind the straw blind. The ship

had come in again from the southwest and
was harrying another vessel. The second
ship was taller,_more vulnerable, with sails

of palest ocher. emblazoned with circular

emblems in turquoise. They could see fig-

ures clustered on the decks. The encoun-
ler was painfully slow and unreal; The sail

thai fell seemed to dip down like a petti-

coat; the cannon smoke was white.

"I hope to Jesus they don't come too

close," said Gus.

"Who is Jesus?"asked Sophie. "Is he a

friend of this Columbus?"
"Sophie," he cried, "we are in trouble!"

"Not yet," said Sophie. "Those guys out

there are the ones in trouble."

The tall ship was grappled; the whole
hurrah's nest had moved far out to sea, but

they didn't dare go out onto the porch. They

watched until dusk, and over the darken-

ing horizon there came a flash of fire.

"That was big!" said Sophie. "Powder
magazine, maybe."
Gus was apathetic, in shock. He watched,

blinked, stared at the sea again.

"Something coming," he said.

A flickering light lived and died in the

hollows of the waves. They waited until they

were sure the dark shape would beach and

then stole outside. They lay on their bellies

behind two sandy clumps of grass. Some-
thing flat, a raft or a piece of wreckage. It

came on steadily with a faint light aboard

and slid up the beach.

"Shine the torch," ordered Sophie. "It

looks like a kid."

Gus shone the torch and they went

stumbling down to the raft. The young boy

was sitting bolt upright on a wooden bench,

his hands resting on a spreading yoke-

shaped handle. It was a pedal raft: The

passenger sat there, relaxed and jaunty as

a boy oh a bike. A small oil lamp with a

glass and shade was mounted behind him

on a stand,

When they appeared behind Gus's
flashlight the boy blinked and clambered
off his seat. He was sturdy, pale-skinned

in the light, his hair and eyes very dark. All

they could see of his dress was an envel-

oping cloak of dark wool that brushed the

ground when he stood up. He came slowly

to the edge of the raft, made a strange

scooping gesture with a flattened hand,

and spoke in a shrill voice.

"Come along," said Gus softly

He reached out, and the boy rested a
cold hand upon his palm before stepping

down onto the sand. His knees buckled,

but he did not cry out. Gus caught him as

he fell, and Sophie ran to take over the

flashlight. They hurried back into the house.

They carried him into the big front room,

the siudio. It was the same room that Gus
had inhabited, in various places, lor twenty

years: an organic, untidy place, beautiful

as a forest. There were two lamps, sun-
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It is as delicate as a web,

but the orbiting outpost could help

us lay claim to the stars

I have
heard it described in visionary dreams since I

was a child, with its internationa!—even inter-

planetary—community o( brave pioneers, its

floating gardens, emerald towers, and high-

domed cities of perfect cleanliness orbiting ma-
jestically above the obsolete Earth.

The space station was a brazen fantasy when
I was young, when the only way to fly was aboard

a turboprop and no one had walked on the moon.

Aloft beyond reality, where everything was new,

anything was possible. Whatever happened up
there would be better than what had been down
here. And it would happen. I remember Fred

Freeman's cutaway painting lor Collier's in the

Fifties, with dozens of khaki-clad men swarming

through the pipes and chambers of a circular

space station 250 feet in diameter. This vehicle,

like a huge bicycle wheel, could be spinning

overhead by 1963, Collier's assured me.

Now that the planning of a real space station

is a line item in NASAs budget, most of the grand

THE BIRTH
OFA STATION
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illusions have disappeared. In their place,

the agency is wheeling a workhorse to-

ward the gates of space. It promises to be
an utterly utilitarian creature, devoted to

meeting the needs of science, industry, and
national defense. Yet, this spare, econom-
ical space station embodies America's best

hope for leadership on the high frontier.

No one on NASA's Space Station Task
Force can tell you precisely what the sta-

tion will look like, only- that it will start out

small (and relatively cheap) and be ca-

pable of evolving into something grander
over the decades. Whatever it is, il will fly

in low Earth orbit—roughly 400 kilometers

up—where the space shuttle can build it,

service it, and be serviced in turn.

The embryonic station will provide mod-
est living quarters. From this base, crew
members on tethers will tend one or more
nearby unmanned platforms. These unat-

tached subsidiary stations will carry gear-
such as telescopes—that could be thrown
off by an astronaut's flinch or sneeze. But
the substations would be close enough to

the mother station so that crew members
could repoint or adjust equipment when
necessary, guaranteeing a steady flow of

useiul data back to the ground. And the

astronauts, even when they sleep or sit idle,

will flutter the national pulse with memories
of Apollo's glory and the dizzy excitement

of having left Earth behind.

The paramount question before the task

force right now, however, does not involve

the appearance o! the space station or the

size of its crew; it is, What could or should

such a facility do? The 25 members of the

task force, drawn from NASA headquar-
ters and the agency's eight field centers,

are looking to themselves, their contrac-

tors in the aerospace industry, their foreign

counterparts, the corporate world at large,

the scientific community, and branches of

the armed forces for answers.

A space station might, for example, pro-

vide a grav.ity-tree environment for supe-
rior execution of any number of commer-
cial processes. Some see it as a
construction site in space where enor-

mous communications antennas, too frag-

ile to be launched from Earth, are assem-
bled, then boosted into higher orbits almost
effortlessly. Others envision it as an out-

post where astronauts retrieve and repair

malfunctioning scientific satellites. It could

become the hub ot a multinational explor-

atory venture, combining instruments that

look down at Earth's resources and out to

the distant stars with an operations base
for manned missions to the moon and.,
planets. Or it could turn into a desolate
platform for space-based lasers and par-

ticle-beam weapons. Any one of these out-

comes is at least possible, NASA learns,-

as it polls the potential users of the space
station for their ideas.

The could-be functions of the space sta-

tion will dictate its- architecture. And by ar-

chitecture, NASA people do not mean "

construction details. They mean such basic

concepts as manned versus unmanned'and

whether a high-inclination orbit over the

poles or a low-inclination orbit close to the

equator is the most useful path to accom-
plish specific mission goals. Only after

NASA researchers choose from such op-
tions can the detailed design work be-
gin—and then only if the President and
Congress are convinced of the need for a
permanent American presence in space,

and they put money into the idea. ..

How much money would it take to build

one? That depends on answers to more
than 300 technical questions already iden-

tified. What's the best option for powering
such a spacecraft? (Fuel cells? Solar
panels? Nuclear sources?) What's the ideal

way to navigate and stabilize it? The top
choices in every category have to be played
against one another to see whether they

function together, and if not, to see what
trade-offs can be made. But even in the

face of all these complex preparations, it

is reasonable to consider a launch date of

1990 or 1991, says task-force spokesman

QWe don't know
what the damn thing's

gonna look

like," Finn wails. "Don't

, think of it as

a couple of cans with

some men in

them. Or some women3

Terence T. Finn, and a price tag of about
$6 billion should cover all of the expenses
from here to there.

"That's a real number," Finn maintains,

and he compares it favorably to past ex-

penditures in space. "Apollo cost twenty-

five billion dollars in so-called constant

dollars, but it would take eighfy-two billion

to repeat the project in 1984 dollars. The
shuttle was somewhere between ten and
fifteen billion dollars, depending on how
you count, and the two unmanned Viking

landers and orbiters together cost one bil-

lion dollars."

Finn is bullish on the possibility for suc-

cess because, for one thing, Americans
built a space station before. That was Sky-

lab, and it served long and well before dis-

integrating embarrassingly over Australia.

This time the building job should be easier

because the station will be launched in

pieces aboard the shuttle and assembled
in' orbit. It does not have to be designed to

rocket beyond Earth's gravitational pull by
itself. And thanks to a new, improved ca-

pacity tor reboosting to higher "orbit, it

should never be enticed back into the at-

mosphere by gravity, as Skyiab was.

At the same time, Finn is well aware that

loose talk in a tight economy could kill the

space station before it ever progresses
beyond the planning stage. He is espe-
cially cautious about pictures of possible

space-station designs, and he works to

keep them away from the public eye. ("We
don't know what the~damn thing's gonna
look like," he wails. "Don't think of it as a

couple of cans with some men in them. Or
some women.") But there are some 400
engineers on the project, including about
250 NASA employees, Air Force person-

nel, and the interested parties at the eight

corporations under contract to NASA-
Boeing, General Dynamics, Grumman,
Lockheed, Martin Marietta, McDonnell
Douglas, Rockwell International, and TRW.
Many of these people are not merely ac-

customed to picturing machinery in orbit;

they are unable to resist the temptation to

do so. And that is why numerous extreme,

unauthorized oes:grs have sorung up and
leaked out into public view.

The grandest of these is the multimodule

deluxe Space Operations Center, a busy
place where a dozen astronauts are living

and working, as conceived by the Johnson
Space Center, in Houston. The astronauts

in this vision are builders, biologists, and
big-business representatives. They man
construction booms, and they build and
test new species of spacecraft and anten-

nas. They assemble communications sat-

ellites, delivered to them by the shuttle, and
load the satellites aboard an orbital-trans-

fer vehicle that whisks them into geosyn-
chronous orb t. 35.900 kilometers up, and
then flies back to the astronauts like a
homing pigeon. In their laboratory, they run

dozens of experiments designed by earth-

bound scientists. The weightless re-

searchers make important minute-to-min-

ute decisions and phone home when they

encounter major hurdles. In spare mo-
ments, they propel themselves to the free-

flying scientific installations clustered
around their living quarters and replace the

cryogenic liquids that cool the space tele-

scopes. They manage the extraterrestrial

manufacturing plants of half a dozen in-

dustrial entrepreneurs. They have turkey

tetrazzini and other freeze-dried fare for

dinner and strap themselves into mesh
c rad-es for zero-g sleep.

Almost diametrically opposed is the stark

space platform suggested by another part

of NASA, the Marshall Space Flight Center,

in Huntsville, Alabama. It is an unmanned
utility pole providing power, data manage-
ment, and attitude and thermal control for

instrument modules that snap onto it like

pieces of a giant's Erector set. Shuttle crews
arrive intermittently, staying just long

enough to deliver their cargo and perform
a hasty inspection tour. The rest of the time,

the platform hums quietly to itself.

Finn supposes that the ultimate design

will incorporate a little of both approaches:
the Johnson concept of working in space,
tempered by the Marshall austerity. Above
all, it will be "user friendly." Whereas in the



past NASA tended to design first and worry

about use and users later, it will design the

space station to be the child ot the users'

needs. There is a slavish devotion to pro-

viding a service that, according to task-

force director John Hodge, "represents al-

most a cultural change" for the space
agency and the aerospace industry.

"We engineers tend to invent an answer
before we've closed in on the question,"

Hodge says. "But what we're really driving

toward here is suitability for the users. That's

why it's up to them to tell us what the de-

sign requirements are." To that end, he
continues, aerospace contractors have
been asked to help identify potential users,

particularly those who have not operated
in space before, and whisper in their ears

of the wonders made possible by zero

gravity and zero pressure.

"Part of the contractors' job." Hodge says,

"is to tell the commercial world that it's not

that tricky tg get into space, to change their

attitude about space from the gee-whiz to

something more routine."

Bob Sharpies, who manages the space-
station study project at TRW, says his group

wrote to the heads of many large corpo-

rations, asking, in effect. "Did you guys ever

think of doing what you do in space?"
"The answers we got," Sharpies re-

ports, "ranged from 'No, and don't bother

me!' to 'Hey, that sounds like a terrific idea!

Tell me more.'

"

Such matchmaking efforts may lead to

happy marriages, like the existing relation-

ship between McDonnell Douglas Astro-

nautics and the Ortho Pharmaceuticals
Corporation division of Johnson & John-

son. The two companies have invested

enormous energy, not to mention enor-

mous amounts of money, in the hope of

manufacturing insulin, interferon, and doz-

ens of other vital substances in space. An
experiment they mounted on the shuttle-

last year showed that their technique was
400 times more productive in zero gravity

than in an Earth-based medical laboratory

and that the materials produced in space
were of far greater purity.

Space-station planners are looking far

beyond the traditional user community to

get ideas for possible missions. X-ray as-

tronomer Stephen S. Holt, who balances
membership on the task force with re-

search duties at the Goddard Space Flight

Center, in Greenbelt, Maryland, heads a

program specifically designed to plumb
previously neglected sources for sugges-
tions about space-station uses.

"NASAs attempt is really exhaustive," Holt

says. "We didn't quit after rounding up all

the usual suspects."

The program, called Innovative Utiliza-

tion of the Space Station, didn't quite reach

out to the man on the street, Holt says, al-

though it inadvertently attracted proposals

from housewives in Pittsburgh and numer-

ous groups of schoolchildren.

"NASA public-affairs people let" it be
known to selected professional journals,"

Holt explains, "that we had four hundred



thousand dollars to award in study con-

tracts for investigating innovative ideas.

Anyone interested was to submit a brief

statement of purpose, plus credentials, and
then we would select several of the best

proposals; these would receive grants of

about twenty-five thousand dollars each.

Somehow this got picked up in the popular

press as a NASA-sponsored contest, of-

fering a twenty-five-thousand-dollar prize

for the best twenty-five-word description

on the back of a postcard."

Despite that setback, Holt says with good
humor, the agency did receive some 300
credible suggestions, properly presented,

and 'announced the 18 worthiest ones in

March, The grantees will investigate

everything from managing trauma and
emergency surgery in space to the effects

of zero gravity on reproduction and de-

velopment in rats and worms. One grant

went to a sculptor who proposed to ex-

plore the artistic potential of the space sta-

tion. His plan involves polling his col-

leagues in the art community to see what

kinds of extraterrestrial aesthetics a station

might support or inspire.

In the traditions! scientific arena, the

space station would of course provide im-

proved opportunities in Holt's own field of

X-ray astronomy, which cannot be done
from the ground.

"I don't want to imply that we've decided
we have to have a space station to do bet-

ter astronomy," Holt says. "We use satel-

lites now, and we could continue to do so.

We could also design other instruments like

the Space Telescope, which will be
launched in 1985 and will be serviced in-

termittently by shuttle crews." Without hu-

mans aboard to aim the instrument, the

telescope will look deeper into space than

optical gear has ever peered before.

"Of course, it would be nice to have men
in space all the time to take care of Emer-
gencies," Holt adds, "but it's not essential.

The only two areas of science that could

not proceed without a space station are

the life-science studies of space medicine

and space biology, and laboratory inves-

tigations of materials processing that re-

quire some guy in zero g to switch samples
and make decisions. In every other field,

work could continue in some fashion, al-

though a space station would make a dif-

ference in terms of magnitude."

Meanwhile, informal invitations for par-

ticipation in planning the American space
station have been sent to the European

Space Agency (ESA). Canada, and Ja-

pan. Task-force director Hodge concedes
there is no firm policy yet on the appropri-

ate way to collaborate with foreign groups,

but he hopes thai an international flavor

will suffuse the whole enterprise. He cited

the South Pole as a good model, where
several countries maintain independent

scientific research facilities under the

peaceful terms of an international agree-

ment signed in 1959.

"We've got a long history of cooperating

with NASA," says John E. Harrison, sci-

ence counselor at the Canadian Embassy,
in Washington, D.C. "Usually it takes the

form of, You make your half and we'll make
our half, and then wejl bolt them together

to see if they fly."

According to Ian Pryke, assistant direc-

tor of ESA's Washington office, Europeans
are looking into various technical areas

where they might be able to make impor-

tant contributions.

"There's no possibility of an ESA-built

station," Pryke said. "We could not do this

ourselves. But if the United States decides

to go ahead, we'll know which areas would
allow our involvement."

Pryke also said that ESA's convention

prohibits the agency from taking part in

any military programs. Should the final

American plans include the presence of

the Defense Department, in other words,

ESA would have to turn away, although any

of its member states would be free to ne-

gotiate individual agreements with NASA.
Military spokesmen had little to say about

the space station. A senior Air Force offi-

cial offered a piece of military minimalism:

"The Air Force is studying with NASA the

potential utility of a space station. Cur-

rently there are no firm plans for develop-

ment or use— pending additional evalua-

tion," But it is interesting to note that Lieu-

tenant Colonel Robert Frio, of the Air Force's

new Space Command, joined the Space
Station Task Force in February.

A military presence belongs on Ameri-

ca's permanent installation in space, many
Washingtonians feel, since there seem to

be some martial stirrings aboard the one

space station now in the sky: the closely

watched Soviet Salyut 7.

"It's clear from press reports that the

Russians are well ahead of us in the du-

ration of individual manned flights." notes

Philip E. Culbertson, NASA's associate

deputy administrator. "They apparently

have a good research program, and It's

probably not just for scientific research. We
don't know what they're doing on the mili-

tary side. But the stories I hear make me
think there has to be something there—

a

new, larger space station, perhaps."

Culbertson is not just keeping up with

the Russians, however, when he talks about

the need for an American station. As far as

he can tell, the space station is "the logical

precursor for anything of any great signif-

icance in space in the first part of the next

century." Without one, NASA would con-

tinue its research programs, he thinks, but

the country would be the less.

Director Hodge agrees. "What do you

see when you look a long, long way ahead

at what might be happening in space fifty

years or one hundred years from now?" he

asks. "Whatever you see out there—men
exploring the planets, some kind of per-

manent base on the moon—you have to

assume a space station came first."

Hodge isn't implying that we need the

experience of mastering a space station

before we can progress lo more auda-

cious achievements— like needing to crawl

before you can walk. He is speaking of the

practical necessily ol a space station to

be our way station. There we would build

our future transports from as-yet-unknown

materials that do not—could not—exist in

the leaden atmosphere of Earth, under the

crushing force of one g. assailed by the

wind, the rain, and the burning desire of

oxygen to combine with everything it

touches. The climate of space is compar-

atively benign. There is no fire in the places

between stars Nothing rusts. In space, our

ouisized. outlandish creations of infinite

delicacy will seem as invulnerable as bal-

tleships. Someday if may strike our suc-

cessors that the dreams and drawings of

the Fifties—as extravagant as they seem
to us—were not nearly complex enough to

capture the spirit of actual spacecraft.

That is. of course, if the station itself ma-

terializes. Not everyone in Washington

—

where countdowns lor space missions really

begin— is enthusiastic. With the recession

as a recent memory, some federal plan-

ners speak as if they are inhibited by Ihe

weight of economic gravity.

"We're not ready to commit ourselves to

the need for a station." says Victor Reis.

assistant director for national security and

space in ihe President's Office of Science

and Technology. "We're waiting to see what

one could get from it. And the evidence is

just coming in."

The future of_the station now depends

on a series of mundane discussions and

decisions. Industry contractors presented

their final reports to NASA in a series of

briefings held April 5 through 9. The mem-
bers of the task force sequestered them-

selves for two weeks in May at Langley

Research Center, in Hampton, Virginia, for

a "mission synthesis wo'xsnop." They were

to translate all the information they'd re-

ceived into hypothetical plans for three sets

of missions—those that have to do with

science and applications, those that are

mostly commercial in nature, and those that

involve new technologies. With this first

rough draft of mission priorities, they felt

that they could begin to talk seriously about

space-station architecture, specific cost

figures, and actual capabilities. As you read

this, they are coming up with their first con-

sensus about what the space station might

look like and do.

Final decisions and engineering choices

should take them another two years to

complete, and then they think they will know

just what to build. When that time comes,

will we be ready to pay the bills? DO
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While others panic

over the epidemic of AIDS, this

Nobel Prize-winner

searches calmly for the cure he's

convinced lies within the

body's mysterious immune system
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^^k horrifying carloon entitled "The Transplanting of Teeth." drawn

gm^\\n 1787 by British caricaturist Thomas Rowlandson, shows a

/ \bewigged and bespectacled dentist at work. The lashionable

surgeon peers into the mouth of a pretty female client while his assistant

extracts a molar from a ragged, grimy figure seated next to her. The

client's anxious mother looks on, aghast. At rear, an aging dandy inspects

his mouth in a hand mirror, and two street urchins exit lett. clutching

swollen cheeks and inspecting doubtfully the little money in their palms.

Such misguided cosmetic operations often proved fatal to the recipi-

ents of the new teeth; so the procedure was soon abandoned. This tech-
.

nique was popular just about the same time Edward Jenner introduced

his smallpox vaccine. Both the transplants and the vaccine involved the

immune system, which governs the way the body decides to reject trans-

planted tissue and how it defends itself against foreign organisms. But

it wasn't until well into this century that immunologists were able to explain

PHOTOGRAPHS BY JEANNE STRONGIN



£ As we become
successful in overcoming
the barriers to

transplantation, human
tissues will

become scarce relative

to individual

needs. Then the problem
will no longer

be medical, but ethical.^

what was happening at the microbiologi-

cal level in each case. The most rapid

progress in understanding the immune
system has taken place in the last two de-

cades, much of it owing to one man, Baruj

Benacerraf, of Harvard Medical School.

One of the early major discoveries

—

which came out of the famed Jackson
Laboratories, of Mount Desert Island,

Maine—was the identification in the Thir-

ties, by researcher George Snell, of ttie fa-

us gene site H-2 in mice. Otherwise
known as the MHC, or major histocompa-

tibility (or tissue-compatibility) complex, H-

2 is the most important gene site in mice
chromosomes for controlling whether
transplanted tissue is accepted or re-

jected. The era of human-tissue and organ
transplant was heralded at that moment.
When Snell was somewhat belatedly

awarded the Nobel Prize in physiology and
medicine in 1980, he shared the honor with

two fellow immunologists who had made
eaually giant strides since the Thirties. In

1958 Fiance's Jean Dausset, following

Snell's lead, .discovered the human leu-

kocyte antigen (HLA) complex in hu-

mans—the equivalent of the H-2 in mice.

But it was Baruj Benacerraf who made per-

haps the mosf significant, though least

understood, advance when, with col-

league H. 0. McDevitt, of Stanford Uni-

versity, he announced the discovery of im-

mune-response (lr) genes in 1965.

Benacerraf shared the Nobel Prize for

work that further explained a mystery that

haunted immunology: Why do bodies,

such as those of human burn victims, re-

ject grafts of tissues from bodies of the

same species? He encountered a clue to

the solution when he tested the effect of

very simple antigens, or foreign mole-
cules, on guinea pigs. He found that indi-

vidual pigs responded with varying effec-

tiveness lo the invader. Each pig's immune
response was slightly different. In uncov-
ering this he showed that the so-called

transplanfalion antigen— molecules that

had been known to exist as part of the im-

mune system- but whose roles were mys-
terious—were the key to the puzzle. Their

function, he realized, was to attach them-
selves to the foreign bodies that invaded
the system. Only then were the immune-
response genes able to recognize the in-

vader as foreign and mount a defense.

Then the T cells, the B cells, the macro-

and microphages, the whole complex
caboodle, could go to work.

Benacerraf saw thai each individual has

unique transplanfation antigens coded for

by his or her immune-response genes.
Thus, the immune response varies from in-

' dividual to individual. This almost guar-

antees that no disease will ever wipe out

a species since some members of the spe-

cies will have an effective immune re-

sponse even if most succumb. As a conse-

quence, selective breeding will enable a

population to be better adapted to live with

the offending organism in its environment.

Benacerraf's identification of the lr genes

has expanded understanding of the every-

day workings of the immune system. And
while much of the picture remains incom-

plete, what has been ascertained is so
mind-boggling in its intricacy that its de-
tails, as Benacerraf emphasizes, are be-

yond the grasp of the uninitiated. Nonethe-
less, immunology is probably without equal

in the world of medicine today for its po-
tential impact on human health.

The sixly-two-year-old Benacerraf is now
chairman of the department of pathology

and Fabyan Professor of Comparative Pa-

thology, at Harvard Medical School. He is

also president of the Dana-Farber Cancer
Institute (annual budget, $50 million; staff,

1,100), which is attached lo the school. Both

positions are perhaps especially satisfy-

ing lo a man who, because of his Vene-

zuelan birth, once found it almost impos-
sible to gain admission to any medical

school in the United States.

The son of a Caracas textile merchant,

Benacerraf was raised in Paris from the

age of five. He and his family moved to

New York City in 1940. where he studied

science and completed medical-school

requirements at Columbia University. He
was, however, turned down by every school

to which he applied, until afriend's father in-

tervened and got him into the Medical Col-

lege of Virginia, in Richmond. After grad-

uation in 1945. Benacerraf trained as an

intern at Queens General Hospital, in New
York. He served in the U.S. Army before

returning to Columbia and the research labs

of immunochemist Elvin Kabat.

Benacerraf survived a second rejection

at the hands of the medical establishment

while working in the lab of prominent phar-

macologist Bernard Halpern. at the Brous-

sais Hospital, in Paris. Despite six years of

service, a "not very supportive" Halpern
advised Benacerraf that his ambition to es-

tablish an independent lab in France was
hopeless. In 1956 Benacerraf returned to

New York to teach at New York University

(NYU) School of Medicine. A hotbed of ac-

tivity in immunology, the school had at-

tracted many of the field's young Turks.

While at NYU, Benacerraf also managed
a family bank in New York, but he soon
decided to concentrate exclusively on the

more intellectually challenging pursuit of

science. It was during this period that he

began his Nobel Prize-winning work in im-

munogenetics. By the time he left NYU in

1968, he had risen to the position of Pro-

fessor of Pathology. After a stint as director

of the laboratory of immunology at the Na-
tional Institute of Allergy and Infectious

Disease, in Bethesda, Maryland, he ac-

cepted his chair at Harvard in 1970.

Benacerraf was interviewed in his office

at the Dana-Farber Institute by science-
writer Anthony Liversidge, who comments:
"Benacerraf is polite, businesslike, a great

stickler for accuracy. He firmly resists all

efforts to tempt him into speculation.
Unexciting, one thinks at first, and then one
begins to like his reliability. He is most anx-

ious not to excite false hopes."
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Omni: Lewis Thomas recently wrote that

he no longer thinks the great infectious dis-

eases of humankind will soon vanish. Are

you more optimistic?

Benacerraf: He's referring to the fact that

we have no adequate defense against vi-

ruses besides our own immune system.

Certain viruses have the potential to be-

come a very violent plague because we
do not have drugs that we can effectively

use as antibiotics. But realistically it is un-

likely that we will be in the same situation

in relation to viruses that we were to syphi-

lis, tuberculosis, or diphtheria, those many
bacterial diseases we have control of I am
not as pessimistic as Thomas.

I think we
will eventually develop ways to deal with

viral infections that will put them away. But

on the other hand, as soon as we find cures

for some diseases, others will arrive that

we'll have to deal with.

Omni: Will there be an end to new ones?
Benacerraf: No, never! Humans are very

complicated machines, and they are sus-

ceptible to continuous breakdowns. New
viruses are always liable to arrive, but as
we develop new technology the probabil-

ity that any disease will have an immense
impact of the sort smallpox had in the Mid-

dle Ages is remote. We will be able to keep

them under control.

Omni: How complicated a subject has im-

munology now become?
Benacerraf: Immunology is one of the more
complex, Talmudic areas of biology. The
only topic more complicated is under-

standing how the brain works. But we're

not even close to that.

Omni: When you won your Nobel Prize, you

said that immunology would have the same
impact in this decade as immunization did

after Pasteur in the nineteenth century.

Benacerraf: That's correct. We now have
insights that we never had before into the

various regulatory mechanisms of the im-

mune system in both animals and man. We
have identified the various cellular com-
ponents, and we are beginning to learn

about the molecules that the cells make in

order to regulate the immune response and
general defenses. These regulatory mol-

ecules are produced only in minute
amounts by the cells, but with the advance
of DNA technology, it will be possible to

make them in large amounts in the future.

I am certain we will develop increasing

numbers of biological products that will

permit us, for the first time, to regulate the

key functions of immunity. Our success will

have a material effect on many diseases

in which the immune system plays a key

defense role or in which it goes out of order

and is responsible for the disease itself.

There is a very strong likelihood that dis-

eases that have an autoimmune compo-
nent—such as multiple sclerosis, lupus, and
rheumatoid arthritis—will be within our

control in the near future. In addition we
are slowly coming to possess the tools to

permit transplantation of many more tis-

sues. We are now learning how to trans-

plant histoincompatible bone marrow

—
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bone marrow that would have been im-

possible to transplant four or five years ago.

And thanks to immunology, we have now
succeeded in producing monoclonal an-

tibodies— reagents that can be specifi-

cally targeted for one or another form of

therapy. These new reagents permit more
efficient immunosuppression to protect

such conventional types of grafts as kid-

ney transplants.

Omni: What exactly is an antigen?
"

Benacerraf: To define antigen you have to

define immunity. An antigen is a molecule

or set of molecules foreign to a given host,

that is, able to elicit an immune response

from an individual into whom lhat molecule

is introduced. That is why a vaccine is an

antigen. The antigen is defined by its prod-

uct. To establish a defense mechanism
against invading bacleria and viruses, we
have to be able to recognize when a for-

eign organism has entered our tissues. We
must be able to produce a large number
of molecules that are uniquely capable of

HAIDS is a disease

that has appeared in certain

populations known
to be sexually promiscuous

and in groups that

have numerous contacts with

one another—from

blood donors to homosexuals.^

interacting with and killing the foreign or-

ganism. That is basically what the immune
system does. If is able to distinguish self

from nonself with great accuracy, and it

can mount a huge number of distinct im-

mune responses by synthesizing a large

variety of molecules called antibodies.

Omni: How many possible antibodies are

there? One hundred thousand?
Benacerraf: Maybe. The lop number is ten

to the fifth or sixth power [one million]. The
number in a large mammalian organism is

pretty much a guess. It's enormous. Anti-

bodies can be"-formed against almost all

foreign macromolecules of biological ori-

gin. And yet, miraculously, we are able to

do that without harmjng ourselves by re-

acting against our own bodily constituents.

.For instance, human serum albumin differs

by several amino acids from that of cows.

We do not react against our serum albu-

min. Yet we make antibodies against the

albumin produced by cows. If yog inject

human albumin into a cow, the cow will

produce antibodies because it will rec-

ognize those few amino-acid differences.

That is the sophisticated mechanism of the

immune system. It occasionally breaks

down and makes aniiboci'os against the

self. That's autoimmune disease.

In addition to antibodies, there are sets

of immune cells that contain receptors on
their surface that interact with antigens on

the surface of other cells. That is a form of

immunity. It is a very-complex mechanism
of defense, and its specificity is enor-

mously varied. Through the work of many
labs over the years we have determined

precisely how that mechanism works. We
have ascertained how the diversity in our

antibodies is generated right down lo the

genetic level.

Omni: What might we achieve in immu-
nology in the next fifteen years? What ill-

nesses might we conquer?
Benacerraf: 1 think we will master the au-

toimmune diseases in not too long a time.

We will also make enormous strides in con-

trol of such hypersensitivily conditions as

allergies. Cancer is the farthest away.

Omni: What about infectious diseases?

Benacerraf: The best way to protect our-

selves against an immune disease is to de-

velop immunity against the invading or-

ganism. We are now developing better

types of vaccines against a whole variety

of agents. The recent epidemic of ac-

quired immunodeficiencies, which are so

severe that they threaten life within six to

eight months after they occur, will be tack-

led and will disappear.

Omni: Are you referring lo the current dra-

matic and frightening epidemic among male

homosexuals, as well as Haitians and he-

mophiliacs, of the so-called Acquired Im-

mune Deficiency Syndrome, or AIDS?
Benacerraf: Yes. It's a disease that has ap-

peared recently in certain populations

known to be promiscuous in their sexual

habits and in such groups as homosexu-
als, swingers, and prostitutes, who have

numerous contacts with one another. Other

targets are people who have received hu-

man-blood products. Haitians form an-

other category, but we do not know why
they are susceptible.

We will have to contend more with this

type of problem in our promiscuous soci-

ety, but it will be overcome. One thing we
have learned from this disease is that im-

munodeficiency results in the appearance

of a variety of tumors in patients. This con-

firms the view that the immune system plays

an important role in guarding against some
types of cancer.

In the populations at risk, there is a

growing number of individuals who, over a

period of time, appear to have lost the ca-

pacity to develop cellular immunity against

a broad range of antigens. As a result, these

patients become prey to viral infections,

tumors begin to appear, and infections that

would not be dangerous to other individ-

uals can take on terrible proportions.

The epidemic is probably the conse-

quence of viral infections affecting the

manner in which the immune system plays

its role—disturbing the balance between
suppressor and inducer T cells in cellular

immunity. Patients with AIDS have a large



proportion of suppressor T lymphocytes

and a very reduced number of inducer T

cells in their blood. [T lymphocytes pro-

duce molecules that regulate immune re-

sponse. Some suppress it; others help, or

induce, response.] The reason for this has

not been ascertained, but it may be due

to infection with a particular virus.

Omni: Do you believe the epidemic is

caused by a virus?'

Benacerraf : As a scientist, I don't have any

beliefs unless there are proofs. But it's the

common assumption now—a general sus-

picion among the scientific community

—

that the disease is caused by an as yet
'

unidentified virus with a predilection for

certain cells of the immune system. I think

that is the most reasonable hypothesis.

Omni: Are you certain scientists will be able

to resolve the problem eventually?

Benacerraf: Yes, because we already know

the nature of the damage from the imprint

of the lesion on the immune system. The

damage is due to the inability of certain T

cells to function and to the imbalance be-

tween the inducer and suppressor T cells.

The lesion is basically an imbalance of the

regulatory T cells in the immune system.

Omni: One problem, reportedly, is that no

specific lab test for AIDS has yet been de-

veloped. Is it possible to test how well an

individual's immune system is functioning?

Benacerraf: Oh, yes. In fact, we already

have tests that indicate abnormalities that

suggest the presence of AIDS. One indi-

cation is a reversal of the normal T lym-

phocyte ratio—the ratio of inducers to

suppressors. Normally there are more in-

ducers than suppressors. But in patients

who have AIDS, studies indicate a reversal

of that ratio, as inducers disappear and

suppressors become dominant, It's a very

simple measurement to make, and that

would be a lab indication of the integrity of

the immune system and its capacity to re-

spond to outside stimuli.

Omni: If AIDS turns out to be a conse-

quence of viral infection, do you think it

might be related to so-called slow-acting

viruses, which some people theorize live

on in cells for years, arousing attack by the

immune system and probably triggering

some autoimmune diseases of aging?

Benacerraf: Since we do not know what the

AIDS agent is, it's very hard to speculate.

The most likely cause for such a condition,

however, is an infection with a viral agent.

There are three reasons for this: The dis-

ease is contagious; it is transmitted through

blood products; and there are other in-

stances of herpeslike viruses that have a

suppressive effect on the immune system.

Omni: And do you think it might have a

relationship to these- slow-acting viruses?

Benacerraf: That is a generalization to which

I would not be willing to. extend myself. It

would be speculating to say more, f prefer

to stay in the area in which we have some
definitive .information.

Omni: Well, could you at least say that as

a speculation it seems to be a possibility?

Benacerraf: I'm not going to be induced to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 104
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ed his horse manenkb and the KGB man's
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- wife. They were going at it
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tin udding rhythmically. Hooves in the snow.

Freeing himself from the harness, Ko-

rolev executed a practiced kick that pro-

pelled him into the toilet stall. Shrugging

out of his threadbare coverall, he clamped

the commode around his loins and wiped

condensed steam from the steel mirror. His

arthritic hand had swollen again during

sleep; the wrist was bird-bone thin from

calcium loss. Twenty years had passed

since he'd last known gravity; he'd grown

old in orbit.

He shaved with a suction razor. A patch-

work of broken veins blotched his left cheek

and temple, another legacy from the blow-

out that had crippled him.

When he emerged, he found that the

adulterers had finished. Romanenko was
adjusting his clothing. The Political Offi-

cer's wife, Valentina, had ripped the sleeves

from her brown coverall; her white arms

were sheened with the sweat of their ex-

ertion. Her ash-blond hair rippled in the

breeze from a ventilator. Her eyes were

purest cornflower blue, set a little too closely

together, and they held a look half-apolo-

getic, half-conspiratorial. "See what we've

brought you, Colonel—"

She handed him a tiny airline bottle of

cognac.
Stunned, Koroiev blinked at the Air France

logo embossed on the plastic cap.

"It came in the last Soyuz. In a cucum-

ber, my husband said." She giggled. "He

gave it to me."

"We decided you should have it, Colo-

nel," Romanenko said, grinning broadly.

'After all, we can be furloughed at any lime,"

Koroiev ignored the sidelong, embar-

rassed glance at his shriveled legs and

pale, dangling feet.

He opened the bottle, and the rich aroma

brought a sudden tingling rush of blood to

his cheeks. He raised it carefully and

sucked out a few milliliters of brandy. It

burned like acid. "Christ," he gasped, "it's

been years. I'll get plastered!" He said,

laughing, tears blurring his vision.

"My father tells me you drank like a hero,

Colonel, in the old days."

"Yes," Koroiev said, and sipped again,

"I did." The cognac spread through him

like liquid gold. He disliked Romanenko,

He'd never liked the boy's father, either

—

an easygoing Party man, long since set-

tied into lecture tours, a dacha on the Black

Sea, American liquor, French suits, Italian

shoes. . . . The boy had the father's looks,

the same clear gray eyes utterly untrou-

bled by doubt.

The alcohol surged Ihrough Korolev's Ihin

blood, "You are too generous," he said. He
kicked once gently and arrived at his con-'

sole. "You must take some samisdata,

American cable broadcasts, freshly inter-

cepted. Racy stuffl Wasted on an old man
like me." He slotted a blank cassette and

punched for the material.

"I'll give it tOfhe gun crew," Romanenko
said, grinning. "They can run it on the

tracking consoles in the gun room.." The

particle-beam station had always been
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known as the gun room. The soldiers who
manned it were particularly hungry for this

sort of tape. Koroiev ran off a second copy

for Valentina.

"It's dirty?" She looked alarmed and in-

trigued. "May we come again, Colonel?

Thursday at 2400?"

Koroiev smiled at her. She had been a

factory worker betore she'd been singled

out for space. Her beauty made her useful

as a propaganda tool, a role model for the

proletariat. He pitied her now, with the co-

gnac coursing through his veins, and found

it impossible to deny her a little happiness.

"A midnight rendezvous in the museum,

Valentina? Romantic!"

She kissed his cheek, wobbling in free

fall. "Thank you, my Colonel."

"You're a prince, Colonel," Romanenko

said, slapping Korolev's match-stick

shoulder as gently as he could. After

countless hours on an exerciser, the boy's

arms bulged like a blacksmith's.

Koroiev watched the lovers carefully

4He was suddenly

and very intensely afraid.

He shook violently.

He couldn't remember ever

-
' having been this

frightened. The switches

and their cables

were somehow threatening.^

make their way out into the central docking

sphere, the junction of three aging Salyuts

and two corridors. Romanenko took the

"north" corridor to the gun room; Valentina

went in the opposite direction to the next

junction sphere and the Salyut where her

husband slept.

There were five docking spheres in Kos-

mograd, each with its three linked SaJyuts.

At opposite ends of the complex were the

military installation and the satellite-

launchers. Popping, humming, and
wheezing, the station had the feel of a sub-

way and the dank metallic reek of a tramp

steamer.

Koroiev had another pull at the bottle.

Now it was half-empty. He hid it in one of

the museum's exhibits, a NASA Hassel-

blad recovered from the site. of the Apollo

landing. He hadn't'had a drink since his

last furlough, before the blowout. His head

swam in' a pleasant, painful current of

.drunken nostalgia.

Drifting back to his console, he ac-

cessed a section of memory where the col-

lected speeches of Alexei Kosygin had

been covertly erased and replaced with

his personal collection of samisdata, digi-

tized pop music, his boyhood favorites from

the Eighties. He had British groups taped

from West German radio, Warsaw Pact

heavy metal, American imports from the

black market. Putting on his headphones,

he punched for the Czestochowa reggae

of Brygada Cryzis.

After all the years; he no longer really

heard the music, but images came rushing

back with an aching poignancy. In the

Eighties he'd been a long-haired child of

the Soviet elite, his father's position plac-

ing him effectively beyond Ihe reach of the

Moscow police. He remembered feed-

back howling through the speakers in the

hot darkness of a cellar ciub, the crowd a

shadowy checkerboard of denim and

bleached hair. He'd smoked Ivlarlboros

laced with powdered Afghani hash. He re-

membered the mouth of an American dip-

lomat's daughter in the backseat of her fa-

ther's black Lincoln. Names and faces

came flooding in on a warm haze of co-

gnac. Nina, the East German who'd shown

him her mimeographed translations of dis-

sident Polish news sheets—
,

Until the night she didn't turn up at the

coffee bar. Whispers of parasitism, of anti-

Soviet activity, of the waiting chemical hor-

rors of the psikuska—
Koroiev started to tremble. He wiped his

face and found it bathed in sweat. He took

off the headphones.

It had been fifty years, yet he was sud-

denly and very intensely atraid. He couldn't

remember ever having been this fright-

ened, not even during the blowout that had

crushed his hip. He shook violently. The

lights. The lights in the Salyut were too

bright, but he didn't want to go to the

switches. A simple action, one he per-

formed regularly, yet . . .
The switches and

their insulated cables were somehow
threatening. He stared, confused. The little

clockwork model of a Lunokhod moon rover,

its Velcro wheels gripping the curved wall,

seemed to crouch there like something

sentient, poised, waiting. The eyes of the

Soviet space pioneers in the official por-

traits were fixed on him with contempt.

The cognac. His years in free fall had

warped his metabolism. He wasn't the man
he'd once been. But he would remain calm

and try to ride it out, if he threw up, every-

one 'would laugh.

Someone knocked at the entrance to the

museum, and Nikita the Plumber, Kosmo-

grad's premier handyman, executed a

perfect slow-motion dive through the open

hatGh. The young civilian engineer looked

angry. Koroiev felt cowed. "You're up early,

Plumber," he said, anxious for some fa-

cade of normality.

"Pinhead leakage in Delta Three." He

frowned, "Do you understand Japanese?"

The Plumber tugged a cassette from one

of the dozen pockets that bulged on his

stained work-vest and waved it in Koro-

lev's face. He wore carefully laundered

Levi's and dilapidated Adidas running

shoes. "We accessed this last night,"

Koroiev cowered as though the cassette
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were a weapon. "No, no Japanese." The

meekness of his own voice startled him.

"Only English and Polish." He fell himself

blush. The Plumber was his friend; he knew
and trusted the Plumber, but

—

'Are you well, Colonel?" The Plumber

loaded the tape and punched up a lexicon

program with deft, callused fingers. "You

look as though you just ate a bug. I want

you to hear this."

Korolev watched uneasily as the tape

flickered into an ad for baseball gloves.

The lexicon's Cyrillic subtitles raced across

the monitor as a Japanese voice-over rat-

tled maniacally.

"The newscast's coming up," said the

Plumber, gnawing at a cuticle,

Korolev squinted anxiously as the trans-

lation slid across the face of the Japanese

announcer:

AMERICAN DISARMAMENT GROUP CLAIMS

PREPARATIONS AT BAIKONUR COSMODROME
PROVE RUSSIANS AT LAST READY . TO SCRAP

ARMED SPACE STATION COMIC CITY . .

"Cosmic," the Plumber muttered. "Glitch

in the lexicon."

BUILT AT TURN OF CENTURY AS BRIDGEHEAD

TO SPACE . . .
AMBITIOUS PROJECT CRIPPLED BY

FAILURE OF LUNAR MINING .
EXPENSIVE STA-

TION OUTPERFORMED BY OUR UNMANNED OR-

BITAL FACTORIES . CRYSTALS SEMICONDUC-

TORS AND PURE DRUGS
"Smug bastards." The Plumber snorted.

"I tell you, it's that goddamned KGB man
Yefremov. He's had a hand in this!"

STAGGERING SOVIET TRADE DEFICITS . . . POP-

ULAR DISCONTENT WITH SPACE EFFORT ... RE-

CENT DECISIONS BY POLITBURO AND CENTRAL

COMMITTEE SECRETARIAT . . .

"They're shutting us down!" The Plumb-

er's lace contorted with rage.

Korolev twisted away from the screen,

shaking uncontrollably, Sudden tears

peeled from his lashes in free-tall droplets.

"Leave me alone! I can do nothing!"

"What's wrong, Colonel?" The Plumber

grabbed his shoulders. "Look me in the

face. Someone's dosed you with the Fear!"

"Go away," Korolev begged.

"That little spook bastard! What has he

given you? Pills? An injection?"

Korolev shuddered. "I had a drink—"

"He gave you the Fear! You. a sick old

man! I'll break his face!" The Plumber jerked

his knees up, somersaulted backward,

kicked off from a handhold overhead, and

catapulted out of the room.

"Wait! Plumber!" But the Plumber had

zipped through the docking sphere like a

squirrel, vanishing down the corridor, and

now Korolev felt that he couldn't bear to be

alone. In the distance, he could hear me-

tallic echoes of distorted, angry shouts.

Trembling, he closed his eyes and waited

lor someone to help him.

He'd asked Psychiatric Olficer Bychkov

to help him dress in his old uniform, the

one with the Star of the Tsiolkovsky Order

sewn above the left breast pocket. The

black dress boots ol heavy quilted nylon,

with their Velcro soles, would no longer fit



his twisted led: so his feet remained bare.

Bychkov's injection had straightened him

out within an hour, leaving him alternately

depressed and furiously angry. Now he

waited in Ihe museum for Yefremov to an-

swer his summons.
They called his home the Museum of the

Soviet Triumph in Space, and as his rage

subsided, to be replaced with an ancient

bleakness, he felt very much as if he were

simply another one of the exhibits. He stared

gloomily at the gold-framed portraits of the

great visionaries of space, al the faces of

Tsiolkovsky, Rynin, Tupolev. Below these,

in slightly smaller frames, were portraits of

, Verne, Goddard. and O'Neill.

In moments of extreme depression he

had sometimes imagined that he could de-

tect a common strangeness in their eyes,

particularly in the eyes of -the two Ameri-

cans. Was it simply craziness, as he some-

times thought in his most cynical moods?
Or was he able to glimpse a subtle mani-

festation of some weifd. unbalanced force

that he had often suspected of being hu-

man evolution in action?

Once, and only once, Korolev had seen

that look in his own eyes—on the day he'd

stepped onto the soil of the Coprates Basin.

The Martian sunlight, glinting within his

helmet visor, had shown him the- reflection

of two steady, alien eyes—fearless, yet

driven—and the quiei, secret shock of it,

he now realized, had been his life's mos_t

memorable, most transcendental moment.

Above the portraits, oily and inert, was
a painting that depicted the landing in colors

that reminded him of borscht and gravy,
_

the Martian landscape reduced to the

idealistic kitsch of Soviet Socialist realism.

The artist had posed the suited figure be-

side the lander with all of the official style's

deeply sincere vulgarity.

Feeling tainted, he awaited the- arrival of

Yefremov, the KGB man, Kosmograd's Po-

litical Officer.

When Yefremov finally entered the Sal-

yut, Korolev noted the split lip and the fresh

bruises on the man's throat. He wore a blue

Kansai.jump suit of Japanese silk and styl-

ish Italian deck shoes. He coughed po-

litely. "Good morning. Comrade Colonel."

Korolev stared. He allowed the silence

to lengthen. "Yefremov," he said heavily, "I

am not happy with you."

Yefremov reddened, but he held his gaze.

"Let us speak frankly to each other, Colo-

nel, as Russian to Russian. It was not, of

course, -intended tor you."

"The Fear, Yefremov?"

"The beta-carboline, yes. If you hadn't

pandered to their antisocial actions, : if you

hadn't accepted their bribe, it would not

have happened."

"So I
am.a pimp, Yefremov? A pimp and

a drunkard? You are a cuckold, a smug-
gler, and an informer. I say this," he added,

"as one Russian to another."

Now the KGB man's face assumed the

official mask of bland and untroubled

righteousness.

"But tell me, Yefremov, what it is that you
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are really about. What have you been doing

since you came to Kosmograd? We know
that the complex will be stripped. What is

in store for the civilian crew when they re-

turn to Baikonur? Corruption hearings?"

"There will be interrogation, certainly. In

certain cases there may be hospitaliza-

tion. Would you care to suggest, Colonel

Korolev, that the Soviet Union is somehow
at fault for Kosmograd's failures?"

Korolev was silent.

"Kosmograd was a dream, Colonel. A
dream that failed. Like space. We have no

need to be here. We have an entire world

to put in order. Moscow is the greatest

power in history. We must not aljow our-

selves to lose the global perspective."

"Do you think we can be brushed aside

that easily? We are an elite, a highly trained

technical elite."

"A minority, Colonel, an obsolete minor-

ify. What do you contribute, aside from

reams of poisonous American trash? The
crew here were intended to be workers,

not bloated black marketeers trafficking in

jazz and pornography" Yefremov's face

was smoofh and calm. "The crew will re-

turn to Baikonur. The weapons are capa-

ble of being directed from the ground. You,

ot course, will remain, and there will be guest

cosmonauts: Africans, South Americans.

Space still retains a degree of ifs former

prestige for these people."

Korolev gritted his teeth. "What have you

done with the boy?"

"Your Plumber?" The Political Officer

frowned. "He has assaulted an officer of

the Committee for State Security. He will

remain under guard until he can be taken

to Baikonur."

Korolev attempted an unpleasant laugh.

"Let him go. You'll be in too much trouble

yourself to press charges. I'll speak with

Marshal Gubarev personally. My rank may
be entirely honorary, Yefremov, but I do re-

tain a certain influence."

The KGB man shrugged. "The gun crew

are under orders from Baikonur to keep the

communications module under lock and
key. Their careers depend on it."

"Martial law, then?"

"This isn't Kabul. Colonel. These are dif-

ficult times. You have the moral authority

here; you should try to set an example."

"We shall see," Korolev said.

Kosmograd swung out of Earth's shadow
into raw sunlight. The walls of Korolev's

Salyut popped and creaked like a nest ot

glass boitles. A Salyut's viewports, Koro-

lev thought absentiy, fingering the broken

veins at his temple, were always the first

things to go.

Young Grishkin seemed to have the same
thought. He drew a tube ot caulk from an

ankle-pocket and began to inspect the seal

around the viewport. He was the Plump-

er's assistant and closest friend.

"We must now vote," Korolev said wear-

ily. Eleven of Kosmograd's twenty-four ci-

vilian crew members had agreed to attend

the meeting, twelve if he counted himself.
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That left thirteen who were either unwilling

to risk involvement or else actively hosfile

to the idea of a strike. Yefremov and the

six-man gun crew brought the total num-

ber of those not present to twenty. "We've

discussed our demands. All those in favor

of the list as it stands—" He raised his good
hand. Three others raised theirs. Grishkin,

busy at the viewport, stuck out his foot.

Korolev sighed. "There are few enough
as it is. We'd best have unanimity. Let us

hear your objections."

"The term military custody" said a bio-

logical technician named Korovkin, "might

be construed as implying that the military,

and not the criminal Yefremov, is respon-

sible for the situation." The man looked

acutely uncomfortable. "We are in sym-

pathy otherwise but will not sign. We are

Party members." He seemed about to add
something but fell silent. "My mother," his

wife said quietly, "was Jewish."

Korolev nodded, but he said nothing.

"This is all criminal foolishness," said

^His shoulder

began to ache. Stoically

he continued

.
pounding, remembering

the din a real

blowout caused. It had
to be good, it

had to fool the gun cmw,3

Glushko, the botanist. Neither he nor his

wife had voted. "Madness. Kosmograd is

finished, we all know it, and the sooner home
the better. What has this place ever been

but a prison?" Free fall disagreed with the

man's metabolism; in the absence of grav-

ity blood tended to congest in his face and
neck, making him resemble one of his ex-

perimental pumpkins.

"You are a botanist, Vasili," his wife said

stiffly, "while I, you will recall, am a Soyuz

pilot. Your career is not at stake."

"I.will not support this idiocy!" Glushko

gave the bulkhead a savage kick that pro-

peled him from the room. His wife followed,

complaining bitterly in the grating under-

tone crew members learned to employ for

private, arguments.

"Five are willing to sign," Korolev said,

"out of a civilian crew of twenfy-four."

"Six," said Tatjana, the other Soyuz pilot,

her dark hair drawn back and held with a

braided band of green nylon webbing. "You

torget the Plumber.'"

"The sun balloons!" cried Grishkin,

pointing toward the earth. "Look!"

Kosmograd was above the coast of Cal-

ifornia now, clean shorelines, intensely

green fields, vast decaying cities whose
names rang with a strange magic. High

above a fleece of stratocumulus floated five

solar balloons, mirrored geodesic spheres

tethered by power lines; they had been a

cheaper substitute for a grandiose Amer-
ican plan'to build solar-powered satellites.

The things worked, Korolev supposed, be-

cause for the last decade he'd watched
them multiply.

"And they say that people live in those

things?" Systems Officer Stoiko had joined

Grishkin at the viewport.

Korolev remembered the pathetic flurry

of strange American energy schemes in

the wake of the Treaty of Vienna. With the

Soviet Union firmly in control of the world's

oil flow, the Americans had seemed willing

to try anything. Then the Kansas meltdown

had permanently sou red fhem on reactors.

For more than three decades they'd been
gradually sliding into isolationism and in-

dustrial decline. Space., he thought rue-

fully, they should have gone into space.

He'd never understood the strange paral-

ysis of will fhat had' seemed to grip their

brilliant early efforts. Or perhaps it was
simply a failure of imagination, of vision.

You see, Americans, he said silently, you
really should have tried to join us here in

our glorious future, here in Kosmograd.

"Who would want to live in something

like that?" Stoiko asked, punching Grish-

kin's shoulder and laughing with the quiet

energy of desperation.

"You're joking," said Yefremov. "Surely

we're all in enough trouble as it is."

"We're not joking, Political Officer Yef-

remov, and these are our demands." The
five dissidents had crowded into the Salyut

the man shared with Valentina, backing him

against the aft screen. The screen was
decorated with a meticulously airbrushed

photograph of the Premier, who was wav-

ing from the back of a tractor. Valentina,

Korolev knew, would be in the museum now
with Romanenko, making the straps creak.

The Colonel wondered how Romanenko so

regularly managed to avoid his duty shifts

in the gun room.

Yefremov shrugged. He glanced down
the list of demands. "The Plumber must

remain in custody. I have direct orders. As.

for the rest of this document
—

"

"You are guilty of unauthorized use of

psychiatric drugs!" Grishkin shouted.

"That was entirely a private matter," said

Yefremov calmly,

"A criminal act," said Tatjana.

"Pilot Tatjana, we both know lhaf Grish-

kin here is the station's most active sam-

isdata p i rate 1 We are all criminals, don't

you see? That's the beauty of our system,

isn't it?" His sudden, twisted smile was
shockingly cynical. "Kosmograd is not the

Potemkin, and you are not revolutionaries.

And you demand to communicate with

Marshal Gubarev? He is in custody at Bai-

konur. And you demand to communicate
with the Minister of Technology? The Min-

ister is leading the purge." With a decisive



Why is it that of all the

strange objects in the universe—novas, pulsars,

black holes—you are the strangest?

LOST
IN THE COSMOS

BY WALKER PERCY

Editors' note: Walker Percy

discovered the pock-
marked terrain of human

anomie some 40 years ago,

when he contracted tubercu-

losis and was confined to a

sanatorium in the Adirondack

Mountains. By the time he was
well, he had decided to aban-

don his career in medicine for

a life of reading and writing.

Percy soon began turning out

novels (The Moviegoer, The
Las! Gentleman, Love in the

RuinsJ about the alienation of

man. Today Percy lives quietly

in Louisiana. His latest work is

Lost in the Cosmos: The Last

Self-Help Book. The sections

excerpted below, The Envious

Self, The Lonely Self, and The
Demoniac Self, use a ques-

tion-and-answer format to

guide those who feel bedev-

iled by the New Age.

THE ENVIOUS SELF: (in the

root sense of envy: invidere, to

look at with malice): Why it is

that the Self—though it Pro-

fesses to be Loving, Caring, to

Prefer Peace to War, Concord

to Discord, Life to Death; to

Wish Other Selves Well, not

III— in fact Secretly Relishes

Wars and Rumors of War, News
ot Plane Crashes, Assassina-

tions, Mass Murders, Obitu-

aries, to say nothing of Local

News about Acquaintances
Dropping Dead in the Street,

Gossip about Neighbors Get-

ting in Fights or being De-

tected in Sexual Scandals,
Embezzlements, and other

Disgraces.

Questions: Imagine yourself

in a place most familiar to you
and therefore most nugatory,

e.g., standing on the platform

PHOTOGRAPH BY MICHAEL RADENCICH



of the commuter station ai 8 on a Tuesday

morning waiting for the 8:05 to New York.

Or walking across your front yard in Mont-

clair for the eight thousandth lime to pick

up the morning paper.

Now imagine that in these circumstanc-

es you receive a piece of news, either by

way of a newspaper headline, by word of

mouth from a neighbor, or perhaps by

overhearing a radio bulletin from a black

youth carrying a Sony CF-520.

In each instance of news, check the cor-

rect answer. Hint: Use as your guide your

altered perception of your surroundings and

any. change in mood, e.g., whether, as a

result of hearing the news, your front yard

becomes visible for the first time since you

moved in, or whether it becomes more nu-

gatory than usual; whether your usual

morning depression deepens or lifts.

There are four possible answers: (a) The

news is unrelievedly bad. (b) The news is

putativeiy bad, that is, news which by ail

criteria should be bad but in which you

nevertheless take a certain comfort, (c) The

news is unrelievedly good, (d) The news
is putativeiy good, that is, news which by

all criteria ought to be good but which you

find secretly depressing.

(1) News bulletin: A UFO has landed in

Nebraska and vaporized Omaha. This news
is for you

(a) Unrelievedly bad: After all, there is

nothing good about the loss of several

hundred thousand people.

(b) Puiatively bad but secretly not so bad:

I don't know anybody in Omaha and there

is something extremely interesting about

an authenticated UFO visitation—which I

had never really credited until now.

(check one)

(2) While you stand at the paper-tube

reading the morning headlines, a highly

localized yet extremely violent tornado de-

scends upon your house, carrying it aloft

and away like Judy Garland's house in The

Wizard of Oz. Your wife is in the house.

Nothing is ever heard again of the house

or your wife.

This event is

(a) Unrelievedly bad news: You love your

wife. She is a good woman, your compan-
ion and helpmate for these twenty years.

Your house, moreover, is underinsured.

(b) Putativeiy bad news: All the above is

true enough, yet if the entire truth be known,

your wife is also a shrew; you are sick to

death of her, the house, your job, and your

life. Since your wife has vanished through

no fault of yours, cannot indeed have suf-

fered much, whatever her fate, could in-

deed have been set down in a new place

and a new life of her own like Judy, you are

free to begin a new life without guilt.

(check one)

Excerpted from LOST IN THE COSMOS by

Walker Percy. Copyright A- 1983 by Walker Percy..

Reprinted in the United Slates by permission al

Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Inc., and in the United

Kingdom by Mcintosh and Otis.
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(3) You are a woman whose husband
has taken early retirement. He is a decent

fellow, a combat veteran of Korea, and has

been a'good provider for thirty years. Money
is no problem. Now, even though he is se-

riously overweight, all he does is sit around

your pleasant Lake Wales house polishing

off six-packs and watchirg golf, the NBA,
and the. NFL on TV. For months he goes
without touching you and hardly speaks.

Or he'll have spells ot satyriasis when he'll

want to have beery sex twice a night. What
do you want? (What do women want?) You

want to take a cathedral tour of Europe, or

a leisurely barge voyage through the ca-

nals of France, stopping off at quaint French

villages, or a cuisine tour through vine-

yards and kitchens of the Loire Valley. Or

visit the Galapagos is arc's with your local

Audubon Society. He won't go. Why do I

want to go look at a bunch of turtles9 What
does he want? He wants to go to Vegas to

catch Wayne Newton and Liberace, or to

Augusta to follow Nicklaus. You won't go,

6Vou have designed a

starship that will accommodate
a crew of ten, chosen

for technological skills and
-

' freedom from

sexual hang-ups, for a

journey to the

vicinity of Alpha Centauri*

Yet you don't feel free to go off without him—
you have duties as a housewife.

So one day you pick up a brochure from

a travel agency in Orlando aboul a

thatched-roof-cotiage tour of England and

a hot-air balloon ride down the Loire Valley

and get in your car and start home. From
the radio comes news of yet another sink-

hole in the fragile limestone crust of central

Florida. When you arrive in your block, you

discover that your entire lot, house, hus-

band Ralph, and the Zenith Chromacolor

have dropped, out of sight and disap-

peared forever into the Eocene muck.
This is

(a) Unrelievedly bad news: Ralph, a good
man, a good husband, is gone. You, a good
Christian woman, have lost your better half.

You are alone in the world.

(b) Putativeiy bad: This is all true, but on

the other hand, Ralph is gone through no

fault of your own and you are free. Frankly,

thirty years. of Ralph is enough. Moreover,

Ralph was well insured.

(check one)

(4) On the station platform, a fellow com-
muter, a stranger to you these past six years,

approaches and tells you of the news bul-

letin he has just picked up from his Sony
Mystereo. Not Manhattan but San Fran-

cisco has at last suffered the long-awaited

major earthquake, magnitude 8.3 Richier.

Casualties are estimated at near two
hundred thousand,

(a) Unrelievedly trad news? How can
there be anything good in such massive

suffering and loss of life?

(b) Putativeiy bad news? Else why is your

fellow commuter so excited that, even as

he shakes his head dolefully, his ear-

phones come loose? Does he take comfort

in what he does not say but perhaps thinks,

that it is Gomorrah getting its due, what
with the gays, creeps, and deviates who
must comprise at least half the casualties?

(check one)

(5) You are an astronomer, starship de-

signer, TV personality. You write about the

Cosmos. You live next door to another as-

tronomer, starship designer, TV personal-

ity. He also writes about the Cosmos. You

both are employed by the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory in Pasadena, not so much for

your scientific abilities as for your PR value

and your skill at popularizing science. You

both have written best sellers about space
travel, ETIs (extraterrestrial intelligences),

the necessity for nuclear disarmament, and

so on. You are both aware that man might

well destroy himselt and the earth before

he can explore the Cosmos and establish

communication with other civilizations.

There is a friendly rivalry between you. You

two have different solutions to man's prob-

lems with himself.

You believe that wars are the conse-

quences of sexua ly repressive societies,

especially Christian. You have evidence that

in more primitive societies, where sexual

freedom is encouraged among both the

young and adults, where there is an unin-

hibited display of affection and sexual

contact, there are few if any wars. Your all-

time favorite book is Coming of Age in Sa-

moa. Your own latest book, Space and
Sexuality, a best seller, advances a pro-

posal to create just such a society in min-

iature, a small community which is not only

scientifically advanced but also loving and
sexually unrepressed. Toward this end, you

have designed a starship adapted from the

Bussard fusion ramjet, which will accom-
modate a crew of ten (five men and five

women), chosen not only for their techno-

logical skills but also for their freedom from

sexual hang-ups, for a journey of several

years to the vicinity of Alpha Centauri. The
starship has already been jokingly nick-

named the Love Boat by your colleagues.

But in all seriousness, you propose that

NASA initiate a crash program to launch

the ship before what you are almost cer-

tain will be the last war on earth.

You have been invited to appear on the

Tom Snyder Show to promote your new
book.

Your neighbor and friend has also writ-

ten a book and has been invited to appear



on the Johnny Carson Show—which has a

higher rating in the sweeps than Snyder.

Totell the truth, his book sales exceed yours.

You two do not disagree in your under-

standing of the Cosmos and in your as-

sessment of man's danger to himself. Yet

your solutions are different. He believes that

world peace can be achieved only by unit-

ing the Western tradition of science and

technology and the Eastern tradition of self-

transcendence, especially Zen and Ti-

betan Buddhism.
In his book, Space and Satori, a version

of the British starship Daedalus, powered
by nuclear fusion, is proposed, the crew

'

to be commanded by an experienced as-

tronaut but with a spiritual leader on board,

the noted Tibetan mystic Ti Chen.

Tonight your neighbor, Dr. I ,

and Ti will promote their book. Space and
Satori. on the Carson show. Both of you

know that it is more desirable to be on the

Carson show than on the Tom Snyder show.

As you make your morning trip to the

paper-tube, you meet not Dr. L

but his wife, who has bad news. She has

reached her paper-tube first and is holding

alott the L.A. Times. There on the front page

is an article exposing a sexual scandal at

the Ti Chen Institute at La Jolla. Described

by a disaffected disciple as an orgy, an

incident is described in which Ti Chen is

alleged to have engaged in a debauch with

some of his young male disciples, in the

course ot which your neighbor, Dr. I

appeared unexpectedly, flew into a jeal-

ous rage, and assaulted Ti Chen with a

broken bottle. Everyone at the institute, in

various stales of undress, was arrested by

the La Jolla police.

"Can you believe such crap!" cries your

neighbor's wife in a tearful rage, and slaps

the LA. Times. "I mean, my God, this you

would expect from the National Enquirer.

The same tissue of lies. I'm going to sue

the bastards. Wouldn't you?"

You nod gravely and solicitously. This is

bad news, indeed. This could mean the

end of Dr. I 's career at NASA,
the end of his "scientific Buddhism." His

wife says; "Would you believe Carson can-

celed him tonight?"

You shake your head, one arm around

Dr. I _'s wife, patting her solici-

tously.

You grow thoughtful. Taken altogether,

this is

(a) Unrelievedly bad news.

(b) Putatively bad news.
(Check one)

THE LONELY SELF: Why the Autonomous
Self feels so Alone in the Cosmos that it

will go to any Length to talk to Chimpan-

zees, Dolphins, and Humpback Whales

in recent years a tremendous amount of

effort and money has been spent by the

government and primatologists in the ef-

fort to demonstrate that chimpanzees and

other apes can learn human language.

Chimps were adopted like children and,
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unlike children, were subjected to years o!

concentrated lessons in speech. When at-

tempts to teach chimps to speak iailed,

sign language was substituted. Glowing

successes were reported. Some chimps

became famous.

Yet the most recent assessments by re-

sponsible scientists are that the primatol-

ogists have either deluded themselves or

at least made exaggerated claims. It now
appears that chimps are not using lan-

guage after all but are rather using signs

and responses in order lo obtain rewards

(e.g., bananas). The basic elements ol lan-

guage are missing; symbols, sentences,

productivity, cultural transmission. Now
even some of the most evangelical pri-

matologists have modified their claims.

In short, it appears that chimps can't talk

with either their voices or their hands. Or,

as Sebeok puts it, animals have commu-
nication but not language.

Yet the public perception is that chimps,

and perhaps dolphins and the humpback
whale, have crossed the language barrier.

There are speculations about the mathe-

matical and metaphysical knowledge of

dolphins. For example, according to a re-

cent newspaper account, the song of a

humpback whale has ten times as many
phonemes as does human speech.

Question: Why do people in general want

to believe that chimps and dolphins and

whales can speak, and why do some sci-

entists in particular want so badly lo be-

lieve that chimps can speak that they will

compromise their own science?

(a) Because anyone who has invested

reputation, a great deal of effort, time, and

money in an experiment wants it to suc-

ceed.

(b) Because the last three hundred years

have seen the dethronement of man from

what he believed to be his central position

in the Cosmos to an insignificant planet

(Copernicus, Galileo), from his unique-

ness among the species as the only be-

souled creature and as created by God in

His image (Darwin), and even from the

sovereignty of his own consciousness
(Freud). Only language and other sym-

bolic behavior (art, music) seem to be the

sole remaining indisputably unique attri-

butes of man. If language can be shown

to be within the capability of apes, dol-

phins, and humpback whales, the de-

thronement of man will be complete.

(c) Because man is a lonely and trou-

bled species, who does not know who he

is or what to do with himself, feeling himself

somehow different from other creatures,

both superior and inferior—superior be-

cause, after all, he studies other animals

and writes scientific articles about them,

and other animals don't study him; inferior

because he is not a very good animal, is

often stupid, irrational, self-destructive

—

and solitary in the Cosmos, like Robinson

Crusoe marooned on an island populated

by goats. Therefore, he would like to dis-

cover his place in the Cosmos, discover a

man Friday, or, failing that, at least teach
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goats to talk. So anxious, in fact, have some
people been to communicate with Washoe,

the most famous chimp, that in the attempt

to make signs for Washoe three psychol-

ogists have had their fingers bitten off for

their pains. Alas for man: rebuffed again.

Thought experiment. Imagine that you

are the scientist who has at last suc-

ceeded in puncturing the last of man^s in-

flated claims to uniqueness in the Cosmos.
Now man is proved beyond doubt to be

an organism among other organisms, a

species in continuity with other species, a

creature existing in interaction with an im-

manent Cosmos like all other creatures, like

all elements, molecules, gaseous clouds,

novas, galaxies.

Now, having placed man as an object ot

study in the Cosmos in however insignifi-

cant a place, how do you, the scientist, the

self which hit upon this theory, how do you

propose to reenter this very Cosmos where

you have so firmly placed the species lo

mYou have proved

beyond doubt that man is

an organism among
' other organisms, a species

-
'

in continuity with

other species, a creature

interacting

with the immanent Cosmos*;

which you belong? Who are you who has

explained the Cosmos and how do you fit

into the Cosmos you have explained?

Having proved your hypothesis, what do

you do next? (?) Publish a paper in Sci-

ence? (2) Begin to lobby for the Nobel?' (3)

Worry about three other scientists who are

working on the same project? (4) Gel drunk?

(5) Go home and quarrel with your wife?

(6) Take a girl friend to a motel and watch

Deep Throat on closed-circuit TV?
It the last is your choice, explain the con-

nection between the triumph of science as

a form of transcendence of the world and

pornography as one of the few remaining

avenues of reentry. . .

.

THE DEMONIAC SELF: Why it is the Au-

tonomous Self becomes Possessed by the

Spirit of the Erotic and the Secret Love of

Violence-, and how Unlucky it is that this

should have Happened in the Nuclear Age

Thought experiment: The scene is a

Washington hotel room. It is wartime. Enter

Dr. F a Nobel laureate scientist.

Taking off his jacket, he sits on the bed

wearily, rubs his temples, lies down, and

closes his eyes. Alter a while, he turns on

the television. The show is a closed-circuit

screening of Behind the Green Door, a

pornographic film. Presently he mastur-

bates, almost casually, but not before tak-

ing the trouble to fetch a special container

from his suitcase to catch the ejaculate.

He switches off the television, lies down,

closes his eyes.

The telephone rings. With a frown and a

curious groan— is it weariness? irritation?

anger?—he picks up the receiver. We hear

only his side of the conversation.

Yes.

Yes, General.

Yes, it was a very long meeting.

I
realize that a decision wasn't reached.

I
know it's important, General.

True, there was no closure in the deci-

sion-making process.

Yes, I realize it was a tie vote.

That's correct— 1 didn't express an opin-

ion to the Chiefs.

Yes. that's true, I have some standing in

the scientific community.

Well, thank you, General. It's nice to know
you people respect one scientist.

That's right. General. It's no breach of

security to call it by name. The eyes-only

folder you have—and the only secret is its

composition and mode of delivery. It's a

neurotoxin, airborne and water-soluble,

They're working on it, too.

For one weapon? Ten million, more or

less, depending on population density.

Right. It violates no first-strike agree-

ment or Salt III. It's a weapon, but not an

explosive device.

I know that's a high civilian casualty fac-

tor, but it will save lives in the end.

A demonstration? A demonstration of

what? How to kill a few hundred reindeer

in Siberia? No way. General.

You're really putting me on the spot,

General.

Okay, I'm going :o surp r se you. I'm going

to give you an opinion. I think we've got to

go with it. For the ultimate good of man,

Indeed, in the interests of peace. In fact,

why don't we call it Project Peace?
You like that? Yes, that's right. Go. You

can tell them.

After hanging up, he picks up the cylin-

drical double-walled container, carefully

pastes on a sticker containing the address

of a California Laboratory which collects

the sperm of Nobel laureates for the pur-

pose of inseminating thousands of genet-

ically screened women. Still holding the

container, he opens the door, and walks

rapidly down the corridor to the ice ma-

chine.

Question: Do you think the United States

gene pool and the tuture quality of life will

be improved by the contribution of Dr.

_'s ejaculate?

( )Yes

( )No (check one) OO
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in the limelight.
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as little as $5,000. Sutter estimates.

The brain-wave interface works now, but

it's still in development. Sutter says it will

take him about two years to optimize its

speed and accuracy. Then he will make it

portable, ior use on wheelchairs, and be-

gin working on olher applications.

The main challenge he faces is to elim-

inate interference from the electrical sig-

nals generated by tense neck muscles. One
possible approach is to implant electrodes

into the skin near the brain. This markedly

strengthens the brain-wave signal without

raising the noise level, Sutter reports, and
brings the system's reaction time down lo

half a second.

Where will this technology lead us9 Sut-

ter is reluctant to speculate. The idle rich

may one day wire their homes for brain-

wave control of telephones, television seis,

and appliances. But such a system would

be a costly self-indulgence for anyone who
didn't truly need it.

A more promising, and immediate, use

is computer control, the inventor suggests.

Rows of flickering lights above a computer
screen could enable users to open and
close computer files, print documents, and
underline, copy, or move portions of text

without ever having to learn command
codes or take their hands off ihe'keyboard.

It would not be difficult to build such a sys-

tem into a robot that would then come un-

der the power of stares—or mere glances

—

from its human master.

The brain-wave system may never re-

place typing for producing large amounts
ol text. We move our eyes far more slowly

than most people— except the physically

handicapped— can type. Nonetheless.

many of us may derive great comfort from

the knowledge that computers, far from

controlling us. will one day fall under our

brain's direct command.

NEW WARES: HARD AND SOFT

Friday!, as in TGIF is a supersimpie

electronic filing program due to be re-

leased this month by Ashton-Tate. Written

in the firm's widely used database man-
ager-cum-prog ramming language, dBASE
II, Friday! uses on-screen prompts to guide

novice users. Data files prepared with

dBASE II are easily transferred to the new
system, and Fridayl's files can be used by

the parent program. Friday! is available tor

computers that use CP/M-80, CP/M-86, and
IBM's PC-DOS. ($295. from Ashton-Tate,

10150 West Jefferson Boulevard, Culver

City, CA 90230.)

Latest in the seemingly endless flow of

portable computers from Silicon Valley is

the Gavilan, a battery-powered model that

weighs in at a mere nine pounds. Less ihan

a foot sguare and three inches deep, the

8088-based machine sports a typewriter-

style keyboard, ten-key numeric pad. and
eight-line, 66-character-wide display. A
single 320K microfloppy disk (with a stor-

age capacity of 320,000 characters) is

standard; a second disk drive is an option.

Unique to the new machine is a.small. touch-

sensitive screen that, when scratched with

a fingernail, moves the cursor around the

video display. (Less than $4,000, from

Gavilan Computer Corporation, 240 Ha-

cienda Avenue, Campbell, CA 95008.)

A new "dynamic character recognition"

device called Pencept lets you talk to your

microcomputer by hand-printing your data

on an electronic tablet. Because the inter-

face analyzes the direction, timing, and
number of strokes the user takes to form a

letter, not just the final shape of the char-

acter, the device recognizes each letter

nearly 96 percent of the time. That's com-
parable to human performance. The sys-

tem responds well to a wide variety of writ-

ing styles, including sloppy penmanship:

Currently Pencept users have to write within

the boxes of a gridlike form, but the com-
pany is working to develop a model that

will be able to recognize letters of any size

written at random on the tablet. ($3,500,

from Pencept. Inc.. 39 Green Street, Wal-

tharn, MA 02154.) OQ



imVisitors from

distant planets might be
biding within the

crevasses of the vast, siient sea.T1

Clunkl My pilot and

I bounced or* our

cushions as a jolting

sound rang through

the cramped pas-

senger cabin. During

an ecological survey

some 400 feet below

the surface of the At-

lantic,

hard had bumped our

mlnisub. The sonar

showed an appar-

ently round abject

moving to the south-

east and eventually

disappearing from

the screen. What it

mignt have been, we
never learned

Yet one explana-

tion does come to

mind Try to guess tor

a moment where vis-

itors from distant

planets might hide if

[hey wanted to ob-

serve us undisturbed. No one is safe from detection In

space: High-resolution radar and optics make our planet

impossible to approach unseen And spy satellites scru-

tinize every yard of the earth's surface. Only the vast,

silent sea, with its mountains, shipwrecks, and crevasses,

defies detailed, long- distance examination.

Mariners, ocean scientists, and airborne observers have

detected a growing number of mysterious ocean phe-

nomena during the last few years. Underwater cables have

been broken. One large research buoy off South Africa

inexplicably vanished soon after a nearby underwater de-

tector reported a brilliant 'lash of light Pilots flying over

the ocean have witnessed mysterious glowing blobs

moving at high Speed. And weird, symmetrical tracks ap-

pear on the seafloor off Australia and the Bahamas.

As a senior advisory scientist to the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric .self often traveled

through the waters around G'and Bahama island It was
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there, with a group of

colleagues, that I en-

|oyed some of my
most hair-raising un-

dersea adventures. A
few years ago. for in-

stance, we had been

high-en-

nic rays,

mysterious subatom-
ic particles that pen-

ocean
depths. At first our

computer- controlled

ray detectors clicked

and clacked away
every couple ol sec-

onds as an occa-

sional particle trail

came into view. Then
suddenly the chat-

tering grew—one
count per second,
then two. six, ten.

What's more, we re-

ceived sonar signals

as something near the

sub wandered up and down, came and went The sonar

signals and radiation bursts seemed to have a pattern,

but as we began our analysis the activity stopped It might

have been caused by some odd burst of cosmic rays, but

then the monitors on our suriace ship would have record-

ed them before we did, and our crew detected nothing

Where did these bizarre signals originate? We permit-

ted ourselves some far-out speculations, Could extrater-

restrials be using the Cosmic rays just as humans use

radio waves9 Could some alien ciatt be talking with Its

home base elsewhere in the galaxy? Or might "they" be
communicating with other underwater residents?

It would be costly and difficult to investigate deep-sea

anomalies systematically; yet it seems worth the effort

No scientist likes to concede that some mysteries oefy

rational explanation. But my own very tentative observa-

tion is that certain phenomena in our oceans cannot read-

ily be explained.—KURT STEHLING



Those with multiple per-

sonalities have a lot to

worry about. They possess
a number of separate
identities who fight for control

of the body These identities

usually aren't aware of

one another, but when they

are, the relationship is

charged with hate. Now
victims of this strange

disorder may have to strug-

gle with yet another prob-

lem. Some of the alternate

personalities, says Califor-

nia psychiatrist D. Ralph

Allison, wreak havoc with

the help of psychic skills.

Allison, who made his

discovery while treating

dozens of split-personality
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;. explains that "every

one of them showed some
evidence of psychic ability."

In the simplest cases, he
notes, alternate personalities

used psychic power merely

to dominate the situation

Other times, though, the

power seemed to come from

a demon that had seized

control of the body.

Allison concluded that

demonic possession was
often at the root of the illness

when his sickest patients

claimed to be "disincarnale

entities." Shortly thereafter,

he says, he began to notice

that some of the alternate

personalities couldn't possi-

bly belong to the patients

whose bodies they inhab-

ited. One patient. Allison

adds, was even controlled

by the spirit of her boss's

dead son. While psycho-

therapy had no effect on
these spirits. Allison reports,

they often disappeared

after a brief exorcism.

But why should people

who are suffering from

multiple-personality disor-

ders become possessed in

the first place? "These
people are like magnets,"

Allison explains. "The patient

is full of hatred, and the

personalities themselves call

in the entities. They literally

call for help

"

—D. Scott Rogo

"Gnost the outward and
visible sign of an inward

fear." —Ambrose Bierce

Lite moves slowly in

tropical Barbados, but death

can be bustling. Coffins

on the island have a history

of leaping about on their

own—a pastime that grew
especially popular among
coffins of the nineteenth-

century Chase family

Whenever the Chases
opened their family vault'—

a

stone crypt perched above

the Caribbean—they

discovered the cofiins re-

arranged. Rumors of ghosts

and gravediggers spread

until 1819, when .the

governor of Barbados vowed
to solve trie mystery First,

he examined the vault tor

secret entrances, but found

none. So he recorded
each coffin's position,

sprinkled sand over the

vault floor, and plastered its

door shut, stamping his

unmistakable seal across

the wet cement.

Nine months later he

returned to find his seal

Intact. When he pried the

door open the sand held no

sign of footprints. But the

coffins had again been
tossed about, chipping the

walls within.

How did the coffins move?
One recent theory, says

native historian Edward
Stpute. "is that fungus

growing inside the vault jus!

exploded." But Stoute Is

skeptical
1 'Any explosion that

moved lead coffins would



certainly have blown open
the door as well.'

Another theory holds that

nearby tides upset the

vault's foundation, But an
inland vault was also

plagued by upstart coffins.

There. a staunch Protestant

general was interred along-

side his son's Catholic

wife; when the vault was
next opened, the general's

coffin was standing upright,

presiding over a scene of

disarray. Can natural causes

explain this7 "Obviously,"

says one Barbadian, "the old

man hated his daughter-

in-law."— Carol Truxal

"Ghosts remind me o! men's,

smart crack about women:
You can't live with them,

and you can't live without

them.
"

—Eugene O'Neill

Rumors ot a top-secret

rendezvous between Presi-

dent Dwight D. Eisenhower
and aliens from space have
circulated among UFO
buffs for years. Now the Earl

of Clancarty, a member
of the British House of Lords,

claims that an eyewitness

to the meeting has come
forward to reveal a detailed,

inside view.

Lord Clancarty reports

that the aliens landed in a
squadron of five space-
ships at California's Edwards
Air Force Base in February

1954. They were similar

in appearance to humans,
he says. They wore helmets

that enabled them to breathe

the earth's atmosphere,
and at one point a group of

them even demonstrated

their mcreaioie powers
by turning invisible

"Atthat }uncture." Lord
Clancarty notes, "Eisen-

hower' got terribly upset, and
he told the aliens that [he

American public was nol

ready tor them So they

agreed to leave."

it turns out that Lord
Clancarty, who heads a

House of Lords UFO Study

group, didn't actually meet
the eyewitness but learned

all about him from WendBlle
Stevens, of Tucson, Ari-

zona, a retired U S Air Force

lieutenant colonel with an
avid interest in UFOs.
Stevens says the eyewit-

ness, an Air Force test

pilot, was at the historic

meeting as a technical

observer. But, Stevens ex-

plains, the man "signed

a security agreement" to

maintain secrecy, and
"he doesn't want any pub-
licity."— Eric Misnara

"If intelligent Martians

existed al all. it began to be
more and more likely that

they were living now only

under extreme difficulty.
"

—Isaac Asimov

Want to stop violent crime7

Then don't send muggers
and murderers to prison

or the electric chair, asserts

sociology professor Robert

Lee, of El Camino College, in

California. Just blind them
with "reversible" cornea
surgery and set them free:

"It's very hard for some-
one to'commit a violent

act when he can't see," Lee
says. 'And the blinded

individual serves as a warn-
ing to those who might

otherwise turn to crime."

Sight would be restored to

the reformed criminal, he
adds, but conviction for a

second violent offense

would result in permanent
blinding, perhaps by sever-

ing the optic nerve
"With this method, violent

people would be neutral-

ized and the streets would
be safe," Lee contends.

"The idea makes Infinitely

more sense than capital

punishment, which hasn't

deterred homicide, or prison,

which is a heavy burden
on taxpayers."

But to ophthalmologist

and cornea specialist; Penny
Asbell, of Mount Sinai

Medical Center, in New York

City, Lee and his ideas

are unthinkable.

"Theoretically, one could

do such athing," Asbell

concedes. "The cornea is

the transparent covering of

the eye. it could be dark-

ened with chemicals and
then, at a later date, re-

placed with a good cornea
from a donor bank." How-
ever, she says, with present

technology, there is no

guarantee a transplanted

cornea would restore sight.

Besides, Asbell claims,

no surgeon would ever par-

ticipate.—Eric Mishara

"We do not hug our miracles

close. We put them hastily

away, preferring the

commonplace to live with.
"

—Fulton Oursler
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Ruby Smith, of Walhalla,

South Carolina, recently

bought a gotden-haired

talking doll for her eight-year-

old daughter. But when
Ruby pulled the string that

activated the doll's re-

corded voice, she was
shocked to hear "Baby Dar-

ling" say. "Kill out Mommy"
Outraged, she quickly

contacted the Greenville

Better Business Bureau.

"We received several

complaints trom upset cus-

tomers who had purchased

the dolls," Carla Cox, the

bureau's operations

manager, reported "We
also heard from our Chicago
office that a 'Kill Mommy'
doll had shown up there

"
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listurbed by the reports,

those who distributed

Baby Darling dolls, manu-
factured in Hong Kong,

began seeking an explana-

tion. Frank Berkley, ot Bits

and Pieces—a Gastonia,

North Carolina, company

—

suggested that the dolls

were actually saying. "Kim

loves Mommy." When the

mechanism slowed, he

claimed, the voice deep-
ened, making the phrase

sound like "Kill our Mommy."
It was Stuart Sankel, a

distributor in Miami, however,

who hit upon the real expla-

nation: The doll wasn't

demanding matricide at all

Instead it was simply

saying "Ouiero mami,"
Spanish for "I love Mommy"
In Miami, where over

500,000 Spanish-speaking
people live, in fact, the

Baby Darling dolls were
accepted without question,

"I met with the manufac-
turer," Sankel stated, "and

he told me he had inadvert-

ently distributed more
Spanish-speaking dolls than

he meant to."

Carla Cox agrees that

there was no sinister plot

connected to the purported

murderous utterings of

Baby Darling. "My neighbor
1

is from Honduras, and he

immediately recognized the

phrase as Spanish," she

says. "But if you don't speak
Spanish, it sure does sound
like 'Kill our Mommy' It's

no wonder parents were
shocked."—-Sherry Baker

"Faith in the supernatural is

a desperate wager made
by man at the lowest ebb of

his fortunes."

—George Santayana

For most of us, the swas-
tika is synonymous with

Nazi Germany. But the for-

bidding hooked-cross
symbol goes back further

than that: It can be found

carved in tombs near an-

cient Troy, it was a Christian

holy symbol during the

Middle Ages, and It has
been revered by Hindus tor

centuries. Now Texas physi-

cists C. J. Ransom and
Hans Schluter suggest that

the swastika first appeared
to ancient man as a giant

celestial apparition.

Ransom and Schluter

came to this conclusion

while exposing hydrogen

gas to electricity and mag-
netism at the University

of Texas at Austin. At first

the charged gas glowed;

then, to their amazement, it

parted to form the silhou-

ette of a swasiika

The unexpected observa-

tion led the researchers to

speculate that the gaseous
tail of a comet passing

through the earth's magnetic

field might cause a similar

phenomenon, creating a
swastika symbol in the sky.

Such an event, they noted,

could have occurred

repeatedly throughout the

ages "From Earth," says

Ransom, now with General

Dynamics in Fort Worth,

Texas, "the swastika could

have appeared larger

than the moon."
— Eric Mishara

"/ feel inclined to claim that

at (he present lime our

race is supreme."
—Sir Arthur Eddington
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make statements or speculations in this area

because it's not my style!

Omni: I understand, but of course when
you are addressing these problems, you

do have to imagine what might be causing
them, don't you?
Benacerraf: You're asking me to respond
to the question in a manner in which you're

going to quote me in print. I have to be
extremely careful of what I say. It's part of

my profession as a scientist. In a situation

as potentially explosive as this one, people
are grasping at straws; you have to be twice

as careful nol to speculate unnecessarily

because you give rise to false hopes.

Omni: But doesn't the set of possibilities

have to be laid out?

Benacerraf: Yes— in the laboratory so that

one may develop a strategy as to what to

do. Then the information gets out as soon
as we have pertinent results.

Omni: Do you believe that the press should

report only the facts and avoid speculation

until the scientists have had a chance to

deal with the possibilities?

Benacerraf: It serves the public better in

these situations if the press confines itself

to information that is verified and abso-
lutely correct. Speculation in this sort of

thing can turn out to be dangerous and
can lead people to wrong conclusions.

Omni: So if
I ask you whether AIDS could

be due simply to an overloading of the im-

mune system through promiscuous con-

tact, would you reply?

Benacerraf: That is something
I
can an-

swer. Yes, it could be that, but 1 think that

would be a simplistic way of looking at it.

It is unlikely to be the case. My opinion

would be that you will find some specific

agents involved. For instance, you could

have a thousand common colds and not

get AIDS. You can catch infections time

and time again—ones involving the staph-

ylococcus organism in the skin—and not

get AIDS. You get all kinds of responses
from the immune system of people who are

allergic to pollens, and they do not get AIDS.
The likelihood is that we are dealing with

certain unique viruses that are peculiar in

the manner in which they attack certain

component cells of the immune system,
infecting them with material they produce,

which causes the cells to respond in a pe-
culiar way. No, I don't think it is simply a
matter of the quantity of stimuli.' It is the

quality. It is not simply that we are encoun-
tering too many antigens. We are con-

fronted with antigens all the time. When you
have contact with infectious agents, you
deal with how they affect cells, what they

produce, what system they stimulate, and
so on. It's a lot more complex than just the

number of agents. It has to be a matter of

the nature of the..agent itself.

Before we discovered penicillin, individ-

uals could have long-term interaction with

infectious agents such as syphilis. Once
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you had been infected with the syphilis or-

ganism, a process of disease was initiated

that lasted ten or twenty years. During all

this time, the agent was alive and function-

ing in the infected patient, causing a vari-

ety of lesions that led to heart disease,

neurological problems, and a very com-
plex immune response. The degree of an-

tigen loading from this organism was enor-

mous. It was manifested by great and very

sophisticated inflammatory reactions in the

patients. And they were never able to get

rid of it. There was a sort of standoff be-
tween the organisms and the patient. But

the agent never led to immunodeficiency.

The same thing happens with chronic

tuberculosis. There are a whole variety of

examples of major, long-term battles fought

by the immune system without a deleteri-

ous effect. No, AIDS is most likely a very

special agent with definite properties.

Omni: About ninety-five percent of all AIDS
victims are male. What is the significance

of that? Are there differences between the

Qfou could have

a thousand colds and not get

AIDS. You could catch

many infections and not get

_ AIDS. AIDS is

most likely to be a very

special agent

with definite properties^

male and female immune systems?
Benacerraf: Yes, there are clear sex differ-

ences in the way that the immune system
functions. Females, I believe, are more often

afflicted with autoimmune diseases. In an-

imal studies, males have responded less

to certain antigens than have females. So
there are some differences, but we don't

yet have any precise knowledge of what
these differences are.

Omni: What are the chances of a female

succumbing to AIDS?
Benacerraf: I couldn't say. There are so

many things other than gender involved in

the AIDS situation—the patient's pattern

of life and other factors that may have some
bearing on the matter.

Omni: If you were treating this disease,

would you suggest that only female doc-

tors deal with the victims?

Benacerraf:
I don't think one should treat

diseases about which one knows as little

as one does in this case. I would not in any
way recommend a form of therapy without

greater knowledge.
Omni: Most victims are between twenty-

five and forty-four years of age. isn't that

odd? Wouldn't you expect the old to be

more susceptible to such a malfunction?

Benacerraf: Twenty-five to forty-four is the

age range for what you would call an adult

person. As a rule you'd expect normal,

healthy adults to have an appropriately re-

sponding immune system. But this is a sit-

uation in which something has gone wrong.

You would expect this to occur in an adult

population. You have to consider other fac-

tors besides age—the issue of exposure,

for example. Older people have a ten-

dency to live more guarded lives. I myself

live differently now than I did twenty years

ago in terms of how much I drink, eat, and
so on. Everything changes with age.

Omni: Does the immune system benefit

from being sheltered, or is it strengthened

by exposure to challenges?

Benacerraf: In normal circumstances we
are capable of handling challenges. Now,
if an organism with a peculiar tendency to

attack certain types of cells of the immune
system has evolved, you may get into trou-

ble. But it's unrealistic to think that if you
shelter an individual, you weaken him. In

our environment it's not easy to shelter a

person to the point where his immune sys-

tem is no longer challenged. Studies were
made many years ago on germ-free mice.

They were delivered by cesarean section

from aseptic animals and were raised in a

sterile environment.

As soon as they were put in a normal
environment, they were quite capable of

eliciting immune responses and making

antibodies. But they did have a much lower

degree of antigen stimulation in the course
of Iheir development. As a consequence
their lymphoid systems were less devel-

oped. They had smaller spleens and lymph

nodes, and for some reason, without the

organisms that normally live inside their

colons, the colons became quite dis-

tended. But otherwise they were normal.

Omni: Researchers at New York University

have reported detecting an odd form of

interferon in AIDS patients, which sug-

gests that the "unknown virus" theory may
be wrong. That is, the type of interferon

found in AIDS patients is different from that

produced during common viral infections,

indicating that AIDS may not be caused by

a virus after all. What is your comment?
Benacerraf: I can't comment specifically

because I have only glanced at that report.

But I do believe the evidence is over-

whelming that the source of the disease is

an infectious process and that anyone who
argues to the contrary will be proved in-

correct. There is ample evidence that the

disease is transmittable and that the can-

didate is probably a virus. We know enough
from the model system— in which we do
things with the immune system to mimic

AIDS symptoms—to say so. Here at Har-

vard we have developed an animal model
for the disease in monkeys, and this animal

model is pretty much infectious.

Omni: One seemingly illogical peculiarity

of the immune system is found in some
women who are actually allergic to their

lovers' sperm. In these cases the woman's



body treats the sperm as an antigen. II was
reported recently that one woman had such

an excessive reaction that she broke out

in hives whenever she had sex.

Benacerraf : That has been described. There

is an allergy to male sperm, yes. Every-

thing is possible, but it's infrequent.

Omni: Does this suggest that AIDS could

be related to homosexual activity in which
sperm might get into the blood by entering

through the colon?

Benacerraf: No. I do not think so. That con-

nection is very unlikely because AIDS has

apparently also occurred in patients whose
blood products contain no sperm at all. So
I would not say that sperm could be the

common denominator.

Omni: Blood banks have recently taken

action to prevent such groups as Haitians

and gays from donating blood. Are these

precautions reasonable?

Benacerraf: Yes. You have to be careful

because when you pool blood products,

you can't protect people from certain vi-

ruses and things of that type. At the pres-

ent time you should be very careful not to

get blood products unless they're abso-

lutely necessary. But if you need them and
they are screened properly, you should not

refrain from using them because you're

afraid of AIDS.

Omni: Doctors at Harvard Medical School

have just reported tremendous success in

treating multiple sclerosis with a couple of

drugs: cyciophosphomide and the hor-

mone ACTH. What does this portend? If

we can find the right drug, might we com-
bat AIDS by boosting the immune system?
Benacerraf: I think not. I think the solution

to AIDS will be to better understand the

nature of the stimuli that bring it on. If we
don't know that, we are going to have trou-

ble applying a corrective measure.

Omni: What about asthma? Is that an au-

toimmune disease?

Benacerraf: No, it's not. Asthma Is a very

complex set of conditions—some of which

are caused by hypersensitivity. Autoim-

mune diseases are diseases in which a

patient develops immunity against a com-
ponent of the self. I mean, the body con-

siders some natural bodily substance to

be joreign and dangerous Such autoim-

mune diseases include multiple sclerosis,

lupus, certain forms of hepatitis, and,

clearly, certain types of arthritis. When you

assess the impact of the diseases, you

count afflicted people in the millions.

Omni: What about the idea that we might

be able to borrow immunities from younger
people? We inject them with antigens, they

develop antibodies, and these are then

transferred to the old person.

Benacerraf: That's been known for quite

some time. You can transfer some antibod-

ies from one person to another.

Omni: What about one's own antibodies?

For instance, when a person is young, could

he be injected-with some antigen to de-

velop antibodies that would be deep-fro-'

zen for later use?
Benacerraf: Passive therapy has never been
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very useful. You have to make your prod-

uct when you need it—at that very time.

Omni: So the idea of freezing lymphocytes

for use in old age is not practical?

Benacerraf: The lymphocytes themselves,

rather than the antibodies? Storing lym-

phocytes when you're young and using

them again when you're old—that is not an

impractical idea to speculate about. But

there would be enormous hazards be-

cause you do not know how young lym-

phocytes would fare In an older person.

They might in fact cause more harm than

good. Once you start tinkering with the

balance of the immune system, you never

know what you're going to do. You might,

in fact, create autoimmunity! These are

dangerous speculations. You always have

to be very careful when you advocate any
form of therapy whatsoever. Everything that

you'll ever do, including taking aspirin, is

fraught with danger.

Omni: Is it possible that cancer might be
defeated by immunologists?

6/ don't believe in

God. I never did. Religion

bars scrutiny.

You have to accept the dogma.
-

' This is precisely

what I don't do in my life.

I am supposed
to scrutinize everything3

Benacerraf: Immunology is having an in-

creasing Impact on cancer. But cancer is

one of the most difficult problems to re-

solve because it is not a single entity. It Is

a multiplicity of diseases with different

properties that will be controlled optimally

by different approaches. Certain types of

cancer that used to kill one hundred per-

cent of their victims are now treated by
chemotherapy with a sixty percent or higher

rate of long-term survival or cure. With other

types of cancer, we don't even get five per-

cent survival with existing treatments. Un-

fortunately, these latter cancers are the ones

that affect the largest percentage of the

adult population. New approaches are

constantly being devised to deal with them.

Immunological approaches are likely to

provide approaches that may prove to be

hopeful for the future.

Omni: Is the immune-surveillance theory,

which suggests that cancer gets estab-

lished only because the immune system's

guard is down, now accepted?
Benacerraf: The immune-surveillance the-

ory you refer to does have a place within

a certain specific set of parameters. It's

been proved correct by the concurrence

of tumors in immunodeficiency patients.

Omni: The suggestion has been made that

everyday nutrients block cancer. Do you

think this has anything to do with the im-

mune system?
Benacerraf: Not much. We don't know much
about what nutrients do to the immune
system— probably nothing of major value.

Individuals who follow a reasonably nutri-

tious diet have a normal immune system.

In fact, even under low-grade nutrition, the

immune system manages to function quite

well. We do not yet know very well what

molecules are produced by the various cell

types, aside Irom antibodies, which are re-

sponsible for immunity. Antibodies are

produced by plasma cells and B cells. The

T cells produce another type of molecule.

We are beginning to identify these other

molecules, called lymphokines. They
sometimes have a unique specificity for the

antigen that has induced their manufac-

ture. They are regulatory molecules—in-

ducers of immune responses or suppres-

sors of immune responses. They are not

produced in large quantities, and we don't

yet understand their structure. They are

important molecules for future research.

Omni: They sound like a coding or infor-

mation-processing system.

Benacerraf: Not so much a code as the

product of the cells' communications with

one another. To use a metaphor, the im-

mune system is a vast policing network or

a system of recognition.

Omni: It sounds something like an army

repelling an invader.

Benacerraf: The army is a secondary line

of defense. The immune system is primar-

ily concerned with information.

Omni: Recognizing the intruder?

Benacerraf: That's right. Information is the

important aspect.

Omni: If the body were a nation, what would

the T cells and the B cells be?
Benacerraf: They would be the CIA or the

KGB. They are truly the information sys-

tem. They are responsible for recogni-

tion—who is what?—and for keeping the

system straight. You might say the police

are the phagocytes.

Omni: Are the antigens passports?

Benacerraf: Passports, yes. Identity cards,

fingerprints.

Omni: Carrying this metaphor further, would

the genes be the government?
Benacerraf: Genes are in fact nothing but

information. Information at a higher level

—

actually codes, like the laws. The genes
are the laws. The statutes. They contain

within them the statutes that govern the

society, that put it together.

Omni: Do you agree that emotional stress

inhibits the immune system?
Benacerraf: There is not much evidence

that you can affect the immune system with

stress. I won't say stress doesn't have any
influence: that's too drastic a statement.

But it doesn't have a major influence. After

having worked with the immune system in

excess of forty years, I have found that it's

very resilient and sensitive. It's very sen-



sitive to regulation from its helpers and
suppressors, the macrophages and the

lymphocytes. It's very resistant to anything

that is happening elsewhere.

Omni: A paper presented to the American

Psychiatric Association offered prelimi-

nary evidence that the immune system of

recent widowers showed remarked reduc-

tion in function.

Benacerraf: Well, there are so many differ-

ent things-happening to a person ai such

a time. It is known that people who lose a

mate tend to die earlier than those who
have not suffered such a loss. But that could

,
be for a variety of reasons. Their food in-

take may change. They may expose them-

selves to more colds. There may be no-

body to give them love. I mean, what do
we really know? I don't know whether you

have noticed, but I am a stickier for ac-

curacy. I try to leave the record as accu-

rate as I know how.

Omni: Ever since I arrived in the States from

England I've had the impression that more
people suffer trom allergies here. Do dif-

ferent populations have different overall

levels of immunity?
Benacerraf: No, I don't think there's more
allergy here. There's more awareness of it.

Also the natural environments differ. Rag-

weed allergies are peculiar to the United

States because ragweed grows only here,

as does poison ivy. (it could grow in Eu-

rope; if you wished to be nasty to the Brit-

ish you could plant some seeds in their

woods!) Immunity varies within a popula-

tion, but national differences are probably

minimal because a nation is a cross sec-

lion of humanity.

Omni: What about the current herpes scare?

It has been asserted that the poor or im-

migrants from Europe tend not to get it, but

that upper-middle-class whites are very

susceptible. Do you think different popu-
lations might have a different spectrum of

susceptibility?

Benacerraf: Mot in relation to the herpes

virus. The herpes virus is a common agent

in humans, and the majority of people have

some degree of immunity to it. Variations

occur not only for ethnic reasons but for a

variety of social reasons—exposure, life-

style, access to hygiene, and so on. The
cause of the herpes outbreak is not well

understood at the present time. We do not

know what condition makes an individual

break out with herpes sores and start

shedding viruses. This is an area of in-

tense study at present. We know that it is

an imbalance between immunity and the

production of the virus that permits the vi-

rus to be expressed in some cells, but the

mechanism is not known.

Omni: Do immune studies hold hope of a

cure for herpes?
Benacerraf: Immune studies will certainly

help a great deal. It will be a topic of con-

siderable investigation in the next few years.

Omni: Two-herpes vaccines are reportedly

to be tested by groups in Seattle. Do" you

think it will be possible within the near fu-

ture to eradicate herpes with a vaccine?

Yxi never forget
yourfirstGirl.



Benacerraf: | doubt it. I'm skeptical be-

cause people who have recurrent herpes

sores have a continuous immune re-

sponse to the herpes virus. One of the ten-

ets of immunology is that contact wilh the

organism is the best form of immunization.

Now, if you don't get very good immunity

in chronic patients who have this infection,

I
don't think you're going to get very great

immunity with a vaccine. That would be my
expectation. But, again, you always have

to leave your mind open to new evidence.

Omni: How do you think herpes will be
eradicated?

Benacerraf: I don't know. We have to know
more about the relationship between the

herpes virus and the immune system. Lei

me repeat: The only way we can solve these

problems is by study and intense investi-

gation. Every problem has a solution. But

the solution comes only at the end of a lot

of effort. It doesn't come cheap.

Omni'. Do you see any practical applica-

tion for British immunologist Peter Meda-
war's discovery for which he won the No-

bel Prize in 1960?
Benacerraf: Medawar observed that if you

inject foreign cells into an animal fetus be-

fore it is fully mature immunologically, the

grown animal will not recognize the cells

as foreign and will not reject them. But I

doubt that has been used as a therapeutic

approach, nor will it ever be. You can't fore-

see what tissues from what person you

would eventually want to Iransplant.

Omni: One might imagine some egoman-
iacal dictator would father a lot of children

and have this done to them in the womb
so that'he could borrow their limbs or what-

ever organs he might need in the future.

Benacerraf: No, that wouldn't work. It's the

other way around; the donor tissue must

be inserted in the fetus of the recipient, not

vice versa. You must put the cells into the

person when he is still a fetus so that he

can later accept the tissue from others. So
you would have to foresee rather far in ad-

vance that the fetus would become a pow-
erful dictator!

Omni: In the distant future might we simply

be immune to everything we want to be

immune to? Could we build a perfect im-

mune system?
Benacerraf: I don't know. The capacity to

respond to specific antigens—the speci-

ficity of the immune response— is related

to the makeup of the individual. Some peo-

ple can make some responses and others

can make others. You will not be able to

exchange one individual for another. You

cannot change the specificity patterns of

what he or she can do. You can change
the intensity of the response, but you can-

not change the capacity to discriminate.

You can manipulate the immune system

negatively to make it nonreactive against

new things. But you cannot manipulate it

positively to react to anything new. That

can't be done after the embryonic stage.

You're born with a genetic makeup that de-
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termines what your body considers foreign

and what it considers acceptable. You can't

do anything about that

Omni: According to your biography, you

were initially motivated to follow a career

in immunology because you suffered from

asthma as a child.

Benacerraf: I came into immunology for that

reason. But I
have been involved in re-

search out of curiosity. You tend to ask

questions that are more' relevant to your

life, but without a burning intellectual cu-

riosity, you don't become a scientist.

Omni: Why did you give up business?

Benacerraf: I worked in business because

it was a family necessity. I
found that it was

a far less challenging intellectual pursuit

than science.

Omni: Judging from your biography, you

overcame a few obstacles in your career.

You were treated as something of a foreign

body in the United States and in France.

Benacerraf: I was a foreigner: so it took

some time for me to establish myself. But

in my upward climb, I eventually pene-

trated the various layers of society.

Omni: What do you mean when you say

that your French education has had a last-

ing effect on your life?

Benacerraf: Well, the French language is

a good vehicle through which to learn and

practice logical thought. Then, too. I be-

came exposed to French literature, which

has a very rich heritage.

Omni: Do you think it made you more im-

aginative as a scientist?

Benacerraf: I don't know if it made me more

imaginative, but the French approach is

usually highly structured, both in terms of

language and education, and that has had

a lasting effect on me. Also, continental Eu-

ropeans, compared with Americans, have

a traditional respect for academia. This

country has a traditional respect for busi-

ness— money! Academia is recognized

only as a means to an end. In Europe, if

you are a professor, you are someone spe-

cial; you contribute something more useful

to society than a businessman.

Omni: Do you agree with that value?

Benacerraf: I was brought up on that belief.

I think the pursuits of the mind have a virtue

in themselves. I tend to believe that even

though academics are paid less than are

people in business, scientists are likely to

leave society a more valuable heritage than

will those who develop a product that sells

for a short period of time. Now, one of the

traps you can fall into if you have achieved

some success in an area, if they give you

a -Nobel Prize or something similar, is that

you are perceived as someone who has

the ability to make statements on any topic.

That is something I'm reluctant to do, be-

cause as I move away from those areas

where I'm knowledgeable, there is no rea-

son to suppose that I have greater wisdom
or knowledge than the next fellow! I know
nothing about the environment, for in-

stance. I
never worked on it, and I

have no

more right to make statements about it than

any other citizen. I'd rather it be kept clean.



Omni: How would you explain to [he lay-

man why funds should be spent on im-

munology and not on something else?

Benacerraf: If it's not evident that society

has benetited from immunology, I can't do
anything about it. When I was going to

medical school, people were being para-

lyzed by polio, and young kids were dying

from measles. Since then vaccines have

been developed against these diseases.

Transplants were not possible at all. We
are now transplanting kidneys, and
hundreds of thousands of people who oth-

erwise would have been dead are alive

throughout the world. I don't have to con-

vince people of that. It's all there to see.

Omni: Is there any danger of sociological

abuses raised by present or future immu-

nological techniques?

Benacerraf: We are fortunate that immu-

nology has never presented ethical prob-

lems. We have provided humanity with tools

to improve lives through prevention of dis-

ease and through better Ireatment; so we
haven't had that type ot problem.

I do foresee an ethical problem: As we
overcome the barriers to transplantation,

human tissues will become scarce in re-

lation to the needs of individuals who have

viable bodies except for one vital organ

that is seriously damaged. If we are able

to find ways to transplant organs across

the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) bar-

riers with increasing success, the problem

will no longer be medical, but ethical.

Omni: Could you foresee a scenario wherein

people would want to use live donors?

Benacerraf: The movie Coma dealt with the

issue of a black market in organ tissues. I

don't think we're there yet, but as we be-

come more successful in this area, the is-

sues will become more serious.

Omni: Might a situation arise where the rich

try to buy organs from the poor?

Benacerraf: Even if organs are in short

supply, it would be wrong to decide that

they would be given only to those people

who have the money to buy them.

Omni: What would your reaction be if, say,

a rich person bought a kidney from a poor

person?
Benacerraf: As a single instance, I have no

reaction. As a policy, I think it's wrong. You

have to determine the best way to deal with

the problem of scarcity. Where a material

is of human value, there must be ethical

criteria concerning how that material is

distributed. For the same reason, when
there is a shortage of gasoline, you go to

a coupon program!

Omni: Won't artificial organs be the an-
1

swer? They do not cause any rejection

problem, do they?

Benacerraf: No, they don't. They are me-

chanical, not biological, and they cannot'

bear any transplantation antigens. But in

terms of performance, they will never match

natural organs—never. In fact, the only long-

term outlook is the -use of natural organs.

Omni: In winning the Nobel Prize, you've

distinguished yourself in a way that many
other outstanding scientific minds have
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failed to do. How do you account for this?

Benacerraf: I
was lucky.

Omni: Is, that all?

Benacerraf: I think you cannot receive a

major prize without having some merit. In

my opinion, however, there is a consider-

able coefficient of chance in the decision-

making process that puts you in a position

to be eligible for such a reward. And the

final decision is made by an outside body.

They may choose you or someone else; so

there is an element of chance at two levels.

Omni: Having uncovered this extraordi-

narily intricate biological system in all its

exquisite order, integration, and effective-

ness, do you believe in God?
Benacerraf: No, absolutely not. I'm areli-

gious.
I
don't believe in God. I never did.

Omni: Do you feel that this is the most fruit-

ful attitude with which to make scientific

progress—to feel that these things are a

solvable mystery?

Benacerraf: Well, there are scientists who
believe in God and others who don't. I hap-

QA close friend has

lung cancer. If you work in

this field, you

'feel discouraged when you
-

'

are challenged

by the individual experience

of somebody
you care for very much3

pen to be one who hasn't any need for such

beliefs. Religion is. a dogma that bars scru-

tiny. You have to accept the dogma. This

is precisely what I don't do in my life. I don't

ever accept anything. I am supposed to

scrutinize everything. As a consequence,

I don't believe' in a given religion. I don't

believe in given messages of any type.

Omni: But the material you're dealing with

surely seems amazingly ordered for a

godless universe.

Benacerraf: Sure. There are laws of nature.

Absolutely. That doesn't mean ihere is a

God. It all depends on how you define God.

God defined as a knowing creature resem-

bling thehuman image, which is what is

described in the revealed religions, has

absolutely no meaning for me. But if you

define God as the fact that there is an or-

der in nature, then I believe in God, yes.

There is no disorder. There is a meaning

in nature, sense in nature; there is order in

nature; there are laws.

And it's also quite remarkable that our

brain is designed so that we can under-

stand these laws. That is the most remark-

able fact: that we have an organization in-

side our heads—a computer system, which

the brain is—that can assimilate this infor-

mation concerning what the world is about.

Omni: In describing the mechanics of the

immune system, you seem perhaps a little

bored. Is this because it is too complicated

to explain readily?

Benacerraf: You're wrong if you feel that I'm

bored. I am just discouraged because to

do a good job of explaining what I am talk-

ing about, if would take two logs longer

time than we can afford. I must be content

to leave you with an approximate under-

standing of what I
am talking about.

Omni: Does that apply even to the basic

components of the immune system?

Benacerraf; Yes. If you were taking a course,

it would take you a good semester to learn

the intricacies of the system and to appre-

ciate what it is. And to convey that mes-

sage in a couple of hours makes me feel

ill at ease because, professionally, I
pride

myself on precision. I fully recognize thai

when we attempt to convey precise infor-

mation to a large number of people, we
must be content with giving the flavor of

the message rather than precise knowl-

edge of the point. I
have been trying to do

that. But I find it difficult, because I won't

be certain until I read the interview whether

I
have conveyed even the flavor of what I

am trying to say.

Omni: Do scientists like yourself find it dif-

ficult to deal with a subject in broad outline

without feeling that you are generalizing—

being imprecise and simplistic?

Benacerraf; That's one of the dangers. If

applies particularly to a field that is so

complex, where the truth is multifacefed.

If you were attempting to explain the sfruc-

ture of nucleic acids, you would describe

the helix, and you would have done the

job. But when you start to describe im-

munology, you have to describe an ex-

tremely multifaceted system involving many
types of cells interacting with one another,

the nature of antibodies, and antigens. It

lakes a long time. I have tried to answer

you as candidly as I can.

Omni: Still, you don't seem lo be enjoying

yourself much.
Benacerraf: Well, if you were a scientist,

you would understand that what excites me
is talking about the questions I want to re-

solve in the future, not what I have done.

Omn/:Have we mentioned those fully?

Benacerraf: Well, no, because the com-

plexity becomes even greater. Sometimes

I don't even know myself where I am going!

You see, right now the situation is a dif-

ficult one. We have talked about cancer.

For the last couple of days, I have been

concerned about a very close friend who
has just learned he has a very serious can-

cer of the lung. We are trying to figure out

what we can do for him in an area that is

fairly difficult.

If you work in the field, you feel discour-

aged when you are challenged by the ex-

perience of somebody you care for.

Omni: Has cancer actually hit your family?

Benacerraf; It has hit our family. It always

hits one's family, of course.DQ
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RED STAR
gesture he ripped the printout to pieces,

scraps ol yellow flimsy scattering in free

fail like slow-motion butterflies.

On the ninth day of the strike, Korolev

met with Grishkin and Stoiko in the Salyut

that Grishkin would ordinarily have shared

with the Plumber.

For forty years the inhabitants of Kos-

mograd had fought an antiseptic war

against mold and mildew. Dust, grease, and

vapor wouldn't settle in free fall, and spores

lurked everywhere— in padding, in cloth-

ing, in the ventilation ducts. In the warm,

moist pelri-dish atmosphere, they spread

like oil slicks. Now there was a reek of dry

rot in the air, overlaid with ominous whiffs

oi burning insulation,

Korolev's sleep had been broken by the

hollow thud oi a departing Soyuz lander.

Giushko and his wife, he supposed. Dur-

ing the past forty-eight hours, Yefremov had

supervised the evacuation of the crew

members who had refused to join the strike.

The gun crew kept to the gun room and

their barracks ring, where they still held

Nikita the Plumber.

Grishkin's Salyut had become strike

headquarters. None of the male strikers

had shaved, and Stoiko had contracted a

staph infection that spread across his fore-

arms in angry welts, Surrounded by lurid

pinups from American television, they re-

sembled some degenerate trio ot pornog-

raphers. The lights were dim; Kosmograd
ran o.n half power. "With the others gone,"

Stoiko said, "our hand is strengthened."

Grishkin groaned. His nostrils were fes-

tooned with white streamers of surgical

cotton. He was convinced that Yefremov

would try to break the strike with beta-car-

boline aerosols. The cotton plugs were just

one symptom of the general level of strain

and paranoia. Before the evacuation order

had come from Baikonur, one of the tech-

nicians had taken to playing Tchaikovsky's

1812 Overture at shattering volume for hours

on end. And Giushko had chased his wife,

naked, bruised, and screaming, up and

down the length of Kosmograd. Sloiko had

accessed the KGB man's files and Bych-

kov's psychiatric records; rnelers of yellow

printout curled through the corridors in

flabby spirals, rippling in the current from

the ventilators.

"Think what their testimony will be doing

to us groundside," muttered Grishkin. "We
won't even get a trial. Straight to the psi-

kuska." The sinister nickname lor !he po-

litical hospitals seemed to galvanize the

boy with dread. Korolev picked apatheti-

cally at a viscous pudding of chlorella.

Stoiko snatched a drifting scroll of print-

out and read aloud. "Paranoia with a ten-

dency to overesteem ideas! Revisionist

fantasies hostile to the social system!" He
crumpled the paper. "If we could seize the

communications module, we could tie into



an American Comsat and dump ihe whole

thing in their laps. Perhaps lhal would show
Moscow something about our hostility!"

Korolev dug a stranded iruit fly from his

algae pudding. Its two pairs of wings and

bifurcated thorax were mute teslimony to

Kosmograd's high radiation levels. The in-

sects had escaped !rom some forgotten

experiment: generations of them had in-

fested the station for decades. "The Amer-

icans have no interest in us," Korolev said.

"Moscow can no longer be embarrassed

by such revelations."

"Except when the grain shipments are

. due," Grishkin said.

"America needs to sell as badly as. we
need to buy." Korolev grimly spooned more
chlorella into his mouth, chewed mechan-
ically, and swallowed. "The Americans,

couldn't reach us even if they desired to.

Canaveral is in ruins."

"We're low on fuel," Stoiko said.

"We can take it from the remaining land-

ers," Korolev said.

"Then how in hell would we get back

down?" Grishkin's fists trembled. "Even in

Siberia, there are trees, trees, the sky! To

hell with it! Let it fall to pieces! Let it fall

and burn!"

Korolev's pudding spattered across the

bulkhead.

"Oh, Christ," Grishkin said, "I'm sorry,

Colonel. I know you can't go back."

When he entered the museum, he found

Pilot Tatjana suspended before that hateful

painting of the Mars landing, her cheeks

slick with tears.

"Do you know, Colonel, they have a.bust

of you at Baikonur? in bronze. I used to

pass it on my way to lectures." Her eyes

were red-rimmed with sleeplessness.

"There are always busts. Academies
need them." He smiled and took her hand.

"What was it like that day?" She still stared

at the painting.

"I hardly remember. I've seen the tapes

so often, now 1 remember them instead.

My memories of Mars are any school-

child's." He smiled for her again. "But it

was not like this bad painting. In spite of

everything, I'm still certain of that."

"Why has it all gone this way. Colonel?

Why is it. ending now? When I was small I

saw all this on television. Our future in space
was forever

—

"

"Perhaps the Americans were right. The

Japanese sent machines instead, robots

to build their orbital factories. Lunar mining

failed for us, but we thought there would

at least be a permanent research facility

of some kind. It all had to do with purse

strings, 1 suppose. With men who sit at

desks and make decisions."

"Here is their final decision with regard

to Kosmograd." She passed him a folded

scrap of flimsy. "I found this in the printout

of Yefremov's orders from Moscow. They'll

allow the station's orbit to decay over the

next three months."

He found that now he too was staring

fixedly at the painting he loathed." "It hardly

matters anymore," he heard himself say.

And then she was weeping bitterly, her

face pressed hard against Korolev's crip-

pled shoulder.

"But I
have a plan, Tatjana," he said,

stroking her hair. "You must listen."

He glanced at his old Rolex. They were

over eastern Siberia. He remembered how
the Swiss ambassador had presented him

with ihe watch in an enormous vaulted room
in the Grand Kremlin Palace.

It was time to begin.

He drifted out of his Salyut into the dock-

ing sphere, batting at a length of printout

that tried to coil around his head.

He could still work quickly and efficiently

with his good hand. He was smiling as he

freed a large oxygen bottle from its web-

bing straps. Bracing himself against a
handhold, he Hung the bottle across the

sphere with all his strength. It rebounded
harmlessly with a ha'sn clang He went after

it, caught it, and hurled it again.

Then he hit the decompression alarm.

Dust spurted from speakers as a Klaxon

began to wail. Triggered by the alarm, the

docking bays slammed shut with a wheeze
of hydraulics. Korolev's ears popped. He
sneezed, then went after the bottle again.

The lights flared to maximum brilliance,

then flickered out. He smiled in the dark-

ness, groping for the steel bottle. Stoiko

had provoked a genera systems crash. It

,hadnt been difficult. The memory banks

were already riddled to the point of col-

lapse with bootlegged television broad-

casts. "The real bare-knuckle stuff," he

muttered, banging the bottle against Ihe

wall. The lights flickered an weakly as

emergency cells came on line.

His shoulder began to ache. Stoically he

continued pounding, remembering the din

a real blowout caused. It had to be good.

It had to fool Yefremov arid the gun crew.

With a squeal, the manual wheel of one

of the hatches began to rofate. It thumped
open, finally, and Tatjana looked in, grin-

ning shyly,

"Is the Plumber free?" he asked, releas-

ing the bottle.

"Stoiko and Umansky are reasoning with

(he guard." She drove a fist into her open
palm. "Grishkin is preparing the landers."

He followed her up to the next docking

sphere. Stoiko was helping the Plumber

through the hatch that led from Ihe bar-

racks ring. The Plumber was barefoot, his

face greenish under a scraggly growth of

beard. Meteorologist Umansky followed

them, dragging ihe limp body of a soldier. -

' "How are you. Plumber?" Korolev asked.

"Shaky, They've kept me on the Fear.

Not big doses, but—and I thought that that

was a real blowout!"

.Grishkin slid out of the Soyuz lander

nearesl Korolev, trailing a bundle of tools

and meters on a nylon lanyard. "They all

check out. The crash left them under their

own automatics. I've been at their remotes

with a screwdriver so they can't be over-

ridden by ground control. How are you
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doing, my Nikita?" he asked the Plumber.

"You'll be going in steep to central China."

The Plumber winced, shook himself, and

shivered. "I don't speak Chinese."

Stoiko handed him a printout. "This is in

phonetic Mandarin, i wish to defect, take

ME TO THE NEAREST JAPANESE EMBASSY."

The Plumber grinned and ran his fingers

through his thatch of sweat- stiffened hair.

"What about the rest of you?" he asked.

"You think we're doing this tor your ben-

efit alone?" Tatjana made a face at him.

"Make sure the Chinese news services get

the rest of that scroll, Plumber. Each of us

has a copy. We'll see that the world knows
whai the Soviet Union intends to do to

Colonel Yuri Vasilevich Korolev, first man
on Mars!" She blew the Plumber a kiss.

"How about Filipchenko here?" Uman-
sky asked. A few dark spheres of con-

gealing blood swung crookedly past the

unconscious soldier's cheek.

"Why don't you take "the poor bastard

with you," Korolev said.

"Come along then, shithead," the

Plumber said, grabbing Filipchenko's belt

and towing him toward the Soyuz hatch.

"I, Nikitathe Plumber, will do you thefavqr

of your miserable lifetime,"

Korolev watched as Stoiko and Grishkin

sealed the hatch behind them.

"Where are Romanenko and Valentina?"

Korolev asked, checking his watch again.

"Here, my Colonel," Valentina said, her

blond hair floating around her face in the

hatch of another Soyuz. "We have been

checking this one out." She giggled,

"Time enough lor that in Tokyo," Korolev

snapped. "They'll be .scrambling jets in

Vladivostok and Hanoi within minutes."

Romanenko's bare, brawny arm emerged
and yanked her back into the lander. Stoi-

ko and Grishkin sealed the hatch.

"Peasants in space." Tatjana made a

spitting noise.

Kosmograd boomed hollowly as the

Plumber, with the unconscious Filip-

chenko, cast off. Another boom and the

lovers were off as well.

"Come along, friend Umansky," said

Stoiko. "And farewell, Colonel I " The two men
headed down the corridor.

"I'll go with you," Grishkin said to Tatjana.

He grinned. 'After all, you're a pilot."

"No," she said. 'Alone. We'll split the odds.

You'll be tine with the automatics. Just don't

touch anything on the board."

Korolev watched her help him into the

sphere's last Soyuz.

"I'll take you dancing, Tatjana," Grishkin

said, "in Tokyo." She sealed the hatch. An-

other boom, and Stoiko and Umansky had

cast off from the next docking sphere.

"Go now, Tatjana," Korolev said. "Hurry.

I
don't want them shooting you down over

international waters."

"That leaves you here alone, Colonel,

alone with our enemies."
" "When you've gone, they'll go as well,"

he said. "And
I
depend on your publicity

to embarrass the Kremlin into keeping me
alive here."

'And what shall I tell them in Tokyo, Colo-

nel? Have you a message for the world?"

"Tell them . .
." and every cliche came

rushing to him with an absolute Tightness

that made him want to laugh hysterically:

One small step . . . Hte came in peace . . .

Workers of the world. . . . "You must tell them

that I need it," he said, pinching his

shrunken wrist, "in my very bones."

She embraced him and slipped away.

He waited alone in the docking sphere.

The silence scratched away at his nerves;

the systems crash had deactivated the

ventilation system, whose hum he'd lived

with for twenty years, At last he heard

Tatjana's Soyuz disengage.

Someone was coming down the corri-

dor. Itwas Yefremov, moving clumsily in a

vacuum suit, Korolev smiled,

Yefremov wore his bland, official mask
behind the Lexan faceplate, but he avoided

meeting Korolev's eyes as he passed. He
was heading for the gun room.

"No!" Korolev shouted:

The Klaxon blared the station's call to full

battle alert.

The gun-room hatch was open when he

reached it. Inside, the soldiers were mov-

ing jerkily in the galvanized reflex of con-

stant drill, yanking the broad straps of their

console seats across the chests of their

bulky suits.

"Don't do it!" He clawed at the stiff ac-

cordion fabric of Yefremov's suit. One of

the accelerators powered up with a stac-

cato whine. On a tracking screen, green

cross hairs closed in on a red dot.

Yefremov removed his helmet. Calmly,

with no change in his expression, he back-

handed Korolev with the helmet.

"Make them stop!" Korolev sobbed. The

walls shook as a beam cut loose with the

sound of a cracking whip. "Your wife, Yef-

remov! She's out there!"

"Outside, Colonel." Yefremov grabbed

Korolev's arthritic hand and squeezed.

Korolev screamed. "Outside." A gloved fist

struck him in the chest.

Korolev pounded helplessly on the vac-

uum suit as he was shoved out into the

corridor. "Even I, Colonel, dare not come
between the Red Army and its orders."

Yefremov looked sick now; the mask had

crumbled. "Fine sport," he said. "Wait here

until it's over."

Then Tatjana's Soyuz struck the beam
installation and the barracks ring. In a split-

second daguerreotype of raw sunlight,

Korolev saw the gun room wrinkle and col-

lapse like a beer can crushed under a boot:

he saw the decapitated torso of a soldier

spinning away from a console; he saw Yef-

remov try to speak, his hair streaming up-

right as vacuum tore the air in his suit out

through his open helmet ring. Fine twin

streams of blood arced from Korolev's

nostrils, the roar of escaping air replaced

by a deeper roaring in his head.

The last thing Korolev remembered



pulsing agony behind his eyes, remem-
bering old lectures. This was as great a

danger as the blowout itself, nitrogen bub-

bling through the blood to strike with white-

hot, crippling pain . . .

But it was all so remote, so academic,

really. He turned the wheels of the hatches

out of some strange sense of noblesse

oblige, nothing more. The labor was quite

onerous, and he wished very much to re-

turn lo the museum and sleep.

He could repair the leaks with caulk, but

the systems crash was beyond him. He
had Glushko's garden. With the vegeta-

bles and algae, he wouldn't starve or

smother. The communications module had

gone with the gun room and the barracks

ring, sheared from the station by the im-

pact ot Tatjana's suicidal Soyuz. He as-

sumed that the collision had perturbed

Kosmograd's orbit, but he had no way of

predicting the hour of the station's final in-

candescent meeting with the upper at-

mosphere. He was often ill now, and he

often thought that he might die before

burnout, which disturbed him.

He spent uncounted hours screening the

museum's library of tapes. A fitting pursuit

for the Last Man in Space who had once
been the First Man on Mars.

He became obsessed with the icon of
Gagarin, endlessly rerunning the grainy

television images of the Sixties, the news-
reels thai led so unalterably to the cos-

monaut's death. The stale air of Kosmo-
grad swam with the spirits of martyrs.

Gagarin, the first Salyut crew, the Ameri-

cans roasted alive in their squat Apollo . . .

Often he dreamed of Tatjana, the look in

her eyes like the look he'd imagined in the

eyes of the museum's portraits. And once
he woke, or dreamed he woke, in the Sal-

yut where she had slept, to find himself in

his old uniform, with a battery-powered

work light strapped across his forehead.

From a great distance, as though he

watched a newsreel on the museum's
monitor, he saw himself rip the Star of the

Tsiolkovsky Order from his pocket and sta-

ple it to her Pilot's Certificate.

When the knocking came, he knew that

it must be a dream as well.

The hatch wheeled open.

In the bluish, flickering light from the old

film, he saw that the woman was black.

Long corkscrews of matted hair rose like

cobras around her head. She wore gog-

gles, a silk aviator's scarf twisting behind

her in free fall. "Andy," she said in English,

"you better come see this!"

A small, muscular man, nearly bald, and
wearing only a jockstrap and a jangling

toolbelt, floated up behind her and peered

in. "Is he alive?"

"Of course I am alive," said Korolev in

slightly accented English.

The man cailed Andy sailed in overfier

head. "You okay, Jack?" His right bicep

was tattooed with a geodesic balloon above

crossed lightning bolts and bore the leg-

end sunspark is. utah. "We weren't ex-

pecting anybody."
"Neither was I," said Korolev, blinking.

"We've come to live here," said the

woman, drifting closer.

"We're from the balloons. Squatters, I

guess you could say. Heard the place was
empty. You know the orbit's decaying on

this thing?" The man executed a clumsy

midair somersault, the tools clattering on

his belt. "This free fall's outrageous,"

"God," said the woman, "I just can't get

used to ill It's wonderful. It's like skydiving,

but there's no wind."

Korolev stared at the man, who had the

blundering, careler-s look of someone drunk

on freedom since birth. "But you don't even

have a launchpad," he said.

"Launchpad?" the man said, laughing.

"What we do, we haul these surplus bposter

engines up the cables to the balloons, drop

'em. and fire 'em in midair."

"That's insane," Korolev said.

"Got us here, didn't it?"

Korolev nodded. If this was ail a dream,

it was a very peculiar one. "I am Colonel

Yuri Vas.ilevich Korolev."

"Mars!" The woman clapped her hands.

"Wait'll the kids hear that." She plucked the

little Lunokhod moon rover model from the

bulkhead and began to wind it.

"Hey," the man said, "I gotta work. We
got a bunch of boosters outside. We gotta

lift this thing before it starts burning."

Something clanged against the hull.

Kosmograd rang with the impact. "That'll

" be Tulsa," Andy said, consulting a wrist-

watch. "Right on time."

"But why?" Korolev shook his head,

deeply confused, "Why have you come?"
"We told you. To live here. We can en-

large this thing, maybe build more. They
said we'd never make it living in the bal-

loons, but we were the only ones who could

make them work. It was our one chance to

get out here on our own. Who'd want to

live out here for the sake of some govern-

ment, some army brass, a bunch of pen
pushers? You have to wan! a frontier—want

it in your bones, right?"

Korolev smiled. Andy grinned back. "We
grabbed those power cables and just pulled

ourselves straight up. And when you get

to the top, well, man, you either make that

big jump or else you rot there." His voice

rose. 'And you don't look back, no sir! We've

made ihal'jump. and we're here to stay!"

The woman placed the model's Velcro

wheels against the curved wall and re-

leased it. It went scooting along above their

heads, whirring merrily. "Isn't that cute? The
kids are just going to love it."

Korolev stared into Andy's eyes. Kos-

mograd rang again, jarring the little Lu-

nokhod model onto a new course.

"East Los Angeles," the woman said.

"That's the one with the kids in it." She took

off her goggles, and Korolev saw her eyes

brimming over with a wonderful lunacy.

"Well," said Andy, rattling his toolbelt,

"you feel like showing us around?"00
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ratchels. A two-, three-, or even higher-

block assembly can replicate when placed

in a box with other loose blocks and shaken

gently. One end of the completed assem-

bly hooks on to ihe loose blocks in the right

sequence, building up a duplicate chain

and then releasing it when the final block

has been connected.

Homer- Jacobson, a physicist at Brook-

lyn College, in New York, built another such

.
device, using an HO train set. In his inven-

tion, there are two kinds of programmed,
self-propelled boxcars, called heads and

tails, that circulate randomly around a loop

ot track with several sidings. If a pair of

boxcars, a head and tail, is assembled on

a siding, it can reproduce itself.

Here is how it is done: The head car in

the pair waits for a loose head car to come
by and shunts it onto the next open siding.

Then the next loose tail car to come by is

shunted onto that same siding to make a

new head-tail pair. Once this happens the

first boxcar couple' turns itself off and the

second pair becomes the active, repro-

ductive one. It can reproduce using the

next open siding, and this chain reaction

of pair reproduction continues until all sid-

ings are filled or all components are used.

Such experiments sound much too sim-

ple to justify calling them reproduction

—

nothing like the mysterious processes that

form a new human life. You might even ob-

ject that Von Neumann's whole concept is

just a general-purpose assembly robot

whose output happens to be copies of it-

self. But after all, observes W. Ross Ashby,

a biophysicist at the Burden Neurological

Institute, "living things that reproduce do

not start out as a gaseous mixture of raw

elements." Even human beings require a

specialized environment supplied with air,

water, and nutrients in order to procreate.

Von Neumann's robots happen to be just

a little less independent.

In fact some scientists already feel that

computers are more than mere machines.

John G. Kemeny, president ot Dartmouth

College and one of the inventors of the

computer language BASIC, believes that

computers should be considered a new
species of life. "Once there are robots that

reproduce," he declares, "it would be easy

to program them so that each offspring dif-

fers slightly from its parent. It would be a

good idea to let each robot figure out some
improvement in its offspring so that an ev-

olutionary process can take place."

But compact, self-reproducing robots still

lie beyond the technological horizon. Ac-

cording to Marvin Minsky, head of artifi-

cial-intelligence research at MIT, an auto-

maton today would have to be the size df

a factory to reproduce itself from raw mate-

rials rathe*- than from prefabricated parts.

Fujitsu Fanuc, Ltd., a manufacturer of

numerically controlled machine tools, took

a giant step toward that goal with a $40

million robot factory. Robots there are built

by other robots, with only 100 humans to

supervise and help. The plant produced

100 robots in its first year. Once such a

plant can make its own components, it can

be programmed to make more of itself—

to reproduce. (See "Robots of Japan."

January 1982.)

Since we cannot foresee all the prob-

lems these robots will have to ..face on a

distant planet, we must supply them with

goals and with the problem-solving ability

to carry out their assignments in our ab-

sence, it seems at least possible that ma-

chines this complex will begin to evolve

some of the social behavior common in an-

imal populations. This brings us very close

to sharing our planet with a form of near-

life whose evolution we cannot predict.

At the simplest level, what would hap-

pen if one machine began lo neglect its

production chores in order to reproduce?

Its offspring, possessing the same trait,

might soon dominate the machine popu-

lation. Would some form of "kin-preferring"

behavior arise? Might the robots even de-

velop a form of "reciprocal altruism" in

which the machines behave in seemingly

unselfish fashion toward others that are not

"kin" to create a more stable "society"?

"If our machines attain this behavioral

sophistication," notes Richard Laing. of the

department of computer and communi-
cation sciences at the University of Mich-

igan, in Ann Arbor, "it may be time to ask

whether they have become so like us that

we have no further right to command them

for our own purposes and so should qui-

etly emancipate them,"

And one wonders; Could such self-re-



just pull their plugs to regain control over

them. But is that really so? We are- already

so dependent on computers that to shut

Ihem down would cause general eco-

nomic chaos. Of the Santa Claus ma-

chines, theologist Ralph Wendell Burhoe,

of the Meadville/Lombard Theology School,

in Chicago, asks, "Will we become the

contented cows or household pets of the

new computer kingdom of life?"-

And what if the machines learned to de-

fend themselves? The Replicating Sys-

tems Concepts Team at the Santa Clara

study session concluded that to escape
human control, any machine must have at

least four basic abilities: It must create new
ideas to explain conflicting data, inspect

itself completely, write its own programs,

and change its own structure at will. A ma-
chine that lacked even one of these abili-

ties would almost surely be unable to an-

ticipate or prevent its own disconnection.

It seems unlikely that machines will soon
acquire these powers, and even if they do,

it will be only because human beings make
a conscious decision to supply them.

Nonetheless, a few people view the fu-

ture gravely. James Paul Wesley, associate

professor of physics at the University of

Missouri, points out that the advent of ma-
chines has been amazingly abrupt com-
pared to the billions of years it took carbon-

based life to evolve on Earth. Yet the same
laws of reproduction apply to both biolog-

ical evolution and machines.

"Machines," Wesley cautions, " have also

evolved toward an increased biomass
[quantity], increased ecological effi-

ciency, maximal reproduction rate, prolif-

eration of species, motility, and a longer

life span. Machines, being a form of life,

are in competition with carbon-based life."

The result, he fears, is that silicon life "will

make carbon-based life extinct."

Yet there is another possibility. What we
are approaching, says NASA computer
scientist Rodger A. Cliff, is "cybersym-

biosis"; eventually humans could come to

live inside a larger cybernetic organism.

As man and machine evolve, our interac-

tions will cease to be voluntary and be-

come necessary. Cliff views this develop-

ment with eagerness. Our descendants

could live inside large, self-replicating,

mobile space habitats, which would act as

extraterrestrial refuges and guarantee that

humanity is never completely wiped out by

some sort of earthly catastrophe.

"Flesh and blood are III adapted to

space," Cliff comments, "but silicon and

metal are ideal. Just as our own DNA re-

sides within a protective membrane, and
mitochondria are locked within cells, so

might humanity live as cybersymbiotic or-

ganelles of the space-colony organism. I

see these traveling throughout the cos-

mos, searching for nutrients—asteroids,

gas clouds, and so on—growing, evolv-

ing, and reproducing. And we will be in-

side their offspring."DO -

"-'
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powered now: an old Anglepoise and an

imitalion Tiffany. When Sophie switched

them on, the friendly room suddenly looked

as alien as the interior of a spaceship. They
laid the boy on the studio couch.

"I'll get some water," said Sophie.

Then the boy's dark cloak parted and
they stared, guilty and incredulous as con-

quistadores. The boy wore a linked mail

vest of finest gold; gold bracelets held the

cuffs of his dark sleeves; a golden bird

with eyes of emerald hung among gold

chains around his neck. His oddly cut wide

trousers were embroidered at the hem with

gold thread and polished turquoise; there

were golden buckles on his leather boots.

Gus couldn't speak. He passed his hand
across his eyes.

"Some heavy gear!" said Sophie.

She ran into the kitchen and came back
with a wet towel and water in a cup. She
held the cup to the boy's lips and made
him drink; then she wiped his face.

They took turns watching the boy as he

slept the long night through. In the morning

the boy was wide awake, shrill and de-

manding. They tried names, but he did not

repeat their names and gave no sound they

could catch hold of for his own name. He
'submitted himself to be led to the bath-

room .by Gus and caught on to the use of

the" plumbing with scornful efficiency. He
carelessly laid his gold gewgaws and his

jacket and boots on the bed in a heap and
went about in a linen undershirt and the

breeches kilted up with two thongs.

The boy would not eat. He eyed them at

the table in angry silence, finally snatching

fruit from a bowl and taking it to eat on the

beach. They watched from the house as

he walked around his raft. When he started

toward her cottage, Sophie went after him.

Gus saw her miming, "Come, I'll show you

my place," holding out her hand to him.

The boy let her pass, then shouted some-
thing into the wind and came back to sit

on the veranda of the house.

Gus was working when the boy came in

and prowled. Gus kept on with his work for

some time. Then he took out pencils and
a drawing block. He drew the tall ship and
wrote the word ship under it. He showed it

to- the boy and gave him a pencil. The boy
broke a lead idly circling on a scrap of pa-

per, and Gus passed him another pencil.

After examining the drawing of the ship,

the boy carefully wrote a short row of char-

acters under the drawing. Gus repeated

the word ship and pointed hopefully to the

new word, but the boy was silent. Gus drew

a tree and labeled it, then a fish. The boy
wrote under each picture; he wrote the

same thing every time. When Sophie came
over for lunch the boy watched hungrily

but still refused to eat and drink.

Sophie and Gus could make nothing of

the boy's written or spoken language. They

were nervous but let things ride. The boy

ate hard-boiled eggs for supper and drank

water. He found one of Gus's drawing
blocks and a pencil and sat on the porch.

He was not drawing, he was writing,

"Maybe we should give him a bottle and
a cork," said Sophie.

She washed the dishes and sang "Within

These Sacred Bowers" in a sweet, cracked

contralto voice. Gus worked away, inspired

and sad, thinking of Mozart.

/ am Chaytulpan, first-born son of the

Prince Governor of the imperial Province

of Southern Mexico. On the twentieth day
of the eleventh month of the tenth millen-

nium of the Third Empire of the Sun, one of

my father's ships was taken oy pirates. Our

people saw to it that I was preserved. I am
cast away on a small island. There are two

old creatures here, barbarians without caste.

They offer me defiled food and have no

understanding of the speech hierarchy. I

hope rescue will come soon.

As Sophie reached for the last egg to

break into the pan, the boy shouted and
held his hands over the egg carton. She
stared into his face and saw an agonized

revulsion. She drew back; let him break the

egg, and gritted her teeth while he fried it

clumsily together with the bacon. He car-

ried his heaping plateful to the table and
began eating with fingers and a spoon.

"I've got the hang of it
:

" she said to Gus.

"It'll be difficult, but we'll manage."

Gus was angry at the discovery; it was
nearly impossible for them not to touch the

boy's food. They unwrapped, sliced, set

things out secretly.

The fishing had never been better: Gus
showed the boy how to catch his own fish

and cook them over an open fire. Along

the beach, he and Sophie had the barbe-

cue going. The two fires were like beacons

blazing out into the gathering darkness.

"He sits alone." said Sophie. "Can't be
more than about thirteen years old."

"He's doing fine," said Gus. "He looks

through the magazines."

"Does he recognize anything?"

Gus shrugged. "He spends his time

writing on his pad," he said defensively.

/ am Chaytulpan, still alone. I catch fish

and'eat them. I pray for guidance and have
angry dreams. I think these two old mon-
keys have been chained to the island by a

sorcerer. They have many things here that

they could not have made themselves. I

.

think the old hag receives instructions from

a machine that makes glyphs. I have seen

the old cock drinking blood-colored liquid.

I will never be clean again. I will never see
my father again. My mother will be dis-

placed by the mother of Teltulpan, my
younger half-brother. mighty all-power-

ful Sun, took down upon Chaytulpan, your

kinsman, and help him in his distress.

Gus watched the boy rise early in the

morning and go outside to pray. From the

kitchen window he could see him march



purposefully to the highest point on Par-

ker's Key, a miserable ridge, midway be-

tween the house and Ihe shack. There,

among a few shreds of grass, the boy stood

facing the east, arms raised. The rising sun

blazed on his clasped hands, and.Gus re-

alized that the boy was holding up a gold

medallion to catch its first rays. When the

mornings were cloudy the boy moped. At

night he sat on the beach, staring at the

distant lights on the keys.

"This is no good," said Gus. "He's a good
boy but he's pining."

"I see what you're doing," said Sophie,

"and it frightens me."

Gus had rescued his boat from its

wrecked lean-to; he was making it ship-

shape. One sunny morning the boy ran up
waving his arms and chattering. He was
so excited that Gus thought he must have
sighted a friendly ship. He scanned the

horizon but it was empty. The boy smiled,

took his hand, pointed down the beach, He
wanted Sophie to share the fun. Gus and
the boy walked hand in hand to the shack,

and Sophie came out to meet them.

"He has something going," said Gus.

The boy, still all smiles, wiped his hand
on his breeches and held it out to Sophie.

She clasped it eagerly.

"Okay," she said, "this is peace. This is

some kind of breakthrough, thank heaven."

The boy led them to a place on the beach
where he had flattened the sand and made
two circles of shells. He made them kneel

in the circles; then he stood between them
and prayed aloud to the morning sun. He
went into a modest pantomime and drew
pictures in the sand.

"I get it," said Sophie. "Man, Gus, you're

man. I'm woman."
The boy repeated the words, he had a

little trouble with the W. He veiled his eyes
and pointed; they chorused obediently:

"Sun!"

He repeated the words several times, ran

about almost dancing.

Sun-Man—that was Gus; Sun-Woman,
Sophie. He pointed to himself.

"Sunny Boy?" suggested Gus.

The boy would not accept the name. It

was no time for hesitation.

"Ramon,': said Sophie.

The boy tried it out and accepted the

name. He spoke more prayers and slipped

chains of gold around the necks of Sun-
man and Sunwoman, each chain embel-
lished with red and green threads of wool,

that he had unraveled from Gus's Indian

blankets. After a quick demonstration of

the way they should lie down, Ramon gave
first Sophie, then Gus a hard kick on the

shoulder with his bare foot. They flopped

down and lay still in their shell circles.

Squinting upward Gus saw the boy, naked
to the waist, arms extended proudly to-

ward his god.

He saw the dark fall of hair, the face,

alien from Its very youth. He was filled with

anxiety, an unbelief, a hunger for some-*
thing real, something within his own terms
of reference. Then the ceremony i
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The boy, still excited smiling, indicated

that they should eat and drink. He led them
back to the house, and Sophie whipped
up a quick celebration meal: canned sweet

corn, reconstituted orange juice, crackers,

cheese, and sardines. Rarnbn served them
with his own hands.

"What were you thinking of with that name
Ramon?" asked Gus afterward.

"Who knows?" Sophie poured herself half

a glass of the precious red wine. "Ra, the

sun god. Raimundo, Raymond. I near as

hell called him David.
7 '

David was the name of Sophie's own son,

Dave Clawson, a neglectful shit in Gus's

opinion, who was "studying graphic art"

worlds away in New York City.

"Your girls," said Sophie, following the

train of thought. "They're fine. They have
partners; they're settled.

11

"Living near their' mothers," said Gus,

with resignation. "Four grandchildren now.

Heidi, the pretty one, had twin boys. Grace
was here with that goddamned film crew.

Q~he world was
born again. Sea and sky

were washed
clean, holding the island in

, a huge globe

of turguoise-blue. The

mainland was
greener than he remembered.^

We keep—we kept up a little."

"Where is he?" asked Sophie, changing

the subject. "Where's RamOn?"
"On the porch, with his diary."

Praise to the Sun, the lord of life. I have
been shown ihe way. The old ones have
been dedicated to him; they are ennobled
tor a golden year; then they are forfeit, It

makes my life much easier. I am sure res-

cue will come long before the year is

passed, and I will be able to deliver the

Sunman and the Sunwoman to the priests

in good condition. I believe it is no defile-

ment if I speak only their language.

A golden age had begun. The boy
laughed; he ate their cooking; he de-

manded games and adventures. After he

helped Gus repair the dinghy, they hitched

the raft behind it and circumnavigated Par-

ker's Key.. Even Sophie took turns rowing

or pedaling. Ramon rattled off English— in

fact, he would speak nothing else. He was
full of childish imperatives.

He was patient with Sophie's pictures of

Mayan, Incan. and Aztec temples. One day,

in answer to some father-mother question-

ing, he drew for Gus a family tree. Stout

male figures with clumps of wives and chil-

dren reached up in a triangular pile to a

faceless giant; above him was the sun disc.

Ramon indicated his place in the heap.

"It figures," said Sophie, at night in the

lamplight. "He must be a prince at the very

least. Poor little devil."

"Where was he sailing. I wonder?" asked

Gus. "What have they got over there?"

The answer proved to be Big House. A
summer place, perhaps

-
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The weather was perfect: a golden chain

of endless mild summer days without a trace

of cloud. Gus worked on his collages, and
Sophie, in some despair, finished her book
on the Spanish Main.

She turned to and revived her garden,

and mended the roof of her shack, Gus
and Ramon assisting. The boy could be

found, now and then, standing worship-

fully before Clawson's green girl. He
seemed to understand who the subject was,

and Gus had the feeling it gave Sophie
more influence. The boy sat patiently while

she tried out words on him: place names,
the names of ancient gods, scraps of Que-
chua, and a few words of Nahuatl that she

fo.und in a mythology book. Sometimes he
laughed or covered his ears.

"How much do you think he under-

stands?" asked Gus one evening. 'Are you

getting anywhere?"
"He vaguely recognizes words in both

languages," said Sophie. "I pronounce
them queerty. He doesn't want to correct

my pronunciation."

"He still won't open up."

"Gus, he can't. There's some big prohi-

bition in there."

"Do we have any kind of picture of this

sun kingdom?"
"Sure," said Sophie. "Pure extrapola-

tion, from the flotsam, the ships, and from

Ramon. An empire reaching from—from

Peru to California. It developed slowly in

some ways by comparison with Europe; it

rose on top of other empires, some of them

very strong on organization. They have the

wheel and a good, workable written lan-

guage. They have gunpowder, and the gold

was never taken away by the bad guys,

the conquistadores."

"Yes, the gold," said Gus. "We've had a
lot of gold washed up—buttons, buckles,

bits of plate. I think those crescents stamped
with a sun disc are pieces of money. I found

a couple of small ingots the other day. I

wouldn't have believed any civilization used

so much gold."

. "The conquistadores believed it," said

Sophie. "I have a quote from one of those

greedy bastards saying plainly that the gold

in Central America alone would last for-

ever. So they're an empire with many dif-

ferent races, and they have a strong im-

perial religion—this sun worship."

"Great," said Gus. 'And where are we9

I mean where are the Europeans? Or do I

mean Caucasians?"

"How about up north?" suggested So-

phie. "Still hacking around in horned hel-



mets. Growing grapes in Vinland. Making
raids .on the Amerind nations."

"Come on already," said Gus. "Why are

we the primitives in this scenario?"

He sipped at his wine.

"When the vintage runs out," he said,

"maybe we should head north."

Sophie stood by the veranda rail and
looked over the darkening sea.

"We shouldn't question Ramon too
much," she said.

"You think it worries him?" asked Gus.

"He seems happy enough. Eats well. Sleeps

like a baby."

"He has had servants, tutors, all kinds

of people ai his beck and call, but not too

many people he could relate to as human
beings. His relationship to us is stranger

than we can imagine."

Today we ate meatballs, painted the roof

of the hovel, and played ball in the evening.

I am very pleased with my Sunman and
Sunwoman. Truly they come from a world

of sorcerers. Their magic wilt flow back to

the Sun and increase his prestige and my
own when their blood flows over the stone.

Gus left Rambn curled up on the couch
for his siesta and wandered down to So-

phie's shack under the midday sun.

"Look here," he said. "Look at this!"

He held the boy's drawing; it had been
completed. Under the sun and the sun king

and the towering heap of nobles and their

families the boy had drawn a row ot mid-

dle-sized officials or soldiers.

Then he had filled in, painstakingly, a

vast crowd ot tiny creatures, no more than

blobs with two eyes: the rest of the world,

the common people. It was a drawing that

truly shocked Gus.

"A prince," said Sophie. "His world view

is bound to be a little different. Do you think

he draws well for his age?"
"He probably oversimplified a lot," said

Gus, sighing. "I don't think he does draw
very well for his age. Compared with his

written script, his drawings are childish."

"He's a child and we are grown-ups,"

said Sophie, taking Gus by the hand.

"What do you mean?"
"He's in a strange place. He doesn't know

what to make of us. But there isn't any doubt

in the world, in any world, about the way
we should behave with this boy. We can
only love him and do our best for him."

"That might include taking him in—back
to the Big House."

"Yes. He can't stay here too long."

/ skinned my knees badly on the rocks

while bringing in a large bluefish. The pain

was great, but Sunwoman cured it with her

salves and bandaged my legs tenderly.

Sunman praised my courage. He does not

know I am a Prince. They sat by me and
gave me some of the precious medicinal

spirit to make^me sleep. I know the. Sun-
man plans to take me to 'my father's Holi*

day Pavilion with his boat and my raft. I ask

the Sun: mightiest one, how has this all
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been ordered and to what end? What do
we know of the northern barbarians? The

year of Sunman and Sunwoman is just be-

ginning . . . if they bring me to the Pavilion

they will lose many months of life.

My knees are completely healed. We
made a feast for Sunwoman's birthday,

singing, making music, and dancing. Once
this Sunwoman was a nymph or priestess;

I have seen her likeness. Now she is old

but still supple; she inspires Sunman to

great feats. I really believe they still do it

though they are so old. Of course my
grandfather did it until his hair was white,

but he was of the blood royal and chose
the freshest flowers in the province.

O Sun, Sun Emperor, beloved kins-

men, what would you two, indivisible, ad-

vise me to do in this matter? I am Chay-
tulpan, rich in my heritage, poor in

understanding. I pray still for guidance.

Sunman has made me a game of quoits

<mA flickering

light lived and died in

the hollows of

the waves. They waited

_
- until they were

sure the dark shape would
beach, and

then they stole outsider

and a pair of stilts. Today we tried to catch

fish with a net and got very wet, and Sun-

woman sat on the beach, laughing.

The boat stands ready. They are deter-

mined to take me to the Pavilion. I made
the mistake of telling them that my mother
was there, waiting. I am pierced with sad-

ness and cannot explain the reason. They
are anxious; Sunwoman has made my fa-

vorite foods; Sunman tries to comfort me.

In a dream I sailed with Sunman and Sun-

woman into the harbor before the Pavilion.

The court and the priests- came.
There I stood with two old barbarians. I

was honor bound to explain our relation-

ship. Either way they had to die.

Ramon went off by himself. He would not

be comforted.

"What's got into him now, for heaven's

sake?' asked Gus.

"What the hell do we know about
princes," sighed Sophie. "What do we know
about this Big House?"

"It can't be wrong to lake him," said Gus.

"It might be all very well for us old farls to

stay on a desert island, but a kid?"

"Yes, you're right. And his mother is

probably there too, the poor lady."

"You could wait here," said Gus. "I'd come
back for you—come back to stay if I didn't

see any future for us in the Big House."

"Mo," said Sophie. "No, I think we ought

to stay together. What if the damned island

went back again while you were away?
Anyway, it might be interesting to see all

those El Dorado guys."

Toward sunset the boy came in, smiling,

excited—the way he had been for his first

sun ceremony, Now he had another. He led

them over a dune to the western tip of the

island. He had driven a long piece of drift-

wood into the sand and anchored it with

rocks. He had painted rows of characters

upon a board from the boat shed and roped

it to the stake. Now he made the pair of

them, Sunman and Sunwoman, kneel down
again. He removed the golden chains from

their necks and hung them on his notice

board. In the last rays of the setting sun he

chanted and prostrated himself.

He came close to them, Sophie first, then

Gus; he kissed them clumsily upon the

forehead and raised them up, indicating

that he must not speak. He smiled, how-

ever, and they went back to the house hand

in hand. Ram6n ate fruit for his supper. So-

phie went down to sleep the last night in

her own cottage and packed.

Gus slept lightly, he was restless, but the

boy slipped away without waking him. In

the morning he was gone. He had taken

his raft. The sea was calm; Ramon had a

long way to pedal, but he would surely come
to his Big House on the keys,

/ am Chaytulpan, kinsman of the Sun,

and I take full responsibility. I could not

deliver these two persons to be killed. Per-

haps they are sorcerers; perhaps they come
from some fabled land. They are wise and
kind and have looked after me when I was
cast away. I will never forget them. They

can remain upon their island; they are still

dedicated to the Sun and so is the island.

I see my sojourn upon this island as a

time of testing. It is not the mark of a Prince

to sit around waiting to be rescued. Nor is

it fitting to bend others to my service if it

means the loss of their lives. I was meant
to put my trust in the Sun, the lord of all,

and'make the voyage alone, on my raft.

I will bury these scripts or burn them. I

will tell nb human of the existence of the

island and its inhabitants. There is no need.

The Sun sees all and understands.

. Sophie and- Gus sat on the beach most

of the day, keeping an eye on the weather.

When the lights came out on the keys, they

still sat for a long time, watching.

"Quit worrying," Sophie said reassur-

ingly. "He'll get through."

"But why? Why go alone?"

"Why? Why? Don't you know why?" she
exclaimed. "All this freaky stuff with the not

eating, the silence, the way he refused to

speak his own language to us?"

"What are you getting at?"
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"We were taboo. He knew they wouldn't

accept us. Remember his drawing? Per-

haps there was simply no place for us in

the scheme of things."

"He was some kind o! prince, wasn't he?"

said Gus. "You'd think his word would count

for somelhing."

"Gus, you knew it from the first. That was
a good kid," said Sophie. "Believe me, he

knew what he was doing."
"1 guess you're right."

"Gus, what can we do? I
mean, how long

can we sit here waiting for the lights to

change?"
"I'm onlysorry about your book," he said.

"The Spanish Main."

"I can stand it," said Sophie, "but your

work. You were a big name back there."

"I can work anywhere," said Gus stol-

idly. "Plenty of good material at hand. ! think

we might develop a little, have something

io knock their eyes out if this damned is-

land ever does change lanes."

"You don't want to take the boat, go ex-

ploring?" she asked. "I'd go along if that's

what you really wanted to do."

"No," said Gus. "No. We'd be foolish. We
have everything we need. Well, almost."

He sighed. "Only two bottles left," he

said. "The last bottles of red in the world."

"Don't be too sure," said Sophie, snug-

gling up to him.

She could just see his rugged profile in

the dim light. Gus Rocca. Of all the men
124 OMNI

on earth. She remembered the brawl when
Clawson caught them covered with her

green paint in the shower, shamelessly

making love.

"I have a vine growing," she said. "A

grape vine. It never grew at all until afler

the hurricane, but now it looks like we'll be

having purple grapes."

Florida Commune Esperanza. Nell Su-

sannah to Elsabeth Newhope, Liaison and

Records, Reconstruction Center Seven,

Southwest. Extract from quarterly over-

land newsletter, April 2034, Old Style:

"The island is very small, and we get the

usual spaced-out reports that it 'appeared

overnight.' I wouldn't normally pay much
attention to this, but this island is a puzzle.

Someone has made it beautiful. It's like a

shrine, The whole place is terraced, planted

with grapevines, corn, peppers, sunflow-

ers—wonderful uncontaminated food

plants we haven't seen since the crash.

"There are two buildings on the island,

one large and one small, both entirely cov-

ered, encrusted with a marvelous variety

of natural things and artifacts, There is a

lot of gold here, Elsa, real gold, more gold

than any of us ever saw in our lives, and

turquoise and precious stones. When the

sun is shining, the whole island seems to

light up, to make its own rainbows.

"Then there are twentieth-century books,

pictures, lamps, and tin cans, and one in-

side wall of the smaller temple is covered

with a manuscript book on the Spanish

Main, illustrated with ship drawings. They

have also done fantastic things with old

wine bottles. Yet an awful lot of the stuff is

mysterious. Pre-Columbian, almost."

From a scribe chronicler in the service

of Chaytulpan, known as the Navigator,

Prince Governor of the Province of South-

ern Mexico, Third Empire of the Sun:

"In the seventh year of his office the young

Prince Governor turned his flagship aside

on the way to the Holiday Pavilion and. tak-

ing a pair of rafts with his advisers, ap-

proached a certain island. This was the

place, he said, where he had been cast

away as a child, fourteen years previously.

"It was a small, desolate place with a

ruined wooden shelter of some kind, sink-

ing into the gray sand.

"The Prince, already known for his

strength and dignity, knelt down and prayed

and shed tears in this strange place. It was
rumored among his court that he had seen

visions on the island and that he had been

magically succored by two eagles.

"While the Prince was at his prayers two

of the sailors came up with a find; a large

turtle with strange white markings upon its

back. Prince Governor Chaytulpan for-

bade them to kill the creature and pro-

claimed the island a sanctuary for all living

things, dedicated forever to the Sun." DO
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her lungs had been mistakenly inserted in

the passage to her stomach instead.

• Elizabeth Mak, a thirty-tour-year-old

woman from Hamilton, Ontario, died in 1979

from an air embolism after an otherwise

successful operation.

Dr. George Gerula, her anesthetist, in-

jected the very last ounce of blood from
her transfusion, a procedure that in-

creases the risk of air entering the patient's

.circulatory system. Normally, anesthetists

leave some blood in the syringe to guard
against such a fatal mishap. Gerula failed

to take this precaution; so when an unfore-

seen complication arose— in this case a

filter became clogged—the result spelled

disaster for his patient.

escribed in the trial that followed as "a

conservationist, a string saver." Dr. Gerula
was acquitted of criminal negligence even
though expert witnesses testified that his

technique was hazardous and never rec-

ommended. Gerula testified that he had
used it to conserve valuable blood without

incident at least two dozen times before.

Asked by the lawyer for the prosecution

about the risk, he replied, "There are many
things you do which aren't in your best in-

terest, such as smoking."
If that kind of reasoning is representative

of the anesthetist under fire—a physician

in search of his own defense—one indeed

has cause to take stock. Is the profession

of anesthesiology taking a hard enough look

at itself in all its aspects? Or must patients,

like shoppers, beware of the anesthesia

and the surgery they and their insurance

companies buy?
There's no easy answer. Certainly Dr.

Forrest's study, if it accomplishes nothing

else, may open the practice of anesthe-

siology to more intense self-examination

as well as more careful scrutiny. Critics have
questioned Forrest's objectivity because
he has accepted funding from Ohio Med-
ical Anesthetics. Inc., of Madison, Wiscon-
sin; the firm manufactures enflurane and
isof lurane, two of the agents being tested.

But Forrest points out that the planned
three-year project has been independ-
ently designed and will be monitored by
others. If it yields information that anesthe-

tists can use to safeguard their patients'

lives, that is what counts.DO
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Moral Dilemma
As a high-school teacher. I find il useful to

read many magazines, including Omni, to

help my students keep up with the work

being done in all scientjiic areas. As a

Catholic priest, I also have many religious

and moral concerns that always result from

new invesfigations. One such concern grew

from the article "Gene Fixers," by Tabitha

Powledge in the April 1983 issue.

I found Powledge's report on the sci-

entific data enlightening, but I
found her

editorial comments on the right to lite not

only appalling but highly unnecessary. Yes,

there is much good that can come from

the science of genetic engineering. Many

of the possibilities show great promise and

should be pursued for the good of all peo-

ple. No investigation, however, especially

when it involves the dignity of the human

being, should continue unchecked. Sci-

ence must work within the boundaries of

what is right and must support what is good

for each individual life.

Many people believe in 'the absolute

sanctity of human life within the womb and

will continue to put forth "howls of protest,"

as Powledge would say, when we feel that

moral ideals are being destroyed.

I sincerely hope that, in the future, writ-

ers will restrict their editorial comments to

the editorial pages and let scientific in-

quiries stand on their own merit. Combin-

ing science and morality accomplishes

nothing 'for either.

Rev. Edward Walk

St. Marys, PA

Drugs and Therapy

Dr. Margaret Patterson's little black box

[January 1983] is an important too.! for

treating drug addicts. But we must avoid

being seduced by the mystique of the ma-

chine. It must supplement, not substitute

for, the human part of therapy. Kathleen

McAuliffe's article barely mentions the vast

improvement in the black box's success

rate when the device is used in a month-

long inpatient therapeutic setting that in-

cludes counseling by caring, intelligent, and

well-trained individuals.

My experience as a psychotherapist

working with addicts is thai real long-term

cures depend largely on a therapeutic ap-

proach designed to teach people a better

way of dealing with the problems that led

to drug abuse in the first place.

Patterson's box. for all its advantages,

risks being abused by the "instant cure-

all" mentality so prevalent in our pill-pop-

ping society. After all, to use Peter Towns-

hend's words, it sometimes gives "psy-

chedelic experiences" or feels "just like

being on heroin." Great stuff. Why shouldn't

we expect the black market—or even big

business—to exploit such a great inven-

• f<«K
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tion? One thousand dollars is nothing com-

pared to what most addicts spend on drugs.

In spite of these risks, the black box is

still a welcome new tool for drug treatment.

Ann Schwanke
New York City

Animal Cruelty

Many people are not aware {or do not wish

to be aware) of the practices of animal ex-

perimentation. Millions of animals die in

excruciating pain each year in research

iacilities all over the United States. There

are no laws to protect them. They do not

have to be given anesthesia during tests,

nor are there any rules about the living

conditions or care of these animals. For

example, small monkeys are strapped into

chairs and slammed into concrete walls to

see what could happen in a car crash; dogs

are starved to death to see how long it takes:

the ends of monkeys' fingers are cut off to

see if they grow back; and dogs and rab-

bits are forced to inhale smoke to see what

the effects are. Electrodes are implanted

in the brains of cats, spinal cords are sev-

ered, and animals are drowned, poisoned,

or kept in solitary confinement.

Instead of wasting money on redundant

experimentation, we can use tax money to

find other ways of testing without using an-

imals. Tests on animals do not always en-

sure similar effects in humans.

Involved citizens are the only ones who

can help. If you are concerned with how

your tax money is being spent, write to your

congressman and senators and support

your local animal societies.

As George Bernard Shaw said, "Vivi-

section is a social evil because as it ad-

vances human knowledge, it does so at

the expense oi human character."

Teresa Romano
Flushing, NY

Domestic Robots

Richard Wolkomir's "Robots at Home" [April

1983] takes a curious look at what may be

the state-of-the-home in the next decade.

But what I find more intriguing is the rela-

tionship between the article's accompa-

nying artwork and the article's content.

Ichiro Tsuruta's painting depicts a half-

robot, half-female creation. The picture

continues the stereotypical view most

people have of domestic help; that is, they

are usually women. Yet, whenever gender

is mentioned in Wolkomir's article, it is

masculine. Joseph Engelberger will call his

domestic thrall Isaac, after SF writer Isaac

Asimov. And in discussing robot mobility,

Wolkomir notes, "Carnegie-Mellon profes-

sors have even choreographed a dance

for a robot and a woman."
Whether or not this reversal of the view

of domestic help as male rather than fe-

male is conscious or unconscious, it is in-

teresting to think that the domestic robots

that will occupy our homes in the future will

not be considered maids but majordomos.

Lawrence Barkley

Riverside, CADO
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1. PENNY PILE. A penny diameter is about

12.5 penny thicknesses. Most people un-

derestimate and stop stacking after about

nine or ten pennies.

2. ABE UP. Lincoln is faceup on both sides

of a $5 bill (if you count the small statue of

him inside the Lincoln Memorial on the back,

and I do). "In trie long run" I
would expect

to win $10 from you. You will stop accept-

ing the wager once the bill falls Memorial

side up and you discover the catch. Fifty

percent of the time this will happen on the

first try, and I will win $5. On rarer occa-

sions the bill may land portrait up a few

times before it lands Memorial up. For ex-

ample, there's a 1 in 32 chance that the

bill will land "heads" four times before the

first "tails." In thai case I would collect $25

before you stopped taking the bet. My ex-

pected winnings would average $10.

3. ALONE APPLICATION. Ed got the job;

he answered, "One $50 bill, one $5 bill,

and tour $2 bills."

4. TELLER TALE. $15.35.

5. BAD BILL. $7 and a hat.

6. MARKUPS, (d) Anne made $20.

Thomas C. Rowe, a University of Wiscon-

sin at Stevens Point psychologist, asks a

question like this of his general psychol-

ogy classes every year; only about 10 per-

cent of students get the correct answer the

first time. Most think of the problem as one

long transaction rather than as two sepa-

rate ones, each with a $10 profit. Another

way to look at it is that Anne paid out $50

and $70 and took in $60 and $80, for a

final profit of $20,

7. CHOOSE QUICKLY. The hats would

contain the same amount of gold in either

case; collector's value aside, they would

be worth the same. The smaller coins don't

pack any more efficiently than the larger

coins; The proportion of airspace to the

volume .of the hat is the same.

8. CRYPTARITHM. Here's the only possi-

ble answer:

97809
124)12128316

1116

its product subtracted from a four-digit

number leaves only a two-digit number. And

since the first and last digits of the quotient

both give four-digit products, they in turn

must be larger than the quotient's third digit.

So after only a few steps we know the full

quotient: 97,809. Further elimination of

possibilities provides the answer. Smith's

124 heirs will divvy up an estate valued at

$12,128,316.

9. REVOLUTIONARY QUESTION. From

your point of view, George A makes two

somersaults before he gets back. But from

the perspective of an observer on either of

the coins, George A points each part of

his profile only once toward coin B. count-

ing for only one revolution. The situation is

analogous to the earth's yearly rotations

around the sun. As seen from the sun or

the earth, the earth makes 365.25 revolu-

tions in one go-round. As seen from a fixed

star, however, the earth makes 366.25 turns.

Thus, a "siderial day" (as seen from out-

side the system) is a bit shorter than a "so-

lar day." Your siderial view of the two quar-

ters reveals an additional turn not observed

by either George A or B.

10. BALANCE THE BOOKS. The error is

illusory. There is no reason for the sum of

amounts left to equal the total deposited.

It was a contrived coincidence that the to-

tal of the right-hand column came close to

$1;000, If Ledger had withdrawn all his

money at once, the total of the amount left

column would be 0; if he had taken it $10

at a time, the right-hand column would

quickly grow to a huge and unmistakably

meaningless amount ($990 + 980 + 970

+ 960, and so on).

11. CIRCLESCRIBE. Eight distinct circles

may be drawn tangent to three given cir-

cles. Our three coins in this example could

be any three nonoverlapping circles on a

plane. One constructed circle has all three

coins inside it; another has all three out-

side it. Three circles have one coin inside

and two outside, and another three have

two coins inside and one outside Con-

structing all eight circles is known as the

problem of Apollonius, after the Greek

geometer who first posed it. All eight con-

structed circles are merged into one dia-

gram in. the illustration below. DQ

EARTH
COM' Ni.'EJF^OM i''AOE I-

We can't explain all the steps to the so-

lution, but here .is how you might have

started. First note that in the last step, two

digits of the dividend are brought down.

That means the fourth digit of the quotient

must be 0. Then note that the product of

the 7 and the divisor is three digits (which

turn out to be'"86S) that, subtracted from a

three-digit number, give another three-digit

number. The third digit of the quotient,

therefore, must be larger than 7 because
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millions of bugs a year. But through it all,

the Antoniks never encouraged wanton

Buffalo Bill-style wasting of the insect world.

After pulverizing, proeessing, and shipping

countless tail bits (filled with luciferin and

luciferase), they could somehow never part

with an otherwise worthless accumulation

of about 12 million frozen firefly torsos.

"Anything is possible" was their catch-

phrase from the start; so the Antoniks tried

to stimulate demand for insect trunks.

Attempts to sell dead fireflies as fish bait

proved disastrous. The fish fled. Alan

Antonik got an even ruder jolt when he

sprinkled some firefly bits in his children's

guppy tank: All of the guppies died.

Undaunted, the Antoniks simply shifted

their pitch to the Office of Naval Research,

the military agency that, among otherthings,

has been plugging away these last 40 years

searching for the perfect shark repellent.

That, in brief, is how the grapevine started

buzzing and how Joseph Bonaventura,

head of Duke University's Laboratory of

Marine Biology, became in 1979 the proud

owner of 600,000 lanternless lightning-bug

bodies. It was soon apparent that fireflies

could glow audaciously in full view of

potential predators because the insects

manufactured a powerful protective poison.

In fact, a suspension of this toxin in an

aquarium tank, Bonaventura and bio-

chemist wife, Ceha, demonstrated, can par-

alyze captive Atlantic sharp-nosed sharks.

Although no one has yet figured out how

to make firefly chemicals kill sharks without

killing swimmers and divers, too, the new

findings have prompted a flurry of other

experiments. Bonavenlura reports, for

example, that an undisclosed chemical

company has developed a dilute spray of

firefly toxin that can repel field mice from

otherwise perfect nesting spots. A
Connecticut group says it has used the toxin

to make armies of gypsy moths beat it down

the street. Steve Anlonik, fed up with the

destructiveness of his three pet cats, treated

his furniture with a firefly-and-water

concoction. Finally, Cornell University

biologist Thomas Eisner believes that the

firefly toxin has potential as a heart stimu-

lant. The trouble is that Eisner still can't find

a single creature—including birds, jumping

spiders, and mice—to ingest the toxin

without getting sick.

Just what the Antoniks and their vision-

ary clients will think of next is anyone's

guess. There^s growing interest in using

the toxin to keep pigeons off eaves, for

instance. Luciferin and luciferase may soon

help to measure sperm count and delect

sluggish cows. "We'd like to circumvent

heart trouble by measuring the chemical

content of tears," says Alan Antonik. "We'd

like to invent a test that picks up the wild

proliferation of cancer. With chemicals that

are active wherever there's life, we can test

for just about anything," DO
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Money miscellany

and pet-peeve poetry

By 'Scot Morris

MONEY MATTERS. This month we offer

a variety of problems that, directly or

indirectly, deal with matters financial.

1. PENNY PILE. How well can you

estimate the size of a cent? About how
many penny thicknesses are there in

a penny diameter? First make a mental

estimate, then do it visually: Stack pennies

on top of one another until you have a

column that you think is as tall as a penny

standing on edge. Check to see how
close you came. You may be surprised to

discover how far off you are.

2. ABE UP. I have a brand-new $5 bill. If

I drop it from above my head, I'll bet

you $5 that it will land with Abe Lincoln

faceup. If not, I'll pay you $10. Will you

take the bet? How much should I
expect

to win or lose on this bet in the long run?

3. ALONE APPLICATION. Edward is

applying for a job at a bank. The per-

sonnel director asks this screening

question: "Here is a check for sixty-thiee

dollars. Please give me that amount in

six bills, but no one-dollar bills, please."

An applicant must solve the problem

in less than' a minute. Go.

4. TELLER TALE. A man cashed a check

at a bank, but the absentminded teller

made a mistake and gave in dollars

the amount that should have been in

cents, and in cents the amount that should

have been in dollars. The customer

took the money and, after spending $4.45,

found that the amount left was exactly

twice that of the original check. What was
the correct amount of the check?

5. BAD BILL. Cowboy Bill goes into

Walt's Wild West Store and picks out a

fancy new hat that sells for $43. Bill gives

Walt a $50 bill, but Walt doesn't have

change; so he goes next door to

Mom's Diner, gets change tor the bill,

gives Bill his $7, and puts the rest in

his cash register-

Some time later Mom comes to the

Wild West Store and tells Walt that the $50

bill is counterfeit. Walt reluctantly agrees
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(he should have known that Ulysses S.

Grant didn't have a goatee) and gives

Mom a genuine $50 in exchange for the

phony note.

How much did Walt lose in this Bad

Bill affair?

6. MARKUPS. Anne buys a parrot from

the pet store for $50. Then she sells it

to Ben for $60. A while later she realizes

she could have made even more money
on the bird; so she buys it back from

Ben for $70 and sells it to Clyde for $80.

What was the result of Anne's

entrepreneurship? (a) She lost $10; fb)

she.brbke even: (c) she made $10; (d) she

made $20; (e) she made $30; (f) none

of.the above.

7. CHOOSE QUICKLY. Which is worth

more; a hat filled with $5 gold pieces or

the same hat filled with $20 gold pieces?

8. CRYPTARITHM. Smith, the bedridden

millionaire magnate, died in a tragic

fire and left only a charred slip of paper

that indicated he had been working out a

long-division problem in his last moments.

Shylock Holmes, the investigating attorney,

was abie to identify only one of the digits

in the problem—a 7. The rest of the

figures were mere smudges. Microscopic

analysis, however, indicated that there

had-been a digit in each of the spaces

marked below, and that there had been

no remainder.

Holmes determined that the old man
had been working on his will and that he

had intended to divide his estate equally

among his many heirs. Holmes
reconstructed the entire problem and

showed that the divisor was the number

of Smith's heirs, the dividend was the

worth of his estate, and the quotient was
the amount to be paid to each heir. How
much was Smith worth?

The problem isn't as hard as it looks.

Hint; Start with the digits in the quotient.

-7-

9. REVOLUTIONARY QUESTION. Place

two quarters on a table as shown, A
above B. Keep quarter B stationary and

roll quarter A completely around quarter

B's edge until it returns to the position

shown. Assuming no slippage between .

the coins, how many somersaults will

George A make before he gets back to

his starting point? If you were to ask

the same question of George A or George

B, would their answers be the same as

yours? Explain.

10, BALANCE THE BOOKS, Mr. Ledger

deposited $1,000 in his checking

account. Each time he withdrew money,

he recorded the transaction so he would

know hew much was left, After a few

withdrawals his record looked like this:



WITHDRAWALS AMOUNT LEFT

$500 $500
250 250
100 150
80 70
50 20
20

$1,000 $990

"That's strange," he thought. "I have
apparently overdrawn my account. My
withdrawals add up to $1,000, but it

looks like I had only $990 in the account.

I guess I owe the bank $10."

What went wrong with Ledger's tally?

11. CIRCLESCRIBE. Drop a dime, a
quarter, and a half-dollar randomly onto

a tabletop. How many circles can be
drawn that touch the circumference of

each coin once and only once?

12. LINE UP. Here's another optical illusion

(like question 1) that works with coins.

Place three coins touching in a row and
call them, from left to right, coins 1, 2,

and 3. Estimate the length of this row from

the outer edges of coins 1 and 3," and
call that length x. Now slide coin 2 down
until the distance between this coin and
eilher of the other two coins appears
equal to x; in other words, the space
between coin 2 and coin 1 or 3 should
now be the same as the space occupied
by the original row of three coins. Most
people underestimate by 30 percent .

or more the distance they should move
coin 2. This is a variation, in coins, on the

famous Muller-Lyer illusion.

13. DOLLAR AUCTION. A few years

ago Martin Shubik, an economist at Yale

University, invented a remarkable littie

game that he calls the Dollar Auction. It's

a party game that, if you're not careful,

can end a party.

Someone offers to auction off a dollar

bill to the highest bidder under these
rules: (1) Bids will be in multiples of five

cents. (2) When the bidding stops, the

auctioneer collects from two people, the

highest bidder and the second-highest
bidder, but only the highest bidder gets

the dollar. There's a time limit of 30
seconds for each bid.

- For example, if Valerie bids 30 cents

after Mack has bid 25 cents and no further

- bidding occurs, the dollar goes to Valerie.

The auctioneer collects 55 cents for it.

Valerie makes 70 cents on the deal,

Mack loses a quarter, and the auctioneer
loses 45 cents.

If you were Mack in the example above,

would you have raised the bid to 35
.cents? If Valerie had said 40 cents, would
you have gone to 45? To 55? If she kept

raising your bid, at what point would you
stop raising hers?

Predict from your intuition the point at

which the bidding is likely to stop if a
lew intelligent friends of yours started

bidding in a Dollar Auction. Or try the

game for real, and see what happens.
Next month we'll discuss our strategies

for the game and the Yale experiments
on which we base them. FOr now we'll say
only that the results of a Dollar Auction
are usually quite surprising to the

participants and that, in a typical auction,

there are two distinct "aha!" experiences.

Can you guess at what points in the

bidding they occur?
Answers on page 130.

COMPETITION #29: POETIC PEEVES
~~~

English is a growing language, we are

told, but sometimes it seems to be
growing smaller, shallower, and sillier. Do
perfectly good words get supplanted
by fashionable phraseology? For sure. In

a recent Wall Street Journal "Pepper
. . . and Salt" column, critics offered these

rhyming comments:

Expiration Data
Some people are against it,

Some are for, some pliable.

At this moment, we can see
The death penalty's viable.

—Arnold J. Zarett

As for Now—Goodbye
"Now" used to be a good little word,

But now it's become a crime.

You simply don't hear it.

The precise little spirit

Has become "at this point in time."

—Roberta Strotkamp

if fad phrases are irksome, what about
mispronunciations, misuses, and outright

wrongos? When our President taiks of

lowering guvamint spending and his

opponents speak of reducing nucular
arms, how can we take them seriously?

Misuse of the language isn't confined

to us commoners. The preamble of the

U. S. Constitution proposes to "form

a more perfect Union"; and Shakespeare
put a double pleonasm in "the most
unkindest cut of all." If you find other good
examples, send them to Omni's

Department of Redundancy Department.
Another phenomenon is the misuse

of singular and plural forms:

Criteria

There's but one/Criterion.

Folks inferia/Say "one criteria."

—Willard R. Espy

Is sloppy language due to ignorance
or apathy? We don't know, and we don't

care. What we know is, we want to see
more short poems, like those above,
on misuse and overuse in modern English.

Any simple rhyme scheme will do.

We'll award $100 for the best entry and
£25 each to the top nine runners-up. All

entries become the property of Omni.
Write your poem on a card, and send it

to Omni Competition #29, 1965 Broadway,

New York, NY 10023-5965. Entries must
be postmarked no later than August
15, 1983. Entries sent from outside the

United States are routinely given a two-
week grace period.OO
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By Randy Cohen

4/n reply to your

tetter, I: must conclude

that it would not

be feasible to find your

lost car Keys near

the Grand Canyon using

the Landsat-4

Mapping Instrument^1
.


